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Abstract
The main aim of the present work is to investigate the applica-
bility of Large Eddy Simulations to pulverised coal combustion.
The Navier-Stokes equations that describe an incompressible tur-
bulent reactive flow are presented, with a source term which ac-
counts for the e↵ect of the coal particles on the gas phase. Both a
Eulerian and Lagrangian approach are presented to describe the
coal particles motion and their heat exchange with the gas phase.
The main processes that characterise pulverised coal combustion:
devolatilisation, volatile combustion and char combustion are de-
scribed and the main models to represent them are presented.
The performance of the numerical approximation is tested on two
main experimental cases: 1) a pulverised coal jet flame surrounded
by a methane pilot and 2) a 100 kWth swirling burner operating in
an O2/CO2 environment. The results of the simulations are com-
pared to qualitative and quantitative experimental measurements
for both test cases. Finally a parametric study is performed on
both test cases to understand firstly, which combustion processes
are dominant and secondly to understand which models perform
best for each experimental set-up.
The results showed the Lagrangian approach to be more repre-
sentative of the pulverised coal combustion process. The analysis
for the pulverised coal jet flame, showed that the radiation and
char combustion processes have almost negligible e↵ect. Instead,
the simulation results were highly sensitive to variations in the
devolatilisation and volatile combustion models and model pa-
rameters.
For the second test case, char combustion was dominant through-
out most of the domain as the coal particles had a longer time
to burn. The devolatilisation and volatile combustion processes
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were dominant at the initial stages of the combustion process and
characterised the initial flame behaviour.
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M - number of reaction
M↵ - mass of species ↵ in a cell
N - number of species
NDNS - number of grid points for a DNS simulations
Nu - Nusselt number
P Pa pressure
Pr - Prandtl number
Q˙ W total heat release due to di↵erent combustion processes
Q˙rad W heat release due to radiation
QR J heat of reaction
Q - Q-factor for devolatilisation
Re - Reynolds number
Ret - turbulent Reynolds number
S˙ - governing equations source term due to two phase flow
Sa
m2
kg specific internal surface area
Sij
1
s strain rate
Sc - Schmidt number
Stk - Stoke number
T K temperature
TC - convection term for numerical approximation
TD - di↵usion term for numerical approximation
U - ultimate analysis composition
V m3 volume
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V↵,i
m
s di↵usion velocities of species ↵ in i-direction
Vg kg volatile gases emitted from a coal aprticle
VM kg volatile matter content in particle, adjusted for Q-factor
W↵
kg
kmol molecular weight of species ↵
W kgkmol mixture molecular weight
W - Wiener term
X↵ - species mole fraction
[X↵]
kmol
m3 molar concentration
Y↵ - species mass fraction
miscellaneous
L m characteristic length scale
M↵ - symbol for species ↵
N↵ - conditional particle number
Qj - rate of progress of reaction j
R JkmolK universal gas constant
T K conditional particle temperature
U ms characteristic velocity
Greek Symbols
lowercase
↵ - species
  - temperature exponent of Arrhenius expression
 ij - Kronecker symbol
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✏ m
2
s3 energy dissipation rate
✏ - emissivity
⌘ m Kolmogorov length scale
  m characteristic size
 1m absorption coe cient
µ kgms molecular viscosity
µe - e↵ectiveness factor
µt
kg
ms turbulent viscosity
  - generic flow quantity
 Th - Thiele modulus
⇢ kgm3 density
⇢p
kg
m3 particle density
  1m scattering coe cient
✓p % porosity
⌧ Pa stress tensor
⌧ - pore tortuosity
⌧c s chemical time step
⌧I s integral time step
⌧m s di↵usion relaxation time
⌧t s turbulent time step
⌧⌘ s Kolmogorov time step
⌫ m
2
s kinematic viscosity
!˙↵
kg
m3s total rate of production/destruction of species ↵
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uppercase
  m LES filter width
 A m2 surface of finite volume  V
 t t time step width
 V m3 finite volume
 x m grid spacing in x direction
 ⇢ kgm3 density correction
  WmK thermal conductivity
⌦ m2 unit angle
  - generic scalar field flow quantity
Subscript and Superscript
b - black body
c - chemical scale
cs - chemical state
dev. - devolatilisation
f - forward reaction
f - cell face
f - fluid
fu - fuel
g - gas
gst - gas-soot
n - time step n
o - standard conditions
ox - oxidiser
p - particle
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pr - product
po - pore
r - reverse reaction
r - reactant
s - solid
sc - scattering
st - soot
t - total
t - turbulence
tar - tar
vg - volatile gases
vc - volatile content
vap - volatile gases and products released to gas phase
A - apparent density
C - convection term
D - di↵usion term
E - east of cell M
I - Integral scale
M - cell mid-point
PD - predicted value based on previous time step
T - true density
W - west of cell M
Abbreviations
daf dry ash free
pdf probability density function
sgs sub-grid scale
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ASU Air Separation Unit
CCS Carbon Capture and Storage
CFD Computational Fluids Dynamics
CDS Central Di↵erencing Scheme
CDF Cumulative Density Function
CPD Chemical Percolation and Devolatilisation
CPU Compression and Processing Unit
CRIEPI Central Research Institute for Elecrtric power
DNS Direct Numerical Simulations
DOM Discrete Ordinates Method
EBU Eddy Break Up
EDC Eddy Dissipation Concept
EUL Eulerian
FDF Filtered Density Function
FVM Finite Volume Method
FG-DVC Functional-Group, Depolymerization,Vaporization, Cross-Linking
GCV Gross Calorific Value
HHV Higher Heating Value
IRZ Inner Recirculation Zone
JL Jones-Lindstedt
LAG Lagrangian
LDV Laser Doppler Velocimeter
LES Large Eddy Simulations
LHV Lower Heating Value
LHS Left Hand Side
MIB Mixed Is Burnt
ORZ Outer Recirculation Zone
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PCC Pulverised Coal Combustion
PDF Probability Density Function
RANS Reynolds-Averaged Navier Stokes
RHS Right Hand Side
RMS Root Mean Square
RTE Radiative Transfer Equation
TDP Tabulated Devolatilisation Process
TH Top Hat
TVD Total Variation Diminishing scheme
UDS Upwind Di↵erencing Scheme
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1 Introduction
Coal is the most abundant of the fossil fuels available, and contributes con-
siderably to the primary energy supply obtained by burning fossil fuels.
Although substantial e↵orts have been placed to replace the burning of coal
with renewables, the economic growth of countries such as India and China,
which have vast supplies of coal available, means that coal is expected to
continue playing a fundamental role in the production of electricity in the fu-
ture. Furthermore, recent events have created concern regarding the safety
of nuclear power plants, which could close and be replaced by new coal power
plants. As coal is also the most polluting of the fossil fuels, the deployment
of clean coal technologies is necessary to stabilise or cut future emissions.
These technologies include low-NOx burners and oxy-coal combustion for
Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS). CCS technologies applied to the coal-
based electricity and heat generation sector has gained large interest from
the governments and research communities as a means to drastically reduce
the emissions of green house gases. However, separating and capturing CO2
from a conventional coal-fired power plant is a very expensive approach as
it requires a Compression and Processing Unit that separates the CO2 from
the other exhaust gases and compresses it to be ready for storage. Burning
the coal with pure oxygen and the recirculated exhaust gases is one way
for reducing the increased costs of the CCS plant, as the exhaust gases are
made almost entirely of CO2 and H2O, which can be easily separated with-
out the need of any physical or chemical solvent. Moreover, the absence of
atmospheric N2 in the burner, results in lower NOx emissions compared to
standard air-coal combustion. The main disadvantages of oxy-coal combus-
tion are related to the capital costs and loss in energy e ciency related to the
pure O2 production, which requires a cryogenic Air Separation Unit (ASU).
Recent estimates [132] show that the inclusion of an ASU for oxy-coal com-
bustion leads to a loss in e ciency of ⇡ 8.7%, compared to a conventional
air-coal power plant. Maximising boiler e ciency is thus essential to re-
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gain some of the loss in e ciency of the CCS plant, which necessitates an
in-depth understanding of the chemical and physical mechanisms occurring
inside a Pulverised Coal Combustion (PCC) boiler.
However, poor optical access, soot interference and the large dimensions of
the coal burners means that experimental measurements via laser diagnos-
tics is di cult, expensive and to date have only been applied to very simple
pulverised coal jet flames [50, 56, 57, 58]. Currently, the most advanced PCC
measurements [94, 134, 144] are instead obtained using intrusive methods
that can interfere with the local combustion processes.
An alternative to experimental measurements, is to perform computational
simulations of PCC, to gain greater insight of the physical and chemical pro-
cesses that can not be detected using experimental methods and to aid the
development of new more e cient burners. Computational Fluid Dynam-
ics (CFD) codes are based on the solutions, via numerical approximations,
of the Navier-Stokes equations that describe fluid motion. For multi-phase
turbulent flows, a CFD code must include sub-models that describe the two-
phase flow interactions. Moreover, when modelling PCC, the code must also
include the sub-models that describe the heating up of the coal particles,
the pyrolysis of the coal (devolatilisation), the homogenous combustion of
the volatile gases and the heterogenous reaction of the char. Currently,
the industrial standard for modelling turbulent reactive flows is based on
Reynolds-Averaged Navier Stokes (RANS) modelling, due to the low com-
putational e↵ort involved. However, when detailed information of the flow
are necessary, the accuracy of RANS may be unsatisfactory due to the many
modelling assumptions required and also as only time-averaged flow quanti-
ties are provided. In engineering applications the flow variables are usually
time-dependant, a simulation technique which considers the unsteady flow
has the potential for better predictions. Large Eddy Simulations (LES) of-
fers this advantage at a higher computational cost. However, the advent of
more powerful computers makes LES increasingly more feasible to perform
simulations of industrial flow devices.
1.1 State of the Art
Although over the past 50 years considerable progress has been achieved
on the modelling of coal combustion, computer models are still not accu-
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rate enough to fully predict the coal combustion behaviour and enable the
design of new coal combustion power plants [147]. The first CFD simu-
lations of PCC were performed in RANS during the 1980’s by: Smoot et
al. [24, 123, 124], who performed simulations on the various experimental
facilities found at Brigham Young University; Truelove et al. [135, 136],
who compared his simulations to experimental measurements of a 300 kW
burner and also performed some prediction simulations of a full scale 40 MW
burner [137] and Lockwood et al. [80, 81], who performed simulations of
the International Flame Research Foundation (IFRF) No. 1 furnace with
reasonable agreement with experimental measurements of temperature and
species mass fractions. Weber et al. [97, 120, 145] also performed simu-
lations of the IFRF No.1 furnace, and compared his results to more de-
tailed experimental data for velocity and NOx concentrations. Since the
1980’s, the vast majority of CFD simulations of PCC have been performed
in RANS by, amongst others, the Central Research Institute of Electric
Power (CRIEPI) [73, 74] and the University of Leeds [6, 7, 84, 147]. More
recently, RANS simulations have been performed on oxy-coal burners, to
get a better insight on how the physical and chemical mechanisms oc-
curring during PCC change in oxy-coal combustion compared to air-coal
combustion. Andersson and co-workers [2, 3] performed simulations of the
Chalmers 100 kW oxy-coal test unit, with particular focus on the radiation
modelling of oxy-coal flames. Toporov and co-workers investigated exper-
imentally and computationally di↵erent O2/CO2 configurations using the
Aachen Pilot scale 100 kW burner [52, 134].
Today RANS remains the preferred numerical technique for PCC simula-
tions for three main reasons: firstly, RANS is computationally less expensive
than LES, making it the only viable technique until recently. Secondly, nu-
merical methods for PCC had lost momentum during the late nineties, as
coal was not as economical as gas plants and had less appeal to the research
community. Finally, as LES provides more detailed data than RANS, it also
requires more detailed validation data which is di cult to obtain inside a
pulverised coal burner.
Kurose and Makino [72] were the first to perform a LES of a hypothetical
solid fuel flame, where the fuel was modelled as pure methane (no char, ash,
volatile gases) and the simulation results were presented without any com-
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parison to experimental data. Edge et al. [26] and Gharebaghi et al. [44]
performed the first LES of a relatively large (0.5 MWth and 1 MWth) test
facility. Both studies showed how LES can provide more detailed infor-
mation than a RANS simulation, however there was not much comparison
to experimental data. Both [26] and [44] simulated only a quarter of the
burner and then transposed the results to the other quarters. This proce-
dure is typically done in RANS but must fail in LES, due to the 3D nature
of turbulence. Finally, Yamamoto et al. [153] performed a LES of a pre-
heated pulverised coal jet flame where the comparison between experimental
data and the simulations was limited to gas temperature, char burnout and
flame lift-o↵ height. The work presented by the author is therefore amongst
the very first coal combustion simulations performed by LES, with detailed
comparison of both qualitative and quantitative experimental data of the
flow field, temperature and species concentrations.
1.2 Thesis Outline
This thesis follows the following structure: Chapter 2 explains the fun-
damental theory required to understand the gas-phase turbulent flow and
combustion. The first three sections present the basic equations of fluid
dynamics and combustion, together with a brief introduction of the chem-
ical kinetics and radiation. The fourth section introduces the concept of
turbulence and explains the three main approaches used to model turbulent
flows: Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS), RANS and LES, with a more
detailed explanation of LES as it is the method of choice in this work. Fi-
nally, the numerical treatment of the gas phase equations is explianed in
the last section.
Chapter 3 explains the main physical and chemical processes that occur
during PCC and the main models used to describe them. A separate sec-
tion is dedicated to the characterisation of coal, devolatilisation, volatile
combustion and char combustion.
Chapter 4 explains the main theory required to understand the transport of
particles in a turbulent flow and the heat exchange between the hot gases
and the particles.
Chapter 5 presents the first test case considered in this thesis, which con-
sists of a pulverised air-coal jet flame. The appropriate numerical models
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and boundary conditions are explained, followed by a comparison between
the experimental measurements and the simulations. Finally, a parametric
study of the di↵erent e↵ects that the main PCC processes have on the sim-
ulations is presented.
Chapter 6 presents the second test case considered in this thesis, which con-
sists of a highly swirling oxy-coal pulverised coal burner. The appropriate
model modifications necessary to account for an O2/CO2 environment are
discussed. The results of the simulations are compared with experimental
measurements. Finally, a parametric study of the e↵ect of the di↵erent PCC
processes on the results is explained.
Chapter 7 presents the major results and conclusions from the thesis, and
gives suggestions for future work.
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2 Gas Phase Fluid Dynamics
This chapter is divided into three main parts. Firstly, the instantaneous
equations that describe a turbulent reactive flow are presented. The equa-
tions will be limited to the ones used in this thesis, and are presented in the
form found in [78, 82, 101], with the addition of a source term to account
for the two-phase coupling between the gas and solid phase. Moreover, an
introduction of the chemical kinetics involved during combustion and the
basic theory behind radiative heat transfer is given.
The second part looks at the main features of turbulence and in particular
the three main approaches used to model turbulent reactive flows: DNS,
RANS and LES. A more in depth description will be given to LES as it is
the modelling approach used in this thesis, and the filtered governing equa-
tions are reported.
The third part describes the numerical methods used in this work to discre-
tise the gas equations in space and time.
2.1 Governing Equations
2.1.1 Multiphase Conservation of Mass
Fluids are made up of many molecules and are discrete in nature. The
continuum hypothesis allows to represent the discrete molecular nature of
fluids as a continuum, given that the length and time scales of molecular
motion are much smaller than the length and time scales that dictate the
fluid motion [103]. Since atoms can not be created nor destroyed a set of
atoms within a controlled volume cannot be created or destroyed either.
Consequently, any change of mass within a control volume of a single phase
flow can only be achieved by the transport of mass into and out of the
control volume.
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The mass conservation or continuity equation can be written in di↵erential
form for the gaseous phase:
@⇢
@t
+
@⇢ui
@xi
= S˙mass (2.1)
where the first term on the left-hand side (LHS) represents the change of
density ⇢ in time t, and the second term represents the convective transport
of mass with velocity ui in the xi direction. Since this work deals with a
two-phase flow, a mass source term S˙mass has been added to eq. (2.1) to
account for the interchange of mass between the two phases. For instance
in coal combustion, the added mass will be due to the release of volatiles
from the coal particles to the gaseous phase.
2.1.2 Multiphase Conservation of Momentum
Similarly to mass, momentum is a conserved quantity. Newtons second law
of motion relates the change of momentum of an object to the external
forces acting upon it. Thus the change in the momentum ⇢ui of a fluid in
time and space can be related to the forces on the fluid due to stresses and
pressure ⌧ij , and gravitational e↵ects ⇢gi:
@⇢ui
@t
+
@⇢uiuj
@xj
=
@⌧ij
@xj
+ ⇢gi + S˙mom,i (2.2)
A source term S˙mom,i has been added to the momentum equation to account
for the e↵ect of the particle acceleration on the gas phase.
All gases and most liquids are considered to be Newtonian fluids. A stress
applied to a Newtonian fluid can be expressed using Stoke’s hypothesis,
which reads:
⌧ij = 2µSij   2
3
µSkk ij   p ij (2.3)
where µ is the molecular viscosity, p is the pressure and  ij is the Kronecker
delta ( ij = 1 for i = j,  ij = 0 otherwise). The local strain rate Sij is
evaluated by:
Sij =
1
2
✓
@ui
@xj
+
@uj
@xi
◆
(2.4)
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Substituting eqs. (2.3) and (2.4) into eq. (2.2) results in:
@⇢ui
@t
+
@⇢uiuj
@xj
=
@
@xj

µ
✓
@ui
@xj
+
@uj
@xi
  2
3
@uk
@xk
 ij
◆ 
  @p
@xi
+ ⇢gi + S˙mom,i (2.5)
The continuity eq. (2.1) and momentum eq. (2.5) are referred as the Navier-
Stokes equations. Analytical solution of the Navier-Stokes equations would
represent an incompressible, isothermal fluid flow. However, an analytical
solution is complex and currently only possible for very simple problems.
Moreover, turbulent reactive flows necessitate a knowledge of the way in
which species concentrations vary within the flow as a consequence of chem-
ical reactions and the variations in temperatures associated with these re-
actions.
2.1.3 Multiphase Conservation of Species
The change in chemical composition of a gas mixture containing N species
can be described by:
@⇢Y↵
@t
+
@⇢uiY↵
@xi
=  @J↵,i
@xi
+ !˙↵ + S˙Y↵ (2.6)
where Y↵ is the mass fraction of species ↵. The di↵usion flux J↵,i combines
the e↵ects of mass di↵usion due to concentration gradients, temperature
gradients (Soret e↵ect), external forces and pressure gradients. The chem-
ical source term !˙↵ represents the net rate of production or destruction of
species ↵ due to the chemical reactions. Finally, the source term S˙Y↵ has
been included here to account for the addition of mass to the gas phase from
the solid phase. In this work, the e↵ects of external body forces, the Soret
e↵ect and pressure gradients on mass di↵usion are neglected, so eq. (2.6)
can be re-written as:
@⇢Y↵
@t
+
@⇢uiY↵
@xi
=   @
@xi
(V↵,iY↵) + !˙↵ + S˙Y↵ (2.7)
where V↵,i is the species di↵usion velocities in the i-direction.
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Calculating the di↵usive velocities V↵ for N species is mathematically very
di cult and computationally expensive [101], so the Hischfelder and Curtiss
approximation [54] is used, which reads:
V↵X↵ =  D↵rX↵ (2.8)
and eq. (2.7) can be re-written as:
@⇢Y↵
@t
+
@⇢uiY↵
@xi
=
@
@xi
✓
⇢D↵
W↵
W
@X↵
@xi
◆
+ !˙↵ + S˙Y↵ (2.9)
where X↵ and W↵ are the mole fraction and molecular weight of specie
↵, and D↵ is the di↵usion of species ↵ in the mixture. Using eq. (2.8) is
advantageous as the di↵usion coe cient D↵ can be related to the thermal
di↵usive coe cient Dth =  /(⇢Cp) via the Lewis number Le↵ = Dth/D↵,
which stays roughly constant along a flame front for most hydrocarbon
species [101]. Finally, this work assumes unity Lewis number, Le = Le↵
and Dth = D↵, which implies that the di↵erent species di↵usivities in the
mixture are assumed to be the same, D↵ = D. This simplification allows
for a single Schmidt number, Sc = µ/⇢D to be defined for all species, and
eq. (2.9) can be re-written as:
@⇢Y↵
@t
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@⇢uiY↵
@xi
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@
@xi
✓
µ
Sc
@Y↵
@xi
◆
+ w˙↵ + S˙Y↵ (2.10)
2.1.4 Conservation of Enthalpy
The energy equation employed in this work uses as main variable the static
enthalpy h, which under ideal gas assumption can be expressed as:
h =
X
Y↵
✓
hf,↵ +
Z T
T o
cp,↵dT
◆
(2.11)
where hf,↵ is the enthalpy of formation of specie ↵ and cp,↵ is the specific
heat capacity at constant pressure of specie ↵.
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The conserved enthalpy equation presented here is based on the one from
Poinsot and Veynante [101]:
@⇢h
@t
+
@⇢uih
@xi
=
@
@xi
 
 
@T
@xi
+ ⇢
NX
↵
h↵Y↵V↵,i
!
+
Dp
Dt
+ ⌧ij
@uj
@xi
+ Q˙rad + S˙h (2.12)
The first two terms on the RHS represent the energy flux. The first term
represents the heat di↵usion expressed by Fourier’s law where   is the ther-
mal conductivity and the second term is associated with the di↵usion of
species with di↵erent enthalpies.
Pulverized coal combustion devices are usually low Mach number flows
(Ma << 1) where the density change is independent of pressure change
(@p/@⇢ = 0). The viscous heating source term ⌧ij@uj/@xi, is negligible in
low Mach number combustion flows. Moreover, in PCC the pressure stays
roughly constant, which implies that the term Dp/Dt can be neglected.
The heat source term Q˙rad represents the enthalpy change due to radiation,
and the term S˙h has been included here to account for the heat exchange
between the gas phase and the particle phase. Finally, by assuming unity
Lewis number, the first two terms in eq. (2.12) can be combined to give:
@⇢h
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@⇢uih
@xi
=
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@xi
✓
µ
Pr
@h
@xi
◆
+ Q˙rad + S˙h (2.13)
where Pr = Cpµ/  is the Prandtl number. Equation (2.13) does not neces-
sitate a chemical reaction source term as the change in mixture composition
due to combustion will result in a change in the mixture enthalpy and thus
temperature as T = T (h, Y↵).
Table 2.1 summarises the approximated conserved equations for mass, mo-
mentum, species and enthalpy for which an analytical solution would allow a
complete solution of the turbulent reactive gas flows discussed in this work.
2.1.5 Equation of State
Following the previous discussion, in PCC pressure is assumed to be con-
stant and independent of density changes. The variation of temperature
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and density are thus not independent and can be related assuming the ideal
gas law:
p = ⇢
R
W
T (2.14)
where R is the universal gas constant and W is the mean molecular weight
which for a mixture is obtained via eq. (2.15):
1
W
=
X
↵
Y↵
W↵
(2.15)
The mixture density can then be obtained via eq. (2.16):
⇢ =
p
RT
P
↵ Y↵/W↵
(2.16)
Table 2.1: Summary of the conservation equations approximated in this
work to solve a reactive flow.
Mass
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Species mass fraction
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Total enthalpy
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2.2 Chemical Kinetics
Combustion relates to the release of heat through the reaction of a fuel
with an oxidiser, where the energy in the fuel chemical bonds is converted
into heat. The combustion of a fuel involves a system comprising N species
reacting throughM reactions. Such a system can be written in general form
as [101]:
NX
↵=1
v0↵jM↵ =
NX
k=↵
v00↵jM↵ for j = 1,M (2.17)
where M is the symbol for species ↵ and v0↵j and v00↵j are the stoichiometric
coe cients of species ↵ in reaction j. For a species ↵, the reaction rate term
!˙↵, as it appears in eq. (2.10), is the sum of all the individual rates !˙↵j
produced by M reactions:
!˙↵ =
MX
j=1
!˙↵j =W↵
MX
j=1
v↵jQj (2.18)
The rate of progress of reaction j, Qj is given by:
Qj = kfj
NY
↵=1
[X↵]
v0kj   krj
NY
↵=1
[X↵]
v00kj (2.19)
where kfj and krj are the forward and reverse rates of reaction j and
[X]↵ = ⇢Y↵/W↵ is the molar concentration of species ↵. The reaction rate
constant for the jth reaction can be written using the modified Arrhenius
expression:
kj = AjT
 ,j exp( Ej/RT ) (2.20)
where Aj , Ej and   correspond to the pre-exponential factor, activation
energy and temperature exponent respectively. A complete description of
the combustion of a fuel with air can involve the transport of hundreds of
species and the solution of thousands of reactions. Moreover, for each of
these reactions the individual progress rate Qj must be calculated, which
necessitates the knowledge of Aj ,  j and Ej . A detailed description of
the combustion process is therefore extremely complex and computationally
expensive, which necessitates the use of simpler models to describe its overall
behaviour.
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2.3 Radiation
Radiative heat transfer is often neglected in CFD of turbulent combustion
due to the high computational costs required to model it. However, in
realistic PCC furnaces radiation can become the main mode of heat transfer
and consequently its e↵ect cannot be neglected. The radiation model used
in this thesis has been entirely implemented by another PhD student in
the group, Cavallo Marincola [15]. A detailed explanation of radiative heat
transfer is outside the scope of this work, and only a very brief overview of
the main concepts will be given here.
2.3.1 The Radiative Transfer Equation
The radiative energy travelling through a medium can be either attenuated
or augmented. Some of the incident energy, which takes the form of intensity
I can be attenuated due to absorption (dI)abs by the medium. The absolute
amount of absorption is proportional to the magnitude of the incident energy
I and the distance travelled by the beam ds:
(dI)abs =  Ids (2.21)
where  is the absorption co-e cient, and the negative sign indicates a de-
crease in intensity. Alternatively, the incident energy can decrease, as some
of the energy may be scattered away. The scattered energy will result in an
augmentation of energy into another direction, and is again proportional to
the incident energy and the distance travelled by the beam:
(dI)sc =   scIds (2.22)
where  sc is the scattering co-e cient, and the negative sign indicates a
decrease in intensity.
As the incident energy travelling to a point can re-direct some of its energy in
other directions (out-scattering), it can also gain energy from contributions
from other directions (in-scattering). Consequently, the energy contribution
due to in-scattering at a point must be equal to the integral over all angles
or possible directions, of all the out-scattered energy throughout the domain
to that point.
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The total energy in-scattered to a given direction s from all unit angles d⌦i
reads:
(dI)sc =
 sc
4⇡
Z
4⇡
I(sˆ) ((sˆi, (sˆ))d⌦ids (2.23)
where the function   describes the probability that a ray from a direction
sˆi will be scattered into another direction sˆ.
Finally, the local energy content in a medium can transfer radiative energy
through emission. The emitted intensity is proportional to the length of the
path ds and the local energy content in the medium, which at thermody-
namic equilibrium is equal to the blackbody intensity Ib:
Ib =
 bT 4
⇡
(2.24)
(dI)em = Ibds (2.25)
Where   = 5.670373⇥ 10 8 W m 2 K 4 is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant.
Combining eqs (2.21, 2.22, 2.23 and 2.25) it is possible to obtain the final
form of the Radiative Transfer Equation (RTE) [90]:
dI
ds
= Ib   I    scI +  sc4⇡
Z
4⇡
I(sˆ) (sˆi, sˆ)d⌦i (2.26)
where the terms on the RHS of eq. (2.26), represent respectively augmen-
tation due to emission, attenuation due to absorption, attenuation due to
scattering, and augmentation due to scattering. Following the approach by
[131], only the particle scattering is considered since it is largely dominant
over gas scattering.
2.3.2 Discrete Ordinates Method
During this project, the method chosen by Cavallo Marincola [15] to solve
the general RTE is the Discrete Ordinates Method (DOM), proposed by
Chandrasekhar [17] and optimised for general heat transfer by Fiveland [29,
30] and Truelove [135, 136]. The DOM discretises the RTE both spatially
and angularly, resulting in a set of discrete directions.
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To calculate the intensity I at a given point r for the direction sˆ, the general
RTE is expressed as:
dI
ds
= (r)Ib(r)  (r)I(r, sˆ)   sc(r)I(r, sˆ)+
 sc(r)
4⇡
Z
4⇡
I(r, sˆ) (r, sˆi, sˆ)d⌦i (2.27)
In the DOM, the RTE is discretised and solved for n di↵erent direction sˆi,
so that the integral over all direction (4⇡) is expressed as:Z
4⇡
f(sˆ)d⌦ =
nX
i=1
wif(sˆi) (2.28)
where wi is the quadrature weight associated for each direction. The RTE
can be then approximated as:
dI
ds
= (r)Ib(r)  (r)I(r, sˆ)   sc(r)I(r, sˆ)+
 sc(r)
4⇡
nX
j=1
wjI(r, sˆj) (r, sˆi, sˆj) (2.29)
By knowing the various absorption and scattering coe cients at every point
in the domain, the RTE can be solved for every direction. The solution of
the RTE requires an iterative procedure, which is explained in greater detail
in [15].
The incident radiation G, is calculated from the sum of all the intensities
impinging on a given control volume:
G =
Z
4⇡
I(sˆ)d⌦ ⇡
nX
i=1
wiIi (2.30)
and the radiative source term (or divergence of heat flux) r · q, is then
obtained by:
r · q = 
✓
4⇡Ib  
Z
4⇡
I(sˆ)d⌦
◆
⇡ (4⇡Ib  G) (2.31)
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Boundary Conditions
To solve the RTE, knowledge of the amount of emission and absorption
which occurs at a wall or domain boundary is necessary. In this work,
the radiation emitted by a surface is related to its equivalent blackbody
radiation, using the quantity emittance ✏. All surfaces are assumed to emit
equally in all directions, such that the total intensity emitted by a surface
at a point rw can be expressed as ✏(rw)Ib(rw). A wall which absorbs all the
energy will have ✏(rw) = 1, which is usually the assumption made for open
walls. A wall that reflects back all the energy will have ✏(rw) = 0.
2.3.3 Spectral Models for the Radiative Properties
Gas phase
In addition to finding a solution to the RTE, the medium’s spectral proper-
ties must be modelled. During this project, the method of choice of Cavallo
Marincola [15] for modelling the spectral properties of the participating
medium is the grey gas model. Whereas in reality the radiative properties
of a participating medium vary across the electromagnetic spectrum, in a
simple grey gas model, the grey gas model assigns a constant radiative prop-
erty to the medium. The simplest approach is to set a single value of the gas
absorption coe cient g for all the gases. However, water vapour and car-
bon dioxide absorb and emit more radiation than other species. Moreover
Gosman and Lockwood [45], found that in the context of coal combustion
the gaseous fuel also has an impact, which led them to determine the fol-
lowing empirical relation for the gas absorption coe cient g:
g = 0.2Xfu + 0.1(XCO2 +XH2O) (2.32)
Solid phase
When considering a flow with particles, one must define the absorption,
scattering and emission of the particles (p), soot (st) and gas phase (g)
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separately, so the RTE becomes:
dI
ds
= gIb,g + pIb,p + stIb,st   (g + p + st +  sc,p)I+
 sc,p
4⇡
Z
4⇡
I(sˆ) (sˆi, sˆ)d⌦i (2.33)
The total absorption coe cient t is equal to the sum of the gas, soot and
particle absorption coe cients. In this work the gas phase and soot can be
considered in thermal equilibrium and combined to give a single gas soot
absorption coe cient gst = g + st and Ib,g = Ib,st. The total blackbody
intensity Ib,t is then obtained by:
Ib,t =
gstIb,g + pIb,p
t
(2.34)
The simplified RTE for the gas and particle phase now reads:
dI
ds
= tIb,t   (t +  s,p)I +  s,p4⇡
Z
4⇡
I(sˆ) (sˆi, sˆ)d⌦i (2.35)
The radiative properties of the particles need to be defined. In this work the
particle’s absorption coe cients p and scattering coe cient  p in a given
cell are defined according Chui et al. [19]:
p = ✏p
X
i
Ni
⇡d2p,i
4
(2.36)
 p = (1  ✏p)
X
i
Ni
⇡d2p,i
4
(2.37)
where Ni is the particle number density relevant to the size class di, and
✏p is the particle emissivity which depends on the char-burnout, and the
proportions of volatile content and ash found in the particle. Finally, the
particle blackbody intensity Ib,p is obtained via eq. (2.38):
pIb,p = ✏p
X
i
Ni
⇡d2p,i
4
 T 4p,i
⇡
(2.38)
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2.4 Turbulence
Turbulent combustion flows can be observed in almost all practical engineer-
ing applications, and being able to predict their behaviour is of great inter-
est to the research community. Turbulent flows consist of rotating features,
known as eddies which vary in size and intensity. Thanks to these rotating
structures the fluid is transported and mixed much more e↵ectively than in
a laminar flow. At the end of XIXth century Osborne Reynolds [108] demon-
strated the enhanced mixing caused by turbulence by injecting steadily dye
in a long pipe where water was mixing and observed the behaviour of the
dye as the fluid properties were altered. Reynolds later found [109] that the
onset of turbulence can be determined by the balance of the destabilising
non linear flow instabilities and the stabilising viscous forces. The non-
linear term amplifies the perturbation thus increasing turbulence, and can
be identified as the inertia term Mij = ⇢uiuj in the LHS of the momentum
equation (2.5). For the fluids discussed in this work, a stabilising term exist
to stop the system from diverging infinitely and can be identified as the
stress term ⌧ij in the RHS of the momentum equation (2.5). To charac-
terise the entire flow the inertia term and stress term are expressed in terms
of the overall characteristic length scale L and velocity scale U , such that
Mij = ⇢UU and ⌧ij = µU/L. For a pipe flow, the characteristic length scale
would be similar to the pipe diameter, and the characteristic velocity would
be similar to the bulk velocity of the flow. The ratio of the destabilising
and stabilising forces, is known as the Reynolds number Re:
Re =
⇢UL
µ
=
UL
⌫
(2.39)
where ⌫ is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid. Below a critical Reynolds
number, the viscous forces dominate and damp any disturbances resulting in
a laminar flow. Instead, when the inertial forces dominate, the disturbances
are augmented and result in the flow exhibiting a chaotic, pseudo-random
behaviour. Reynolds thus proposed to decompose the velocity field into a
mean U i and fluctuating u0i component:
ui(x, t) = U i(x) + u
0
i(x, t) (2.40)
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2.4.1 Turbulent Scales
Richardson introduced the concept of the energy cascade [110], where kinetic
energy enters the flow through the largest scales as turbulence is generated,
and is then transferred to the smaller scales through inviscid processes un-
til at the smallest scales the energy is dissipated into thermal energy by
viscosity. The turbulent energy spectrum sketched in Fig. 2.1 illustrates
the concept of energy transfer from the larger to the smaller scales. The
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Figure 2.1: Sketch of a typical turbulent energy cascade spectrum: turbulent
kinetic energy E(k) versus wave number k, based on [110].
integral length scale lI represents the size of the large energy containing
eddies and is usually similar in size to the characteristic size of the flow L.
Strictly speaking lI is calculated from the integration of the auto-correlation
of the velocity in the flow direction, which describes the dependance of the
velocity fluctuation on the velocity at a neighbouring point. The integral
velocity uI is of the order of the fluctuating velocity component u0 [103],
and the turbulent Reynolds number can then be obtained from the integral
length scales and the velocity fluctuations: Ret = u0lI/⌫. The transfer of
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energy from the larger to the smaller scales is constant along the scales.
As the high energy containing eddies have energy of the order u02 and time
scales of the order ⌧I = lI/u0, the rate at which energy is transferred, can
be obtained by eq. (2.41) [103]:
✏ =
u02
⌧I
=
u03
lI
(2.41)
where ✏ is the energy dissipation rate. For a su ciently high Reynolds
number flow, Kolmogorov [70, 71] argues that the smallest scales are unaf-
fected by the external and boundary conditions that a↵ect the anisotropic
behaviour of the large scales. The smallest turbulent scales can therefore
be considered locally isotropic, and their motion to have a universal form
that is uniquely controlled by the rate at which they dissipate kinetic en-
ergy ✏ through viscous e↵ects. From dimensionless analysis the Kolmogorov
length ⌘, velocity u⌘ and time ⌧⌘ scales can be obtained uniquely from the
parameters ✏ and ⌫:
⌘ =
✓
⌫3
✏
◆ 1
4
; u⌘ = (✏ ⌫)
1
4 ; ⌧⌘ =
⇣⌫
✏
⌘ 1
2
(2.42)
2.4.2 Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes
The velocity terms in the conserved equations can be replaced with the
decomposed mean U i and fluctuating u0i component, to get a temporal av-
erage representation of the flow. This process shown in eq. (2.40) is known
as Reynods-Averaging, which allows for a solution of the temporal mean
quantities  ¯(xi). The Reynolds-Averaged equations however also create new
unknown averages such as the Reynolds stresses (u0iu0j) from the momen-
tum equation and turbulent scalar fluxes (u0i 0) from the species or enthalpy
equations. The unknown averages are usually closed by linking them to a
turbulent viscosity term µt via the Boussinesq approximation which is ex-
plained in more detail in section 2.4.4. Di↵erent approaches exist to model
the turbulent viscosity term, the more common ones being:
• Algebraic models, where µt is linked to known terms via algebraic
expressions, such as Prandtl’s mixing length model [104], where µt is
obtained from the integral length scale .
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• The one equation model (Prandtl-Kolmogorov) [105], where an extra
equation is solved for the turbulent kinetic energy of the flow and then
used to determine µt.
• The two equation model, which solves two additional equations, typi-
cally for the kinetic energy and dissipation rate (k  ✏ model of Jones
and Launder, [59]) and then uses these quantities to obtain µt.
As turbulence in RANS is modelled and no time-resolved simulation is re-
quired, relatively coarse grids are possible, which allows for faster computa-
tional times. For this reason RANS is still the method of choice to simulate
flows in most engineering applications, where only the main structures in
the flow need to be captured. However, when detailed information of the
flow is necessary, RANS may be un-satisfactory as only mean quantities are
involved and many modelling assumptions are required that may lead to
insu cient accuracy.
2.4.3 Direct Numerical Simulation
Analytical solutions of the Navier-Stokes eqs. (2.1) and (2.5) would yield
the solution to any isothermal low Mach number fluid flow, however such
solutions are currently only possible for very simple problems. DNS is the
most accurate method as it solves all the time and length scales present in
the flow, and it does not require any modelling assumptions. The computa-
tional costs of performing a DNS however are very high as the computational
domain has to be large enough to capture the largest scales of the flow and
the mesh needs to be small enough to capture the smallest Kolmogrov scales
⌘ [101]. The number of grid points NDNS required to correctly resolve all
the turbulent scales can be estimated from the fact that in one direction the
smallest possible domain size will be of the order of the integral length scale
lI and the smallest possible mesh size will be of the order of the Kolmogorov
scale ⌘ such that:
NDNS >
✓
lI
⌘
◆3
⇡ l
3
I✏
3
4
⌫
9
4
= Re
9
4
t (2.43)
The high computational costs makes DNS not applicable for practical flows.
However DNS o↵ers ways to understand the physical and chemical processes
occurring within a turbulent flow and aids the development of new models.
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2.4.4 Large Eddy Simulations
In Large Eddy Simulations a filter is applied to the governing equations, so
that the influence of the smaller scales is removed and only the larger, energy
containing scales are resolved explicitly. The e↵ects of the smaller scales of
motion, below the filter size, are modelled via sub-grid scales (sgs) models.
In the regions away from the walls, the main role of the small scale eddies
is to dissipate energy making LES less sensitive to modelling assumptions
than RANS. The small scale eddies have universal and isotropic properties
(see section 2.4.1), which allows for more simpler eddy-viscosity type models
to represent the sub-grid stresses and fluxes of scalar quantities.
LES is more accurate than RANS as it solves directly the three-dimensional
time dependant motion of the large scales and at a more acceptable com-
putational cost than DNS.
The pioneering work on LES was carried out in the sixties by Deardro↵ [22],
Lilly [79] and Smagorinsky [119], motivated by weather predictions. LES of
the engineering type, was initially applied to channel flow geometries [21],
and later in the 1990s and 2000s to more complex geometries that occur in
engineering applications and involve turbulent combustion [1, 49, 63].
Filtering
In LES a low-pass filter operation is performed so that the resulting fields
 ¯ can be resolved on a coarser domain. The filter operation, as defined by
Leonard [77] is given by:
 (xi, t) =
Z 1
 1
Z 1
 1
Z 1
 1
G(xi   x0i; ) (x0i, t)dx01dx02dx03 (2.44)
where G is the filter function,   is the filter width and the integration is
performed over the whole domain. While various low-pass filter functions
have been proposed in literature [103], volume-averaged box filters as intro-
duced by Deardro↵ [21] are usually implied. A volume averaged box-filter
corresponds to the volume average of a quantity over a CFD cell, and al-
lows for the filtering to be done explicitly when discretising the governing
equations.
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Filtering results in a decomposition of the flow quantities into a resolved
 ¯ and the sgs contribution  0:
  =  ¯+  0 ,  0 =     ¯ (2.45)
For varying density flows, the introduction of density weighted filter quan-
tities (Favre Filtering) is necessary to simplify the mathematical treatment
of the governing equations such that:
  =  ˜+  00 with  ˜ =
⇢ 
⇢¯
, ⇢  = ⇢¯ ˜ (2.46)
Filtererd continuity equation
Filtering the instantaneous continuity equation (2.1) and applying the Favre-
filtering operator yields the filtered continuity equation:
@⇢¯
@t
+
@⇢ui
@xi
= ¯˙Smass , @⇢¯
@t
+
@⇢¯u˜i
@xi
= ¯˙Smass (2.47)
Inspection of eq. (2.47) and comparing it to the unfiltered eq. (2.1) shows
that filtering does not introduce any new terms to the continuity equation.
However the filtered source term cannot be calculated directly from the
filtered quantities.
Filtered momentum equation
Filtering the momentum equation (2.5) yields:
@⇢ui
@t
+
@⇢uiuj
@xj
=
@
@xj
"
µ
✓
@ui
@xj
+
@uj
@xi
  2
3
@uk
@xk
 ij
◆#
  @p¯
@xi
+ ⇢¯gi +
¯˙Smom,i (2.48)
using the definition of the Favre-filtering operator and assuming that the
sub-grid fluctuations of viscosity are negligible, eq. (2.48) is re-written as:
@⇢¯u˜i
@t
+
@⇢¯guiuj
@xj
=
@
@xj

µ¯
✓
@u˜i
@xj
+
@u˜j
@xi
  2
3
@u˜k
@xk
 ij
◆ 
  @p¯
@xi
+ ⇢¯gi +
¯˙Smom,i (2.49)
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Comparing the Favre-filtered momentum equation (2.49) with the unfiltered
equation (2.5) shows that all the terms can be rewritten as a function of
the filtered quantities with the exception of the non-linear convection termguiuj 6= u˜iu˜j . Splitting the non-linear convection term results in an unknown
contribution, the sub-grid stress tensor ⌧ sgsij :
guiuj = u˜j u˜j + ⌧ sgsij (2.50)
Inserting eq. (2.50) into eq. (2.49) yields:
@⇢¯u˜i
@t
+
@⇢¯u˜iu˜j
@xj
=
@
@xj

µ˜
✓
@u˜i
@xj
+
@u˜j
@xi
  2
3
@u˜k
@xk
 ij
◆
+ ⌧ sgsij
 
  @p¯
@xi
+ ⇢¯gi +
¯˙Smom,i (2.51)
Modelling the sub-grid stress tensor
The sub-grid stress tensor is unknown and requires modelling, which is
commonly done via the Boussinesq approximation (commonly referred to
as the eddy viscosity model). The basis of the LES concept relies on the
fact that the smallest sub-grid scales exhibit a behaviour similar to the
Kolmogorov scales, which dissipate turbulent energy via viscous forces (see
section 2.4.1). The eddy viscosity approach therefore assumes that the sub-
grid fluctuations lead to a momentum exchange which is similar to viscous
stresses. The sub-grid contribution can then be represented as an additional
turbulent viscosity µ˜t:
⌧ sgsij  
1
3
⌧ sgskk  ij = µt
✓
@u˜i
@xj
+
@u˜j
@xi
  2
3
@u˜k
@xk
 ij
◆
(2.52)
Inserting eq (2.52) into eq (2.51) yields:
@⇢¯u˜i
@t
+
@⇢¯u˜iu˜j
@xj
=
@
@xj

(µ˜+ µ˜t)
✓
@u˜i
@xj
+
@u˜j
@xi
◆ 
  @p¯
@xi
+⇢¯gi+
¯˙Smom,i (2.53)
where the diagonal components of the viscous stresses ⌧ sgskk , and the unknown
trace of the sub-grid tensor, have been absorbed into a pressure parameter p¯.
Equation (2.53) is fully closed with the exception of the turbulent viscosity
µ˜t.
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In this work the Smagorinsky model [119] is used to approximate µ˜t which
reads:
µ˜t = ⇢(Cs )
2
q
2S˜ijS˜ij (2.54)
where Sij is the filtered strain tensor:
Sij =
1
2
✓
@u˜i
@xj
+
@u˜j
@xi
◆
(2.55)
The model constant Cs accounts for the fact that the mixing length scale
suggested by Prandtl [104], is typically smaller than the computational cell
in LES (usually 0.065 < Cs < 0.2).
The Smagorinsky model o↵ers a simple, stable and computationally e cient
way to model the sgs viscosity, however it has limitations. Firstly, the
model constant acts as a parameter that might be di↵erent for di↵erent
flow geometries and characteristics. Secondly, the model does not model
accurately the near-wall regions where the flow is non isotropic even at the
small scales. The dynamic version of the Smagorinsky model developed by
Germano [43], overcomes these problems by considering the parameter Cs
as a field value Cs(xi, t) which depends on local flow conditions.
Since the classical Smagorinsky model was used for this work, the other
models will not be explained in further detail here.
Filtered scalar equations
Applying the Favre-filter to the simplified species and enthalpy equations
(2.10) and (2.13) results in:
@⇢¯Y˜↵
@t
+
@⇢¯]uiY↵
@xi
=
@
@xi
✓
µ
Sc
@Y↵
@xi
◆
+ ¯˙!↵ +
¯˙SY↵ (2.56)
@⇢¯h˜
@t
+
@⇢¯guih
@xi
=
@
@xi
✓
µ
Pr
@h
@xi
◆
+ ¯˙Qrad +
¯˙Sh (2.57)
As for the momentum equation it is assumed that the sub-grid fluctuations
of the molecular viscosity are negligible, allowing for the following approxi-
mation:
µ
Sc
@Y↵
@xi
=
µ˜
Sc
@Y˜↵
@xi
;
µ
Pr
@h
@xi
=
µ˜
P r
@h˜
@xi
(2.58)
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The filtered species and enthalpy equations also contain an unknown con-
vective term]uiY↵ andguih. Splitting the unknown convection terms results
in an un-resolved sub-grid scalar fluxes:
]Y↵uj = Y˜↵u˜j + gsgsj ; ghuj = h˜u˜j + qsgsj (2.59)
The sgs fluxes gsgsj and q
sgs
j are assumed to act as additional turbulent
species and enthalpy di↵usion terms.
⇢¯gsgsj = ⇢¯[]Y↵uj   Y˜↵u˜j ] =
µ˜t
Sct
@Y˜↵
@xj
(2.60)
⇢¯qsgsj = ⇢¯[
ghuj   h˜u˜j ] = µ˜t
Prt
@h˜
@xj
(2.61)
where Sct and Prt are the turbulent Schmidt and Prandtl numbers which
in this work are both set to 0.7 [63]. The turbulent viscosity µ˜t is calculated
using the Smagorinsky model [119] as described in the previous section.
Substituting eqs. (2.60) and (2.61) into (2.56) and (2.57) result in:
@⇢¯Y˜↵
@t
+
@⇢¯u˜iY˜↵
@xi
=
@
@xi
"✓
µ˜
Sc
+
µ˜t
Sct
◆
@Y˜↵
@xi
#
+ ¯˙!↵ +
¯˙SY↵ (2.62)
@⇢¯h˜
@t
+
@⇢¯u˜ih˜
@xi
=
@
@xi
"✓
µ˜
P r
+
µ˜t
Prt
◆
@h˜
@xi
#
+ ¯˙Qrad +
¯˙Sh (2.63)
The filtered reaction rate term ¯˙! in the filtered species equations is highly
non-linear with temperature and must be modelled. Some modelling tech-
niques will be discussed later in section 3.3. Table 2.2 summarises the fil-
tered conserved equations for mass, momentum, species and enthalpy used
in this work.
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Table 2.2: Summary of the filtered conserved equations
Filtered continuity
@⇢¯
@t
+
@⇢ui
@xi
= ¯˙Smass , @⇢¯
@t
+
@⇢¯u˜i
@xi
= ¯˙Smass
Filtered momentum
@⇢¯u˜i
@t
+
@⇢¯u˜iu˜j
@xj
=
@
@xj

(µ˜+ µ˜t)
✓
@u˜i
@xj
+
@u˜j
@xi
◆ 
  @P¯
@xi
+ ⇢¯gi +
¯˙Smom,i
Filtered species mass fraction
@⇢¯Y˜↵
@t
+
@⇢¯u˜iY˜↵
@xi
=
@
@xi
"✓
µ˜
Sc
+
µ˜t
Sct
◆
@Y˜↵
@xi
#
+ ¯˙!↵ +
¯˙SY↵
Filtered total enthalpy
@⇢¯h˜
@t
+
@⇢¯u˜ih˜
@xi
=
@
@xi
"✓
µ˜
P r
+
µ˜t
Prt
◆
@h˜
@xi
#
+ ¯˙Qrad +
¯˙Sh
2.5 Numerical Treatment of the Gas Phase
The previous sections in this chapter provided equations that are used to
model the physics of the flow. In order to solve these equations, the problem
needs to be split (discretised) into elements of finite extension in space and
time for which the equations can actually be solved. The present work
uses the in-house PsiPhi code, which has been tested extensively for gas
combustion [16, 66, 99].
2.5.1 General Transport Equation
The governing equation for mass eq. (2.1), momentum eq. (2.5), species
eq. (2.10) or enthalpy eq. (2.13) can be described using a general transport
equation for a generic scalar   consisting of terms that describe the accu-
mulation of the scalar at any point in time, the way in which it is convected
in space by the velocity ui, and the rate at which it is di↵used Di( ). An
additional source term G  is necessary to describe the rate at which the
scalar is produced or destroyed and any source term arising from the solid
phase. The general transport equation reads:
@ 
@t|{z}
accumulation
+
@( ui)
@xi| {z }
convection
=
@Di( )
@xi| {z }
di↵usion
+ G |{z}
source
(2.64)
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The continuity equation can be constructed by setting   = ⇢ in eq. (2.64),
where mass is conserved (G⇢ = 0) and mass di↵usion has no e↵ect on den-
sity (Di(⇢) = constant). Similarly, the momentum equation is obtained
by substituting   = ⇢uj in eq (2.64). The source term G⇢uj represents
the gravitational and pressure forces that act on the fluid; the di↵usion of
momentum is represented by the stress tensor ⌧ij . The same is applicable
to the species and enthalpy equations, by substituting   = Y↵ and   = h
respectively, where the source terms GY↵ and Gh will be given by the reac-
tion rate w˙↵ for the species equations and radiation Q˙rad for the enthalpy
equation.
2.5.2 Discretisation in Space
When looking at the general transport equation (2.64), the terms that need
to be discretised in space are the ones due to convection and di↵usion.
To do this, in this work the Finite Volume Method (FVM) is used, where
the region of interest is divided into finite volumes, in which the governing
equations are integrated. The principle of the FVM will be demonstrated
here using the general transport equation; for a more in depth analysis the
interested reader should refer to Versteeg & Malalasekera [142].
Integrating eq. (2.64) over a finite control volume  V yields:Z
 V
@ 
@t
dV +
Z
 A
( ui)nidA =
Z
 A
Di( )nidA+
Z
 V
G dV (2.65)
where the convective and di↵usive fluxes have been re-written as fluxes
over the surfaces  A of the control volume  V using the Gauss-Divergence
theorem, which for a generic field quantity  states:Z
 V
@ 
@xi
dV =
Z
 A
 nidA (2.66)
The volume integral of any quantity  is simply approximated by taking
the product of the value of the quantity at the mid point (M) of a cell and
the volume of a cell: Z
 V
 dV ⇡  M V (2.67)
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and the surface integral is obtained from the sum of the quantities found at
the cell surfaces  f multiplied by the face area and the face normal:Z
 A
 nidA ⇡
X
f
 fnf A (2.68)
Applying eqs. (2.67) and (2.68) to eq. (2.65) results in:
@
@t
( M V ) +
X
f
 fufnf A| {z }
TC
=
X
f
Df ( )nf A| {z }
TD
+G M V (2.69)
where TC and TD represents the convective and di↵usive terms.
Computational grid
The PsiPhi code utilises a structured Cartesian coordinate system, with
equally sized cubic cells ( x =  y =  z =  ). Figure 2.2 shows the
schematics of three cells in one dimension where fE and fW are the east
and west faces of the middle cell M. For a three dimensional grid the same
concept would be applied to the north, south, top and bottom cells.
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Figure 2.2: Schematics of three cells in 1-D
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Approximating the convective fluxes
The convection term TC in eq. (2.69) reads:
TC =
X
f
FC,f =
X
f
 fufnf Af (2.70)
where FC is the convection across a cell face f . Given that the cells are
cubic and orthogonal to each other, the convective flux across any cell face
is calculated as:
FC,f =  fuf 
2 (2.71)
The PsiPhi code stores velocities at the cell faces and all other variables at
the cell center. This implies that the only unknown quantity in eq. (2.71)
is the value of the variable at the face of the cell  f . To obtain  f a further
approximation is required, which involves the interpolation of the values
found at the centre of the adjacent cells.
The simplest interpolation technique is the Upwind Di↵erencing Scheme (UDS)
which evaluates the value at the cell face from the upstream cell center. For
a flow flowing from west to east, the convective flux across the east face is
obtained by:
 fE ⇡  M (2.72)
Although UDS allows for a stable computation, it results in over-di↵usion,
resulting in un-physically smooth scalar fields. A more accurate alterna-
tive to the UDS is the Central Di↵erencing Scheme (CDS) which takes the
average between the values at the centre of the two adjacent cells:
 fE ⇡
 M +  E
2
(2.73)
The CDS is second-order accurate, simple to implement and computation-
ally e cient. However, although the order of accuracy is high, the trunca-
tion errors introduced in the results, can lead to instabilities. These instabil-
ities cause oscillations that can lead the values of scalars to be outside their
physical range. A combination of stable but di↵usive UDS, and accurate
but unstable CDS, is the Total Variation Diminishing (TVD) scheme:
 fE ⇡  M +
B(r)( M    W )
2
(2.74)
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where B(r) is the flux limiter and depends on the gradient r.
r =
 E    M
 M    W (2.75)
Di↵erent Flux limiters have been suggested in the literature [76, 111, 133,
157], in this work the CHARM limiter function [157] is used:
B(r) =
8<: r(3r + 1) : r > 00 : r  0 (2.76)
Approximating the di↵usive fluxes
The di↵usion term TD in eq. (2.69) reads:
TD =
X
f
FD,f =
X
f
Di( )nf Af (2.77)
where FD is the di↵usion across a cell face f . Inspecting the governing
equations for momentum eq. (2.5), species eq. (2.10) and enthalpy eq. (2.13),
shows that the di↵usion rate Di( ) is proportional to the gradient of the
quantity   with a constant of proportionality D :
Df ( ) =
✓
D 
@ 
@xi
◆
f
(2.78)
The di↵usion flux across the east face of cell M , for instance, can then be
approximated by the central di↵erence between the values stored at the
center of the cell M and its adjacent cell E such that:
FD,fE = D 
✓
@ 
@xi
◆
fE
nfE AfE ⇡ D 
 E    M
 x
 AfE (2.79)
2.5.3 Discretisatisation in Time
The governing equations need to be solved in time as well as in space. Re-
arranging the general transport equation (2.64), one obtains:
@ 
@t
=  @( ui)
@xi
+
@Di( )
@xi
+G  = F( ) (2.80)
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The overall simulation time is split into time steps, each lasting  t. The
simplest way to discretise the transport equation in time is using the Euler-
Explicit scheme, where the solution is computed based on the previous
known time step:
 t+ t ⇡  t + tF( t) (2.81)
The Eulerian-Explicit scheme is however only first-order accurate. In this
work a third order low-storage Runge-Kutta scheme [152] is used instead.
This scheme consists of three di↵erently weighted sub-steps, where each sub-
step advances in time based on the previous sub-step. For more information
on the Runge-Kutta scheme the interested reader should refer to [63, 129].
Time step width
Similarly to reducing the cell size, a reduction in the time step width will
improve the accuracy of the discretised equations. Moreover the maximum
time step has a limit, given by the criterion developed by Courant, Friedrichs
and Lewy [20], also known as the CFL condition, which reads:
 t  CFL
✓
 x
max(|u|)
◆
(2.82)
The CFL number should lie in the range [0  CFL  1] for explicit time
integration schemes. With implicit schemes, higher values of CFL can be
reached, to guarantee the stability of the numerical scheme.
2.5.4 Prediction Correction for Reacting Flows
When solving turbulent reactive flows, it is necessary to ensure that mass
is conserved. The PsiPhi code uses a predictor-corrector scheme developed
by Kempf [63, 129], which will be briefly explained:
Step 1 - Prediction:
(a) Calculate the reaction rate source term !˙↵ and apply it to the species
equation (2.62).
(b) Transport the density ⇢¯ and the other fields ⇢¯ ˜ using the velocities of
the previous time step u˜ni , to obtain the predicted values at the next
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time step ⇢¯n+1PD and ⇢¯ ˜
n+1
PD , of which the thermo-chemical state will
depend.
Step 2 - Obtain the chemical state:
(a) Obtain the value of  ˜ from the predicted values ⇢¯ ˜n+1PD and ⇢¯
n+1
PD .
(b) Calculate the new density ⇢¯n+1cs resulting from the predicted thermo
chemical state  ˜(h, Y↵) and using eq. (2.16).
At this point, the density calculated from the prediction of the thermo
chemical state ⇢¯n+1cs is a good estimate for the density at the end of the
time step. However, the density resulting from transport will not correctly
reflect this density.
Step 3 - Projection:
(a) Obtain the density error  ⇢¯ = ⇢¯n+1cs   ⇢¯n+1PD , which leads to a Poisson
equation that must be solved.
(b) Calculate the corrections for momentum and velocities based on the
density error  ⇢¯.
(c) Apply the momentum and velocities corrections to yield the corrected
velocity and momentum. Transport with the updated velocities should
now give the chemical state density ⇢¯n+1cs .
Step 4 - Correction:
(a) Transport the original ⇢¯ and ⇢¯ ˜ again, this time using the corrected
velocities.
(b) Transport the corrected momentum ⇢¯u˜n+1i with the corrected velocity,
to yield the momentum prediction for the next time step.
Step 5 - Boundaries:
(a) Treat the boundaries of the computational domain.
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2.5.5 Initial and Boundary Conditions
A system of equations have been formulated that link the variables that
characterise the flow at a given point within the computational domain to
the adjacent cells and at a given time step tn+1 to the previous time step
tn. To solve this system of equations, it is necessary to specify initial and
boundary conditions. The choice of initial and boundary conditions depends
on the particular problem being considered and a case-specific discussion will
be supplied for each test case separately.
Inflow boundaries
The first boundary condition is a Dirichlet condition, which is used to spec-
ify the flow characteristics at the domain inlet. The Dirichlet condition sets
the value of a quantity   to a specific known value:
  =  inlet (2.83)
In the test cases investigated during this work the mean flow velocities at
the domain inlet are known. In LES it is necessary to have a knowledge of
the velocity fluctuations at the inlet, and a complete set  inlet(x, t) must be
prescribed.
Turbulent inlet conditions
For turbulent flows the velocities at the inlet fluctuate, and the fluctuations
must comply with the statistical properties at the inlet of the test case being
considered [65]. The turbulent fluctuations are artificially generated, which
in the simplest form are generated by superimposing random fluctuations
onto a mean velocity field. However, if the random fluctuations are gener-
ated without any spatial correlation for each cell, the small fluctuations will
dissipate quickly into the domain. Klein et al. [68] overcome this problem
by generating a turbulent inflow condition which satisfies a given Reynolds
stress tensor and a turbulent length-scale. Kempf et al. [64] extended this
method for arbitrary grids. A detailed description of the inflow turbulence
generator is outside the scope of this work, for a more in depth analysis the
interested reader should consult other documents [63, 64, 68].
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Open boundaries
The second condition used is the von-Neumann boundary condition, which
in this work is used for open boundaries. The von-Neumann condition sets
the gradient of the variable   in the direction normal to the boundary to a
constant cout, typically zero:
@ 
@xj
nj = cout (2.84)
Boundaries confined by walls
When considering any flow confined by walls, their e↵ect on the flow should
be considered. The PsiPhi code uses structured grids, therefore to maximise
e ciency and reduce complexity in this work the wall e↵ect is accounted
via the Immersed Boundary technique. The Immersed Boundary technique
sets the velocity at the wall location to zero. To avoid di↵usion over wall
boundaries the di↵usive fluxes in the direction of the wall are also set to
zero.
The immersed boundary condition method is a simplified approach to rep-
resent the walls and does not solve the problem of wall resolution in LES.
For complex geometries, on equally sized cells it might necessitate a much
larger domain than would otherwise be required. For the problems studied
in this thesis, the geometries are relatively simple and the computational
costs associated with the Immersed Boundaries are small.
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3 Coal Combustion
The aim of this chapter is to give an overview of the combustion processes
involved during pulverised coal combustion and the typical modelling tech-
niques used to describe these processes. In particular the processes of de-
volatilisation, char combustion and volatile combustion are described and
the main models used to represent them are provided.
3.1 Characterisation of Coal
Contrary to some other fossil fuels such as natural gas, coal varies consid-
erably in nature, and is important to know how to characterise it. This
section gives an overview of the chemical composition of coal and some of
its properties. Via an understanding of the coal properties it is possible to
assess its quality and type. The di↵erent coal types that are recognisable
by their properties can be arranged in order of increased maturity from the
original material [150] as: brown coal, lignite, subbituminous coal, bitumi-
nous coal, semibituminous coal and anthracite.
The rank level is a measure of the degree of maturity of the coal. Lignite
and brown coals are usually referred to as soft coals and have the lowest
rank levels. Bituminous coals are the more commonly known hard-coals,
and Anthracites have the highest rank, but they are rarely found as their
coal-fields have been exhausted.
For an in depth description of the physical and chemical properties of coal,
the interested reader should refer to further literature [27, 139, 150].
3.1.1 Proximate Analysis
The proximate analysis of coal gives an overview of its composition, based
on the di↵erent levels of volatile matter, fixed carbon, moisture and ash.
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Moisture
Coal is porous and contains considerable amounts of water [150]. Mois-
ture reduces the heat of combustion meaning that the rank reduces with
increased moisture content (see Table 3.1 for typical moisture levels for dif-
ferent coal types). Moisture content is usually determined experimentally by
heating a coal sample at 105 C in a oxygen-free atmosphere until a constant
mass is achieved.
Ash
The ash in coal consists of hydrated alumina silicates, iron pyrites, calcium
and magnesium carbonates and alkali chlorides [150]. The ash content is
determined experimentally by heating a coal sample to v 815 C until all the
organic matter has been burnt away. Both ash and moisture in a coal are
not combustible materials, thus the coal rank diminishes with their higher
contents. Typical ash levels in a bituminous coal are between 10  15% by
mass.
Volatile Matter
Volatile matter is made up of a mixture of gases and tar that are released
during the heating up (devolatilisation) of coal. Its main constituents are
carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, water, methane and alkenes (CnH2n).
Volatile matter is determined by the loss of mass, corrected for moisture,
when heating up a coal sample to v 950 C in an oxygen free environment.
Determining the rate at which these volatiles are emitted (devolatilisation
rate) plays a fundamental role in modelling coal combustion. Generally coal
rank diminishes with increased volatile matter content (see table 3.1 for typ-
ical volatile matter levels for di↵erent coal types). However, the amount of
volatile matter released is also strongly dependant on experimental condi-
tions and heating rates.
Fixed Carbon
The coke residue, after all the volatiles have been emitted and the moisture
evaporated, less the ash in the coal particle, is known as fixed carbon. The
higher the fixed carbon levels in a coal type the higher the coal rank.
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3.1.2 Ultimate Analysis
The ultimate analysis describes the amount of carbon, hydrogen, oxygen,
sulphur and nitrogen atoms found in a coal type. The element composition
is usually reported on a dry ash free basis (daf ) so as to not include the inert
materials. Table 3.1 shows typical levels of carbon, hydrogen and oxygen for
di↵erent coal types. The rank of coal usually increases with lower oxygen
and hydrogen levels and higher carbon levels. Van Kravelen [139] plotted
di↵erent coals based on theirH/C and O/C composition ratio and identified
a direct relationship between the lowest rank coals which had a higher O/C
and H/C ratio and vice versa.
Gross Calorific Value
The gross calorific value (GCV) or higher heating value (HHV), indicates
the amount of heat generated by burning a specific fuel and returning the
temperature of the products to ambient conditions1. The lower ranking soft
coals have a GCV of v 25MJ/kg whilst the higher ranking hard coals have
a GCV v 30  37MJ/kg.
Table 3.1: Coal Analysis [150]
Material Wood Lignite Subbit. Bituminous Anthracite
Moistrue 30-60 20-40 10-20 1-15 2-5
Volatile Matter 40-60 30-45 20-40 10-20
Carbon daf 50 65-73 73-78 78-92 92-96
Hydrogen daf 6.0 4.5 6.0 5.3 2.5
Oxygen daf 43 21 15 8 4.0
GCV MJ/kg v 25 20-25 25-30 30-32 +32
3.1.3 Properties of Coal
Density of coal
The true density of a coal particle measures the weight per unit volume of
a pore free particle ⇢p,T . A relationship was developed by Merrick [88] for
1The net calorific value (NCV) or lower heating value (LHV) indicates the amount of
heat generated in burning a fuel and returning it to a temperature (⇡ 105  C) that
does not recover the latent heat of vaporisation of the water vapour.
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the true density of a coal particle on a daf basis.
1
⇢p,T,daf
=
5X
i=1
me,i
Ui
Aw,i
(3.1)
where Ui is the mass fraction of carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen and
sulphur obtained from ultimate analysis. The constants me,i were obtained
by carrying out a linear regression analysis on literature data obtained by
Merrick [88], and Aw,i represents the atomic weights of the elements present.
The true density on a dry basis ⇢p,T , is calculated by setting the density of
ash to 2700 kg/m3. However a coal particle is very porous and full of cracks,
which makes the apparent density ⇢p,A a more representative measure of
the coal density. The apparent density is usually obtained experimentally;
one method involves immersing a coal particle in mercury (which exhibits
the necessary penetrating characteristics under pressure) and increasing the
pressure until all the voids are filled [114]. The resulting change in volume
occupied by the mercury can give a value for the apparent density of coal.
The porosity ✓p of the coal particle can be obtained from the ratio of the
apparent and true density.
✓p = 1  ⇢p,A
⇢p,T
(3.2)
From this point on, the coal particle density ⇢p in this work will be referred
to its apparent density ⇢p,A.
The density of a coal particle changes during the combustion process due to
swelling and char combustion. Firstly, coals start softening at v 350 C [150]
and increase in size whilst keeping roughly a constant mass (thus reducing
its density). The amount a particle swells varies for di↵erent coal types and
can be determined experimentally. Furthermore, during char combustion,
the coal particle gets first burnt from the inside whilst retaining its size,
leading to a decrease in ⇢p, before being consumed at the surface without a
changing ⇢p.
Specific heat capacity
Developing a relationship between the specific heat capacity of coal (cp,p)
and temperature is very di cult as during thermal decomposition, the com-
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position of the volatile matter and char within the coal particle changes
continuously. In most models it is assumed that the specific heat capac-
ity of coal stays constant with values ranging between 1100   1600 J/kgK
[6, 144]. Some studies attempted to develop models that relate the spe-
cific heat capacity of coal to temperature, based on experimental data or
from fundamental atomic theory [87]. Generally, for bituminous coals cp,p
increases with higher volatile matter levels. During burnout, the cp,p of the
coal particle tends to reach a maximum at around v 300 C before decreas-
ing, as the volatile gases start to be emitted.
E↵ect of moisture content
Increased moisture levels slows the coal particle heating rates for three main
reasons. Firstly, the local gas temperature is lowered as energy must be
supplied to the coal particle for the water to evaporate. Secondly, the coal
particle will remain at ⇡100 oC until all of the moisture has evaporated [46].
Finally, the high heat capacity of water increases the overall heat capacity
of the coal particle [5].
Higher moisture content in the coal particle results in higher H2O levels in
the gas phase. Water vapour participates radiatively increasing the overall
radiative absorpion and emssions of the gas phase. Increased moisture lev-
els will result in a larger gain or loss in heat due to radiative heat transfer
e↵ects, depending on the surroundings gas mixture and temperature.
Kurose and Makino [138] tested numerically and experimentally the e↵ect
of moisture on the pulverised coal combustion characteristics. Their results
showed that increasing the moisture level lowered the temperatures up-
stream and shifted the peak temperature more downstream. Downstream
instead there was little variation in temperature between the di↵erent mois-
ture levels.
3.1.4 The Coal Combustion Process
When a pulverised coal particle enters the burner it heats up very rapidly,
typically at 104 to 105 K/s [150], depending on the particle size. As the
particle heats up the volatile material starts to decompose into a mixture
of light gases and tars which are released. This process is known as de-
volatilisation and the composition of the emitted volatile gases vary with
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coal type; some typical light gases include: CH4, CO2, CO,H2O,C2H6 and
other light hydrocarbons [7, 126]. The emitted volatile gases then react very
rapidly to form CO,CO2, H2O and soot. The devolatilisation process and
the combustion of the volatile gases drives the temperature increase at the
early stages of PCC.
As the volatiles are being emitted from the coal particle, char combustion
starts to occur at a much slower rate (at least an order of magnitude slower
than devolatilisation), making it largely delocalised from the processes of
devolatilisation and in particular volatile combustion [148]. As the char
burns, it produces mainly CO, CO2 and other oxides, in particular NOx
due to the presence of nitrogen in the char. The combustion of char is a
sequence of the oxidisers di↵using into its porous structure and reacting
within the char particle, and the oxidisers reacting at the surface of the
char particle. The rate at which the char burns is a↵ected by its porous
structure, the ambient conditions and the properties of the coal particle.
After all the char is burnt, ash is left behind, bearing negligible e↵ect on
the combustion process, although the mineral content may act as a catalyst
and can foul the heat exchanger surfaces.
The next sections will describe the three main processes involved during coal
combustion: devolatilisation, volatile combustion and char combustion, and
present the models used to represent these processes.
3.2 Devolatilisation
When a coal particle is heated, the first gases to be released are the en-
trained gases within the coal particle such as CO2 and CH4. As the coal
particle starts to change structure at higher temperatures the decomposi-
tion of functional groups lead to the release of lighter volatiles. Finally, the
bridges between the aromatic rings that make up the coal structure start to
rupture and the bonds themselves within the aromatic rings get ruptured,
ultimately releasing heavier volatiles such as tars and other heavy hydro-
carbon compounds. Di↵erent gases are thus released at di↵erent stages of
the devolatilisation process. For simplicity the process of devolatilisation
is usually divided into the release of lighter volatiles (e.g. CH4, CO2) and
of heavier volatiles (tars, para ns, olefins) [53]. A full description of the
chemical mechanisms in which di↵erent volatile gases are released as the
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coal particle heats is outside the scope of this work. The interested reader
should refer to Saxena [113] for a more comprehensive description of the
devolatilisation process.
The amount of volatiles released and the composition of the volatiles de-
pend on the coal type, the temperature, rate of heating, particle size and
the ambient conditions. Two main approaches are commonly used to rep-
resent the devolatilisation process. The first approach involves approximat-
ing the break up of the coal macromolecular structure during pyrolysis,
requiring large amounts of input data about the structure of the coal in
question. These models, also known as functional group models are then
able to give details of the rates and yields of all major species, as well as
the composition of the tars and char undergoing decomposition [150]. The
most widely used detailed models are: The Functional-Group, Depolymer-
ization, Vaporization, Cross-linking Model (FG-DVC) model developed by
Solomon [126, 127], the FLASHCHAIN model developed by Niksa [92, 93]
and the Chemical Percolation and Devolatilisation (CPD) model developed
by Fletcher [31, 32, 33]. However, these approaches are usually too expen-
sive to be used directly in CFD applications.
The second approach involves the use of simpler models which rely on the
use of chemical reactions, where the kinetic rates governing the reactions
are either obtained experimentally for di↵erent coals or using the FG-DVC,
FLASHCHAIN or CDP models. Merrick [86] gave a set of conditions that
need to be met in order to correctly represent the volatile matter release
rate. These conditions include: detailed information about the constituents
of the volatile matter, correlations between di↵erent coal ranks and the pa-
rameters of the model, and finally the use of only identifiable species (no
modelled species). The computational costs for the LES of PCC are al-
ready large, and therefore Merricks criteria will be simplified for the scope
of this work to characterise the behaviour of: the volatile matter content, the
volatile release rate, and the composition and heating value of the volatiles.
3.2.1 Amount of Volatile Matter
Bodzioch and Hawksley [8] rapidly heated di↵erent coals and measured the
amounts of volatiles released. The volatile matter content VMo obtained
from the proximate analysis, measures the amount of volatile matter present
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in the coal particle at standard conditions. What Bodzioch and Hawksley [8]
found is that during combustion, the decomposition of the coal particle is
such that more volatiles are released than the measured value of VMo. At
higher temperatures some of the char ruptures and is released together with
the volatile matter thus increasing the carbon content of the volatile matter.
The amount of volatile yield at higher temperatures can be twice as high
as the value of VMo [67]. To account for this di↵erence a Q factor is
introduced:
Q =
VM
VMo
(3.3)
A unique value of the Q factor (typically 1.0  Q factor  1.6) does not
exist for every coal type as it is dependant on the particular PCC set up as
well as the coal chemical and physical properties. It is standard however,
for a given test case, to use a single Q factor value for all the coal particles.
3.2.2 Volatile Release Rate Representation
The rate at which volatiles are released is obtained assuming that the pyrol-
ysis of coal behaves as a set of chemical reactions. There are several models
and the most common are:
Single step reaction rate model
The simplest and most commonly used model is the single step reaction
rate model developed by Bodzioch and Hawksley [8], which assumes a single
reaction for the total weight loss of the volatiles:
dmp
dt (dev.)
= kv(VM   Vg)
kv = AvT
 
p exp
✓
  EvRTp
◆ (3.4)
where Vg is the total amount of volatile gases that have left a coal particle
and VM is the initial volatile matter inside the coal particle adjusted by the
Q factor. The values of the the Q factor,  , and the kinetic parameters
Av and Ev can be obtained either experimentally using methods similar to
those employed by Badzioch and Hawksley [8] or using the aforementioned
functional group models. When employing the functional group models,
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one sets as inputs the proximate and ultimate analysis of a coal type and
provides an estimate of a particle temperature history for a given PCC set
up. The functional group models then provide the model parameters and
the expected composition of the volatile gases.
Tabulated devolatilisation process model
The main limitation of using the single step model [4, 113] is that the same
kinetic parameters and Q factor are used for all coal particles at all temper-
atures. However, the volatile yield depends on the final particle temperature
and heating rate. Hashimoto et al. [47] proposed a Tabulated Devolatili-
sation Process (TDP) model, which consist of a pre-processed table with
di↵erent values of the kinetic parameters Ev(Tp) and Av(Tp), and Q-factor
for a set of particle temperature histories. During the simulation the appro-
priate parameters are then allocated to each particle given its temperature
history.
Multiple independent reaction rate model
The multiple independent reaction rate method assumes that the release of
volatiles consists of multiple independent first order reactions. The reactions
are computed for each di↵erent species present in the volatile gases. One
such method is the “multiple first order reactions with distributed activation
energy ”[100], where the activation energy is expressed for all the species
as a continuous distributed function f(Ev) and a constant Arrhenius factor
Av. Alternatively a di↵erent value of Av,i and Ev,i can be used for each
species in the volatile gases:
kv,i = Av,iT
 
p exp
✓
 Ev,iRTp
◆
(3.5)
where i represents the di↵erent volatile gases components.
Competing reaction rate model
The problem with the aforementioned models is that the coal particle ther-
mally decomposes di↵erently at higher or lower temperatures. This means
that at higher temperatures, certain heavier volatile gases might be released
rather than others. To account for this, Kobayashi et al. [69] introduced the
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competing reaction rate model, where the coal is assumed to decompose via
di↵erent possible reaction paths depending on its time-temperature history.
For a “two competing reaction rate method” one would have:
kv,1 ! Volatile 1 + Residue 1
kv,2 ! Volatile 2 + Residue 2
kv = kv,1 + kv,2
(3.6)
Both reactions occur at the same time, however the first pseudo reaction is
dominant at lower temperatures and the second pseudo reaction becomes
increasingly faster at higher temperatures, which requires Ev,2 >> Ev,1.
The competing reaction rate model should be more accurate than the single
step model as the volatile release is a function of the particle temperature
history rather than the current particle temperature. However, the model
requires knowledge of more kinetic parameters which are often not available
or di cult to obtain.
3.2.3 Modelling Volatiles Composition and Enthalpy
The volatile gases are made up of light gaseous species such as: CO, CO2,
H2, H2O, CH4, C2H4, C2H2, and heavy gaseous species such as tar. Con-
sidering all of the volatile gases separately would involve transporting a large
number of species which would be prohibitively expensive for LES. Di↵er-
ent approximations can be made, depending on computational resources
available:
Single postulate substance representation
The computationally most inexpensive approach is to group all of the volatile
gases as one postulate substance CaHbOcNd. The composition of the volatile
gases can be determined by assuming that the char in the coal particle is
made up of pure carbon. On a daf basis, the mass of the coal particle mp
will be made up of VMdaf and FCdaf = mp   VMdaf , where FCdaf is the
char content.
The mass fraction of carbon YC,vg, hydrogen YH,vg, oxygen YO,vg and nitro-
gen YN,vg elements in the volatile gases (denoted here with the subscript vg)
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can then be determined by:
YC,vg =
UC   YFCdaf
YVMdaf
YH,vg =
UH
YVMdaf
YO,vg =
UO
YVMdaf
YN,vg =
UN
YVMdaf
(3.7)
where UC , UH , UO, UN correspond to the mass fractions of the elements
obtained from the ultimate analysis of the coal, and YVMdaf and YFCdaf are
the mass fractions of volatile matter and char in the coal particle on a daf
basis. The composition ratio of the elements a (C), b (H), c (O) and d (N)
can then be obtained from:
avg = YC,vg
Wvg
WC
bvg = YH,vg
Wvg
WH
cvg = YO,vg
Wvg
WO
dvg = YN,vg
Wvg
WN
(3.8)
where (Wvg,WC ,WH ,WO,WN ) are the molecular weights of the volatile
gases and the atomic weights of carbon, hydrogen, oxygen and nitrogen.
Given that the volatile gases are modelled as one postulate substance, their
enthalpy of formation must also be modelled. The first step involves know-
ing the LHV of the volatile matter. The LHV of coal on a daf basis is
known and must be equal to the sum of the LHV of the char and the LHV
of the volatile matter, adjusted by their relative composition:
LHVcoal,daf = LHVVMYVMdaf + LHVFCYFCdaf (3.9)
where LHVFC = 32.76 MJ/kg, assuming that the char is made up of pure
carbon. Re-arranging eq. (3.9) yields a value for the LHVVM .
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The full one step reaction of the volatile gas combustion is:
CaHbOcNd +
✓
a+
b
4
  c
2
◆
O2 ! aCO2 + b
2
H2O +
d
2
N2 (3.10)
The heat of reaction of eq. (3.10) is QR = LHVVM ⇥Wvg. The enthalpy
of formation of the volatile gases CaHbOcNd (hf,vg) is then obtainable via
eq. (3.11):
hf,vg = QR+
✓
a+
b
4
  c
2
◆
hf,O2  
✓
ahf,CO2 +
b
2
hf,H2O +
d
2
hf,N2
◆
(3.11)
Light gases and tar representation
A more comprehensive representation of the volatile gases is to subdivide
them into CO, CO2, H2O, H2 and a light hydrocarbon CmHn [35], and to
represent the tar as a single species CaHbOc. This approach necessitates a
knowledge of the composition of the volatile gases a priori of the simulations.
This is usually achieved by using the functional group models as a pre-
processor for a particular PCC set-up. The mass fraction of carbon YC,tar,
hydrogen YH,tar and oxygen YO,tar elements in the tar (denoted here with
the subscript tar) can then be determined by:
YC,tar = UC   YFCdaf   12
✓
YCO2,s
WCO2
+
YCO,s
WCO
+ n
YCnHm,s
WCnHm
◆
YH,tar = UH   1
✓
2
YH2O,s
WH2O
+ 2
YH2,s
WH2,s
+m
YCnHm,s
WCnHm
◆
YO,tar = UO   16
✓
2
YCO2,s
WCO2
+
YCO,s
WCO,s
+
YH2O,s
WH2O
◆ (3.12)
As before, UC , UH , UO correspond to the mass fraction of the elements
obtained from the ultimate analysis of the coal. The mass fractions Y↵,s
here represent the mass of each component of the volatile gases as a fraction
of the mass of the coal particle. The values of a (C), b (H) and c (O) are
then obtained by:
atar =
YC,tar
Ytar,s
Wtar
12
btar =
YH,tar
Ytar,s
Wtar
1
ctar =
YO,tar
Ytar,s
Wtar
16
(3.13)
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where Ytar,s is the amount of tar in the coal particle, and Wtar is the molec-
ular weight of tar.
The one step reaction for devolatilisation in this case would be:
Vol matter! vtartar + vCOCO + vCO2CO2
+ vH2OH2O + vH2H2 + vCnHmCnHm + vN2N2
(3.14)
where v↵ is the stoichiometric co-e cient of the di↵erent species ↵ in eq. (3.14).
The enthalpy of formation of the tar (hf,tar) can then be determined by
assuming that the heat release during devolatilisation is negligible and cal-
culating the heat balance between the enthalpy of formation of the volatile
gases and the products of devolatilisation.
3.3 Volatile Combustion
The previous sections dealt with the models used to represent the release
rate of the volatiles and the composition of the volatile gases. The compo-
sition of the volatile gases will also have an impact on the models used to
represent their combustion with the surrounding gases.
In non-premixed combustion fuel and oxidiser are injected separately, and
mixing must occur fast enough for the reactions to occur [101]. In non-
premixed combustion it is common to transport the mixture fraction f
rather than transporting enthalpy and species concentration. The mixture
fraction is a measure of the relative carbon atom concentration and gives
an indication of mixing. Under equilibrium assumption, where the chem-
istry reactions are assumed to be infinitely fast, all dependant scalars  
(such as temperature, species mass fractions, density) can be expressed as
a function  (f) of the mixture fraction. A chemistry table can therefore
be pre-determined, where the values of   are stored as a function of the
mixture fraction. During the simulation, based on the local values of the
transported f , the values of   are obtained from the pre-determined look-up
table.
When the chemical reactions are not infinitely fast, the values of   are also
dependant on the scalar dissipation rate. In this case, the flamelet approach
suggested by Williams [151] is typically used, which consists of considering
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a turbulent flame as a set of many tiny laminar flames. The chemical state
of the flame is then determined via pre-determined look-up flamelet tables
which now use as input both the local mixture fraction and scalar rates of
dissipation (for more information the interested reader should refer to Pe-
ters [98]). As the flamelet approach is based on the local values of mixture
fraction and scalar dissipation rates, their sub-grid scale distribution must
be modelled, which is usually done via a presumed PDF, typically a  -PDF
in non-premixed combustion (for more information on the PDF-methods
the interested reader should refer to Pope [102, 103]).
The biggest advantage of transporting the mixture fraction is that it does
not contain any source terms, thus the reaction rate ˜˙! does not require mod-
elling. Moreover, in the absence of heat sources, as the temperature can be
derived from the mixture fraction, it is not necessary to transport an energy
equation. The mixture fraction approach, however, is less applicable in coal
combustion for several reasons: firstly, there are various heat sources and
sinks that must be accounted for such as radiation, char combustion and
the heat exchange with the solid phase. To account for the heat sources and
sinks, the enthalpy equation must therefore be solved. Secondly, the look
up tables are based on known fuels such as methane or propane and not on
modelled fuels such as CaHbOcNd to model volatile gases. Finally, the fuel
entering the computational domain does not enter at the inlet, which allows
for simple boundary conditions, but it appears within the computational
domain from the devolatilisation which would require the mixture fraction
equation to have a source term.
When modelling the filtered reaction rate ˜˙!, two main approaches are used
in this work: Infinitely fast chemistry models and finite rate chemistry mod-
els.
3.3.1 Infinitely Fast Chemistry Models
Infinitely fast chemistry models, assume that the chemistry is so fast that it
does not limit the rate of chemical conversion, so that it is the mixing process
that limits reaction rate. The infinitely fast chemistry models thus assume
that the Damko¨hler number Da >> 1, where Da = ⌧t/⌧c corresponds to
the ratio of the chemical time scale ⌧c and turbulent time scale ⌧t. Two
di↵erent infinitely fast chemistry models have been considered in this work.
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Mixed is Burnt (MIB)
The simplest combustion model is the MIB model developed by Burke and
Schumann [14]. This model simply states that as soon as mixing occurs,
so does combustion. If the mixture is lean, all the fuel is burnt, and if
the mixture is rich, all the oxidiser is burnt instantaneously, consequently a
reaction rate ˜˙!fu is not computed. When using this model, the combustion
is represented by the global chemical reaction:
CaHbOcNd +
✓
a+
b
4
  c
2
◆
O2 ! aCO2 + b
2
H2O +
d
2
N2 (3.15)
Eddy Break Up Model (EBU)
A better alternative to the MIB model is the EBU model initially developed
for RANS by Spalding [128]. The basis of this model is that chemistry does
not play any explicit role, and the reaction rate is controlled by turbulent
motions [101]. The fuel burning rate ˜˙!fu is estimated from the reactant and
product mass fractions and a turbulent mixing time ⌧t:
˜˙!fu = cEBU⇢
1
⌧t
min
 
Y˜fu,
Y˜ox
s
, c2
Y˜pr
1 + s
!
(3.16)
where ⌧t is estimated from the integral length scales as ⌧t ⇡ k/✏ (see section
2.4.1). The model constants are cEBU = 4.0 and c2 = 0.5, and s is the
stoichiometric coe cient:
s =
✓
a+
b
4
  c
2
◆
⇥ WO2
Wfu
(3.17)
Hu et al. [55] and Zhou et al. [158] proposed to calculate 1/⌧t = |S˜| in LES
from the strain rate |S˜| =
q
2S˜ijS˜ij . The EBU model in LES then reads:
˜˙!fu = cEBU ⇢¯|S˜|min
 
Y˜fu,
Y˜ox
s
, c2
Y˜pr
1 + s
!
(3.18)
Equation (3.18) retained the EBU constant cEBU = 4.0 developed for
RANS, which however may not be representative of the mixing in LES.
Detailed chemistry schemes are dependant on di↵erent chemical time scales
for di↵erent reactions. Infinitely fast chemistry models however, are con-
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trolled by mixing and independent of chemical time scales. Consequently,
detailed chemistry schemes can not be modelled realistically with infinitely
fast chemistry models. The representation of the combustion of volatiles
using the EBU model is therefore usually limited to a two-step reaction
mechanism:
CaHbOcNd +
✓
a
2
+
b
4
  c
2
◆
O2 ! aCO + b
2
H2O +
d
2
N2 (3.19)
CO +
1
2
O2 ! CO2 (3.20)
To represent the volatile gases as a group of species would require multiple
chemical reactions which is not realistic for infinitely fast chemistry models.
The EBU model thus limits the modelling of the volatile gases to a single
species representation [140].
3.3.2 Finite Rate Chemistry Models
Finite rate chemistry models are necessary when a more detailed represen-
tation of the chemistry involved during combustion is required, and the
interaction between chemistry and fluid scales are important. As previ-
ously mentioned, for PCC it is not trivial to transport the mixture fraction,
consequently the individual species mass fractions are usually transported
instead, and their reaction is modelled using global chemical schemes. This
approach must be employed when treating the volatile gas composition as
separate species, as many parallel chemical reactions will need to be consid-
ered to treat the tar, the light hydrocarbons CnHm and the H2 separately.
Treatment of light hydrocarbons
The most combustible species in the volatile gases are the light hydrocarbons
which burn with the surrounding oxidiser to form carbon dioxide and water
vapour:
CmHn +
⇣
m+
n
4
⌘
O2 ! mCO2 + n
2
H2O (3.21)
The above reaction represents the overall process for the burning of the
hydrocarbons. The full description of the chemical reaction eq. (3.21)
can involve hundreds of species and thousands of chemical reactions. As
previously discussed in section 2.2 transporting hundreds of species sepa-
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rately and solving thousands of chemical reactions at very short time step
widths is prohibitively expensive in LES [101]. Jones and Lindstedt [60]
proposed a 4-step global chemical scheme for a hydrocarbon CnH2n+2 up
to butane (n = 4):
I CnH2n+2 +
n
2O2 ! CO + (n+ 1)H2
II CnH2n+2 + nH2O ! nCO + (2n+ 1)H2
III H2 +
1
2O2 $ H2O
IV CO +H2O $ CO2 +H2
(3.22)
where the recreation rates are obtained using the Arrhenius expressions:
ki = AiT
  exp ( Ei/RT ) (3.23)
and the rate constants have been summarised in Table 3.2. The reaction
rates are written in terms of molar concentrations [Xk] = ⇢Yk/Wk.
Although more accurate than the EBU model, eq. (3.22) is still a simpli-
fied representation of the chemistry involved during volatile combustion. A
result of this simplification is that CO may be over-produced [60]. More-
over, using such a kinetic mechanism does not solve the problem of how to
consider the e↵ect of unresolved sub-grid turbulence on mixing and hence
combustion.
Table 3.2: Rate parameters for global chemical scheme eq. (3.22), units in
kmol, m3, s and K [60].
Reaction Reaction rate n Ai   Ei/R
1 0.44⇥ 1012 0 15,100
2 0.42⇥ 1012 0 15,100
I kI(T )[CnH2n+2]1/2[O2]5/2 3 0.40⇥ 1012 0 15,100
4 0.38⇥ 1012 0 15,100
II kII(T )[CnH2n+2][H2O] 1 - 4 0.30⇥ 109 0 15,100
1 0.68⇥ 1016 -1 20,100
2 0.90⇥ 1016 -1 20,100
III kIII(T )[H2]1/4[O2]3/2 3 0.85⇥ 1016 -1 20,100
4 0.75⇥ 1016 -1 20,100
IV kIV (T )[CO][H2O] 1 - 4 0.275⇥ 1010 0 10,050
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Treatment of Tar
Tar decomposes in di↵erent ways depending on temperature [35]. At lower
temperatures tar decomposes to form mainly light hydrocarbons and small
amounts of soot (Cst), whilst at higher temperatures most of the hydro-
gen and oxygen in the tar form H2 and CO leaving greater amounts of
soot. Finally, under oxidative conditions both the tar and soot are ox-
idyzed.Following the work by Fortsch [36, 35], the reaction scheme to model
the reaction of tar can be modelled by four global reactions:
TI CaHbOc !
 
a  c  bmn
 
Cst +
b
nCmHn + cCO
TII CaHbOc ! (a  c)Cst + b2H2 + cCO
TIII CaHbOc +
a c
2 O2 ! aCO + b2H2
TIV Cst +
1
2O2 ! CO
(3.24)
Two reactions involve the breakup of tar, where reaction TI is dominant at
lower temperatures and reaction TII is dominant at higher temperatures.
In the presence of an oxidiser, the tar and soot oxidise via reactions TIII
and TIV respectively. The rate of combustion of soot is determined using
the rates proposed by Magnussen [85]:
dmst
dt
=  
Ai,T IVa exp
⇣
 Ei,TIVaRT
⌘
P 2O2mst
1 +Ai,T IVb exp
⇣
 Ei,TIVbRT
⌘
P 2O2
(3.25)
The rate parameters for reactions: TI-TIV are summarised in Table 3.3.
Table 3.3: Rate parameters for tar reactions
reaction Ai Ei/R Author
TI 5.02⇥ 108 2.39⇥ 104 Ma [83]
TII 5.42⇥ 104 1.21⇥ 104 Serio et al. [115]
TIII 3.80⇥ 107 6.67⇥ 103 Shaw et al. [118]
TIVa 366 2.90⇥ 104 Magnussen [85]
TIVb 3.1 2.93⇥ 104 Magnussen [85]
Solving eqs. I-IV and TI-TIV is expensive in LES as it requires transporting
CnHm, Cst and H2 in addition to the other species, and determining their
reaction rates. To the authors knowledge no attempt has been made to date
to use finite rate chemistry to represent volatile combustion in LES of PCC.
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3.4 Char Combustion
The process of char combustion is very important in PCC, as the residence
times required for e cient combustion are determined by char burnout,
which is the predominant mode of combustion of a particle life-time for
80% of the time. A brief description of the char combustion process is given
here; for a more in-depth description please refer to Laurendeau [75].
Any heterogeneous reaction rate is governed by the following parameters:
the total surface area, the number of reactive sites per unit surface and the
surrounding gas concentration.
In char combustion, these factors are determined by the char chemical struc-
ture and the properties (such as particle size, density and porosity), which
will a↵ect:
1) The rate of di↵usion of the surrounding gases and heat across the
boundary layer surrounding the coal particle.
2) The rate of di↵usion of the surrounding gases and heat in the porous
structure of the coal particle.
3) The reaction kinetics of the gases with the surface of the coal particle.
Each of these three processes will be dominant at di↵erent stages of the char
combustion process and at di↵erent temperatures. Generally, three zones
can be defined for char combustion [75, 149]:
Zone 1 (low temperature): The reaction within the pores is slow, so
any oxygen reacting will be immediately replaced by new oxygen from the
surrounding gas. The oxygen has time to penetrate the coal particle and
starts burning from the inside. The particle size stays roughly constant
whilst the density decreases. This process will be dominant when there is
high particle accessibility (high porosity and small particle diameter) and
low intrinsic reactivity of the char (low local concentrations of the reacting
gases and lower temperature).
Zone 2 (increased temperature): The chemical reaction within the
particle is now much faster and the concentration of the oxidiser inside
the pores is lower than in the surrounding gas due to the relatively slower
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oxygen replacement rate. The char combustion is thus controlled by both
the chemical reaction within the particle and gas di↵usion in the pores. At
this stage, both the density and the size of the char particle decrease.
Zone 3 (high temperature): The reaction at the surface of the particle
is very fast and the oxygen in the bulk gas has no time to enter the pores.
In this zone, all the combustion of the char will occur at the surface of the
particle, thus the density will roughly stay constant whilst the size decreases.
This process will be dominant when there is low particle accessibility and
high intrinsic reactivity of the char (high local concentrations of the reacting
gases and higher temperature).
3.4.1 Modelling Char Combustion
Modelling of char burn-out should account for factors related to the char
characteristics such as char reactivity, char porosity, specific surface area,
ash blockage/catalyst e↵ect as well as local oxidiser concentrations, par-
ticle temperature and particle temperature histories [150]. Another mod-
elling di culty is knowing in which regime combustion is occurring, and
thus whether char combustion is kinetic limited (Zone 1) or di↵usion lim-
ited (Zone 3) [149]. The modelling of char combustion thus requires large
amounts of information about the coal type in question, which may not
be available, and information about the physical and chemical mechanisms
occurring during combustion, which are not completely understood. The
models that represent char burnout are thus generally simple in nature and
based on data that is available. The two models used in this thesis will be
discussed in the next paragraphs.
Baum-Street model
The most commonly used char burnout expression is the one by Baum and
Street [9] which reads:
dmp
dt (char)
= AppoxRT (3.26)
This model follows the previous discussion, that a heterogeneous reaction
is governed by the available surface area Ap and the local gas concentration
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pox. Here the reaction area is limited by the surface area of a spherical
particle, although in principle the reactive surface of a coal particle is dif-
ferent. The overall reaction rate RT is limited by either the rate at which
the oxidiser di↵uses into the coal particle or the reaction kinetics:
1
RT
=
✓
1
Rc
+
1
Do
◆
(3.27)
where Rc is the chemical reaction rate term and Do is the di↵usion rate
term, which is obtained by:
Do / T
3/4
m
dp
= Cdi↵
1
dp
✓
Tp + Tg
2
◆3/4
(3.28)
where Tm is the mean temperature of the boundary layer around the particle
and Cdi↵ is taken to be the bulk di↵usion coe cient of the oxidiser into air.
The chemical reaction rate term Rc is obtained via an Arrhenius expression:
Rc = Ac exp
✓
  EcRTp
◆
(3.29)
This approach is simple and easy to implement. However, the values of
the pre-exponential factor Ac and activation energy Ec need to be obtained
experimentally and vary for di↵erent coal types.
Intrinsic reaction rate model
An alternative is to obtain Rc using the physical properties of the char
rather than experimental values.
A variation to the intrinsic reaction rate model developed by Smith [121,
122] is described here. The chemical reaction rate is explicitly expressed
in terms of the intrinsic chemical rate ki, the char particle specific internal
surface area Sa and the pore di↵usion rate which is accounted for via the
e↵ectiveness factor µe:
Rc = Saµe ⇢pki (3.30)
where   = dp/6 is the characteristic size of a sphere and ⇢p is the char
particle apparent density. The e↵ectiveness factor µe in eq. (3.30) relates
the flux of oxidant into a particle (i.e. the rate of carbon consumption) to
the maximum rate obtainable at the intrinsic chemical reaction rate [114].
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In other words, it relates the actual combustion rate to the maximum rate
attainable if no pore di↵usion resistance existed. For a sphere this is:
µe =
3
 2Th
⇥ ( Th coth Th   1) (3.31)
where  Th is the Thiele modulus which is defined as:
 Th =
dp
2
⇥
✓
s Sa ⇢p,A ki pox
DeCox
◆ 1
2
(3.32)
where s is the mass stoichiometric coe cient for the carbon oxygen reaction
(1.33 for carbon monoxide), Cox is the mass concentration of the oxidiser
in the surrounding gas, pox is the partial pressure of the oxidiser in the
surrounding gas and finally, De is the e↵ective di↵usivity through a porous
material.
The e↵ective di↵usivityDe in eq. (3.30) is a↵ected by both bulk di↵usionDo
and Knudsen di↵usion Dkn. When the pore is much larger than the mean
free path of the di↵using gas, the bulk di↵usion of the oxidiser into the coal
particle predominates, whilst Knudsen di↵usion predominates in thinner
pores (2  50 nm) due to the colliding of the molecules with the walls. For
more information on the Knudsen di↵usion please refer to Satterfield [112].
The e↵ective di↵usivity is obtained by:
De =
✓p
⌧2
✓
1
Dkn
+
1
Do
◆ 1
(3.33)
The tortuosity ⌧ of the pores measures the angle between the pores and
the surface, and ✓p measures the porosity of the char particle. Finally, the
Knudsen di↵usion is obtained by:
Dkn = 97
dpo
2
s
Tp
Mw,ox
(3.34)
where dpo is the pore diameter. The porosity of a char particle is non-
homogeneous, and the pores vary in size dpo and tortuosity ⌧ . In this
work dpo is set to a constant size, and ⌧ is set to a constant value of
p
2,
corresponding to an average intersecting angle of 45o. The specific internal
surface area Sa in eq. (3.30) of the char particle is usually assumed to
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stay constant during char combustion, and the initial surface area Sa,o is
obtained experimentally according to the char in use (values can vary from
5 500m2/g [146]). There are empirical correlations to determine the initial
char specific surface area Sa,o, based on the carbon content [147]:
Sa,o = 1546.3Y
2
C   2834.9YC + 1301.7 (3.35)
Measurements [147] show that during char combustion, Sa rapidly increases
before starting to decrease in the later stages. This is not surprising, as in
Zone 1 of char combustion the char particle tends to decrease in density with
constant size, whilst in Zone 3 the char particle tends to stay constant in
density whilst diminishing in size. A model that accounts for the changing
e↵ect of char structure during burn o↵ is given by Williams et al. [147]:
Sa
Sa,o
= [1  (mp/mp,o)]
s
(mp/mp,o)
✓p
+ [1  (mp/mp,o)] (3.36)
The intrinsic reaction rate ki in eq. (3.30) is of Arrhenius from, and the
values of the intrinsic pre-exponential factor Ai = 3050 kg/m2/s and intrin-
sic activation energy Ei = 161.0MJ/kmol are based on a line of best fit of
many chars [121, 122] standardised at an oxygen partial pressure of 1 atm.
3.4.2 Char Burnout
The particle size dp changes according to the loss in mass of the particle
due to char combustion. Some simple relationships have been developed to
describe the change in dp [6, 114]:
(dp/dp,o) = (1 Bchar)b (3.37)
Bchar = [1  (mp/mp,o)] (3.38)
where Bchar is the fraction of char burn-out. The fraction of combustibles
remaining is obtained from the current mp and initial mass mp,o of the char
particle. The value of b changes depending on the zone of char combustion:
b = 0 for no change in particle diameter (Zone 1), b = 1/3 for decreasing
particle size but constant density (Zone 3) and b = 2/3 for decreasing par-
ticle size and density (Zone 2). The apparent density can then be obtained
from the particle diameter.
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4 Dispersed Phase
Chapter 2 dealt with the physics that describe turbulent reactive flows, and
some of the modelling techniques used to simulate such flows. Chapter 3
dealt with the physical and chemical processes involved in PCC and some
of the modelling techniques used to describe these processes. This chapter
describes the equations that represent a dispersed phase in a turbulent reac-
tive flow. To describe the dispersed phase two techniques have been tested.
The first technique involves treating the particle phase as a continuum and
solving it in a Eulerian framework. The second approach is a Lagrangian
treatment of the dispersed phase which involves tracking the particles in
time and space.
This chapter will first give an overview of the models used in this work
to represent the particle motion. The second section explains the way in
which heat is transferred from the gas phase to the solid phase and the
heat increase due to heterogeneous combustion processes. The third section
describes the coupling between the particle phase and the gas phase. Fi-
nally, the Eulerian treatment of the particle phase will be presented, and the
adapted PCC models for a continuous representation of the discrete phase
will be described.
4.1 Particle Dynamics
The Lagrangian representation of the particle motion has been implemented
by another PhD student in the group, Pesmazoglou [96]. A detailed de-
scription of the stochastic representation of the particle motion is outside
the scope of this work and only a brief overview of the main concepts will
be given here.
The motion of a particle within a flow field is a↵ected by several forces:
• The momentum exchange between the flow field and the particle re-
sults in a drag and lift force acting on the particle.
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• A particle will feel the force of gravity proportional to its weight and
a buoyancy force acting on the opposite direction due to the displaced
fluid weight.
• Temperature gradients within the flow means that the more energetic
hotter molecules in the flow will push the particle towards the colder
molecules (Thermophoretic force).
• A particle will feel a Brownian force caused by the molecules in the
carrier fluid pushing the particle in no preferential directions.
It is clear that the physics involved in the particle motion are very com-
plicated, and some approximations must be made. In PCC the particles
are solid and have a density much greater than the carrying fluid, which
limits the interacting forces to only drag FD and gravity Fg (In this work
Fg << FD, consequently the e↵ect of garvity on the coal particles is ig-
nored). Moreover, in PCC the dispersed phase is assumed to be dilute so
that droplet-to-droplet interactions, such as particle collision, coalescence
and agglomeration can be considered negligible. Finally the particles are
assumed to be spherical, non-deformable and to have infinite conductivity
meaning that the temperature is considered uniform across the particle.
The particle trajectory can be calculated from the solution of the follow-
ing set of ordinary di↵erential equations for the particle position xp and
velocity up:
dxp
dt
= up (4.1)
dup
dt
=
FD
mp
(4.2)
FD =
3
4
⇢fmp
⇢pdp
CD(uf   up)|uf   up| (4.3)
The subscripts p and f represents the particle and gas phase respectively.
The drag coe cient CD has been shown empirically to correlate with the
particle Reynolds number Rep. For a spherical particle the correlation is
defined by the drag law of Yuen-Chen [154]:
CD =
8<: 24Rep
✓
1 +
Re
2/3
p
6
◆
Rep < 1000
0.424 Rep > 1000
(4.4)
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Rep =
⇢pdp|uf   up|
µ
(4.5)
Equation (4.4) shows that in the transition region, Rep < 1000 inertial
e↵ects influence the drag co-e cient whilst at high Rep the drag co-e cient
is independent of the Reynolds number.
4.1.1 Sub-Grid Scale Modelling of Particle Dynamics
If the gas phase was solved to the smallest scales, properties of the flow
 (t) = ⇢(t), U(t), p(t), h(t), Y↵(t) would be known by the particle at any
position in space and time. The particle position and velocity could then be
obtained using eqs. (4.1-4.3). In LES only the filtered information  ˜(xi, t) is
known, whilst the sub-grid scales need to be modelled. The particle size (1 -
100 µm) is smaller than the largest unresolved scales, which means that the
e↵ect of the sub-grid scales motion on the particle dynamics might be signif-
icant. The influence of the sub-grid scales on the particle dynamics depends
on the Stokes number, which measures the ratio of the characteristic time
of a particle to the characteristic time of the carrying fluid, Stk = ⌧p U/L. If
Stk << 1 (very small particles) then the particles act as perfect flow tracers
and the sub-grid scales have negligible e↵ect on the particle dynamics. If
Stk >> 1 then the particles are very large compared to the characteristic
sizes of the flow so again the sub-grid scales have negligible e↵ect on the
particle dynamics.
In Chapter 2 it was discussed that the behaviour of the small scales is
quasi-random and non-directional. The random behaviour of the sub-grid
scales thus prompt the use of stochastic models to simulate the e↵ects of
the unresolved scales on the particle dynamics. A full description of the
way in which stochastic models can be used to develop a new set of equa-
tions that describe the particle properties is outside the scope of this work.
The interested reader should refer to [11, 12, 13, 23, 78, 82, 96] for an in
depth analysis of the stochastic processes used and the way they can be
described by the transport of a probability density function (pdf). Only
the resulting spray-pdf equation proposed by Bini and Jones [13] will be
presented here, where the particle properties are described by a filtered
joint-pdf P¯ (v,D, T ,N ;x, t). The state of the spray will then be charac-
terised uniquely by the particles velocity v, the sample space D of diameter
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D, the sample space T of temperature T and the sample space N of number
density n. The evolution of the particle properties can then be obtained by
the transport of the pdf:
@P¯
@t
+
@
@vj
(ajP¯ ) +
@
@N (N˙ P¯ ) +
@
@D (D˙P¯ ) +
@
@T (T˙ P¯ ) = 0 (4.6)
where the first term on the LHS represents the local rate of change of the
pdf in physical space, aj is the conditional particle acceleration, N˙ = dn/dt
is the conditional rate of change of particle number due to coalescence and
break-up, D˙ = d(dp)/dt is the conditional rate of change of particle diam-
eter due to particle swelling, char combustion or particle evaporation and
T˙ = dT/dt is the conditional rate of change of particle temperature due to
heat exchange with the surrounding gas, radiation and char combustion. In
this work no break-up or agglomeration is considered, so that N˙ = 0.
To solve eq. (4.6) an Ito’s equivalent system of stochastic di↵erential equa-
tions is used to describe the trajectory of the stochastic particles in the phase
space {v,D, T}. The stochastic di↵erential equations describe a single par-
ticle motion in space, rather than the collective evolution of the probability
density of all the particles. For a very large number of particles the spray-
pdf equation can be re-constructed by solving each di↵erential equation that
describes the individual particles trajectory. The position and acceleration
of a stochastic particle is obtained from:
dxp = vpdt (4.7)
dvp =
u˜f   vp
⌧p
dt+
s
Co
ksgs
⌧t
dW (4.8)
where vp and u˜f are the particle velocity and filtered gas velocity respec-
tively, and ⌧p is the particle relaxation time given by:
⌧ 1p =
3
4
⇢gCD
⇢pdp
|u˜  vp| (4.9)
the first term on the RHS of eq. (4.8) is equivalent to eq. (4.3) and represents
the influence of the resolved scales of the carrier gas on the particles. The
second term on the RHS of eq. (4.8) represent the influence of the sub-grid
scales on the particle motion, where Co is the dispersion constant, ksgs is
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the un-resolved kinetic energy of the gas-phase, which can be obtained by
assuming equilibrium of the sub-grid scales by:
ksgs = 2 C
2/3
s S˜ijS˜ij (4.10)
and ⌧t represents a turbulent particle relaxation time:
⌧t = ⌧p
 
⌧pk
1/2
sgs
 
!0.6
(4.11)
and finally dW represent the incremental Wiener process, which is sampled
from a normal distribution with 0 mean and standard deviation
p
dt [41].
4.2 Heat Transfer
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Figure 4.1: Sketch of a coal particle and the main forms of heat exchange
between the particle and the gas phase, based on [78].
Figure 4.1 shows a sketch of the main forms of heat exchange observed by
a coal particle. The particle exchanges heat with the surrounding gas due
to convection, conduction and radiation. Moreover, the particle gains or
loses heat due to the combustion of the char and the loss of the volatile
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gases. The energy balance across the surface of a particle, assuming that
the temperature within a particle is uniform is given by:
mpCp,p
dT
dt
= Q˙con   m˙vghdev + Q˙rad + Q˙char (4.12)
The first term on the RHS of eq. (4.12) represents the heat exchange between
the gas and particle as a function of the temperature gradient across the
particle boundary layer given by:
Q˙con = Ap 
dT
dr
(4.13)
where Ap is the particle surface area and   is the thermal conductivity of
the gas phase. The second term represents the heat loss due to the volatiles
being released from the particle, where hdev is the latent heat of evaporation
of the volatiles. Finally Q˙rad and Q˙char represent the heat exchange between
the gas and particle due to radiation and the heat change of the particle
due to char combustion.
4.2.1 Heat Transfer due to Convection and Conduction
To solve Q˙con, both the conduction and the convection of heat between the
two phases must be accounted for. The Nusselt number (Nu = hcondp/ )
measures the ratio between convective and conductive heat transfers across
a boundary, where hcon = Q˙con/Ap(Tg   Tp) is the convective heat transfer
co-e cient and Qcon/Ap =  (dT/dr) is the heat transfer rate per unit area
of the particle. The first term on the LHS of eq. (4.12) can then be re-written
in terms of the Nusselt number:
Q˙con = Ap 
dT
dr
=
Ap
dp
 Nu(Tg   Tp) (4.14)
Substituting eq. (4.14) into eq. (4.12) and noting that for spherical particles
mp = ⇢p4⇡(dp)3/6, and the Prandtl number Pr = µcp,f/  for the gas phase,
the particle heat equation can be written as:
dTp
dt
=
Nu
3Pr
cp,f
cp,p
✓
Tg   Tp
⌧m
◆
  m˙vg
mp
hdev
cp,p
+
Q˙char
mpcp,p
+
Q˙rad
mpcp,p
(4.15)
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where ⌧m = ⇢pd2p/(18µ) is the di↵usion relaxation time. In this work the
Nusselt number is calculated using the Ranz-Marshall model [107], which
for droplets reads:
Nu = 2 + 0.552Re
1
2
p Pr
1
3 (4.16)
Equation (4.16) has been used to calculate the Nusselt number of a coal
particle by other studies such as [80, 95, 117]. Lockwood et al. [80] and
Shang et al. [117] both used a value of 0.6 instead of 0.552 as coe cient,
whilst Pedel et al. [95] used a value of 0.65.
4.2.2 Particle Heat Change due to Char Combustion
Section 3.4 described the main models used in this work to represent the
rate at which the char burns with the surrounding gases. In this work three
main heterogeneous reactions are considered:
CI Cchar +
1
2
O2 ! CO (4.17)
CII Cchar + CO2 ! 2CO (4.18)
CIII Cchar +H2O ! CO +H2 (4.19)
where reactions CII and CIII are usually ignored in air-coal combustion due
to the small amounts of CO2 and H2O present whilst they become more
important in oxy-coal combustion. For simplicity this work assumes that
the heat change due to the heterogeneous reactions CI-CIII a↵ects only the
particle temperature. The e↵ect of char combustion on the gas phase is
accounted for by the combustion of the CO produced by eqs. (4.17-4.19)
with the surrounding oxidiser. Alternatively, the char can be modelled to
react with oxygen to produce CO2 and the corresponding heat increase is
split between the particle and the gas phase [150].
The particle temperature change due to char combustion is obtained by:
dTp,char =
Q˙char
mpcp,p
dt =
dmp,CI CIII
mpcp,p
qCI CIIIdt (4.20)
where dmp,CI CIII is the mass loss of the coal particle due to the char
combustion reactions CI to CIII obtained using the models described in
section 3.4. The term qCI CIII denotes the heat released or absorbed per
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unit mass of carbon burnt for the reactions CI-CIII to occur (note that
reactions CII and CIII are endothermic).
4.2.3 Particle Heat Change due to Radiation
The temperature change of the particle due to the radiative exchange with
the gas phase is obtained by:
dTp,rad =
Q˙rad
mpCp,p
dt = ✏p
⇡d2p
4
(4⇡Ib,p  G) 1mpCp,p dt (4.21)
Where the particle emissivity ✏p, the particle black body intensity Ib,p and
the total incident radiation G were defined in section 2.3.
4.2.4 Thermal Boundary Layer
In the current theoretical analysis of the particle heating rate, the gas phase
properties have been assumed to be constant. However as shown schemati-
cally in Figure 4.1 the temperature is di↵erent at the particle surface com-
pared to the far field (taken as the local cell centre), which in turn will a↵ect
other gas properties such as the gas specific heat cp,f and gas viscosity µ
used in eq. (4.15). To account for this a reference state temperature is used,
obtained by interpolating between the values at the particle surface and the
far field using a 1/3 rule [78, 155]:
Tr = Tp + [1/3](Tinf   Tp) (4.22)
where Tinf is the gas interpolated temperature at the cell position and Tp is
equal to the particle temperature.
4.3 Two-way Coupling Terms
The previous sections described the e↵ects of the gas phase on the solid
phase. This section will deal with the e↵ect of the solid phase on the gas
phase, which has been accounted for by adding a filtered source term ¯˙S  to
the filtered governing equations (2.47 2.53, 2.62 and 2.63).
¯˙S  =
1
 3
NX
p=1
S˙p,  (4.23)
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where N is the total number of particles found in the cell volume, and Sp, 
is the source term arising from the p-th particle.
4.3.1 Mass and Species Coupling
The mass and species source terms are the same and arise from the release
of volatiles to the gas phase due to devolatilisation, eq. (3.4) in section 3.2
and the consumption and release of gases due to char combustion, eq. (3.27)
in section 3.4.1:
S˙p,mass = S˙p,Y =
dmp
dt (dev)
+
dmp
dt (char)
(4.24)
4.3.2 Momentum Coupling
The source term in the momentum equation accounts for the e↵ect of the
particle momentum on the gas phase. The e↵ect of this coupling is usually
negligible for diluted flows such as the ones evaluated in this work, however
it has been retained here for completeness:
S˙p,momj = mp
dup,j
dt
+
dmp
dt
up,j (4.25)
4.3.3 Enthalpy Coupling
The gas phase will lose or gain heat from the solid phase in a number of
ways. Firstly, the particles will heat up (or cool down) due to radiative
and convective heat transfer from the gas phase, resulting in an equal and
opposite loss (or gain) in heat from the gas phase. Moreover as volatiles and
products from char combustion are released to the gas phase from the coal
particles, due to devolatilisation and char combustion, they will increase the
total enthalpy of the gas phase:
S˙p,h =  
✓
Q˙con + Q˙rad   dmpdt h(Tp)vap +
dmp
dt
[hs(Tg)vap   hs(Tp)vap]
◆
(4.26)
where Q˙con can be directly obtained from equations (4.14) and (4.15):
Q˙con = mpcp,f
Nu
3Pr
✓
Tf   Tp
⌧m
◆
(4.27)
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The second term Q˙rad is obtained using eq. (4.21). The third term in the
RHS of eq. (4.26), represents the enthalpy increase due to the added mass
from the coal particle at the particle temperature, where h(Tp)vap is the
total enthalpy of the volatile gases and the products from char combus-
tion. Finally, the fourth term in eq. (4.26) represents the energy required to
bring the sensible enthalpy of the released gases (hs,vap) from the particle
temperature to the gas temperature.
4.4 Eulerian Treatment of the Particle Phase
A Eulerian approach to describe the dispersed phase in PCC was also im-
plemented, and will be described in this section. The Eulerian approach
was initially used, as it allowed for a simple and quick way to implement
and test the di↵erent PCC models described in Chapter 3, by employing
the already implemented gas phase transport equations.
4.4.1 Eulerian Dispersed Phase Equations
To allow for a continuous representation of the dispersed phase, the coal
particles are assumed to behave as perfect flow tracers. Moreover, the par-
ticle volume is assumed to be infinitesimally small compared to the overall
flow, so that the total volume Vt occupied by the gas and particles in a cell
is assumed equal to the volume occupied by the gas Vf ⇡ Vt . Following
these assumptions a single continuity equation can be solved for both the
solid and gas phase together. The overall density of the gas and particle
phase is obtained from the mass fraction of the gas phase in a cell Yf :
Yf =
Mf
Mt
=
⇢fVf
⇢totVt
⇡ ⇢f
⇢t
(4.28)
where Mf and Mt represent the mass of the fluid and the total mass (in-
cluding the solid particles) in a cell respectively. Re-arranging eq. (4.28)
yields the total density in a cell ⇢t:
⇢t =
⇢f
Yf
(4.29)
The overall density of the gas and solid phase is solved in the same way as
eq. (2.47), with the exclusion of the two-phase source term S˙mass as the two
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phases are treated together.
The mass fraction of the volatile content, ash and char are transported
separately using the LES-filtered velocity in the Eulerian framework. Also,
due to the high density of coal, the di↵usion terms in the Eulerian equations
for the solid phase species are neglected. The species transport equations
for volatile content and char will have a source term due to devolatilisation
and char combustion, which will feed into the gas phase species equation.
Finally, thermal equilibrium is assumed between the gas and solid phase,
so that a single enthalpy equation is solved for the two phases. The energy
balance between the two phases allows for the Eulerian equivalent of the
heat transfer due to char combustion Q˙char and radiation Q˙rad in eq. (4.12)
to be considered, however the thermal inertia is assumed to be zero, meaning
that any other form of energy transfer between the two phases is neglected.
4.4.2 Devolatilisation
In section 3.2, the rate at which the volatile gases are released from the coal
particle was related to the physical conditions of the coal particle which
are known at all locations. When using a Eulerian-Eulerian approach, the
properties of the discrete phase are known for a cell as a whole, so the single
step equation for devolatilisation eq. (3.4), becomes:
dYvg
dt
= Av exp
✓
  EvRT
◆
Yvc = kv ⇥ Yvc (4.30)
where the temperature T is the overall temperature for the gas and particle
phase within a cell, Yvc is the mass fraction of the volatile content and kv
is the devolatilisation source term.
Given the non-linear relationship between the devolatilisation source term
and the temperature in eq. (4.30), it is not possible to assume that this
relationship holds for the filtered values of the temperature T˜ and the source
term dY˜vg. To account for this, a Top Hat (TH) Filtered Density Function
(FDF) was applied, following the approach developed by Floyd et al. [34]:
TH(T ) =
 
to (Ta  T  Tb)
0 otherwise
!
(4.31)
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The limits Ta and Tb of the TH-FDF are obtained by taking the minimum
and maximum temperatures interpolated to the cell surfaces. In 1-D this
would be obtained by:
Ta = min
⇣
T˜i,
1
2(T˜i + T˜i+1),
1
2(T˜i + T˜i 1)
⌘
Tb = max
⇣
T˜i,
1
2(T˜i + T˜i+1),
1
2(T˜i + T˜i 1)
⌘ (4.32)
The magnitude t0 of the TH-FDF is then computed according to:
to =
1
Tb   Ta (4.33)
The filtered devolatilisation source term k˜v is then obtained from the mod-
elled source term kv by:
k˜v = t0
✓Z Tb
0
kvdT  
Z Ta
0
kvdT
◆
(4.34)
Numerical integration is computationally expensive, so a pre-determined
database of the cumulative sum of the calculated values of kv for all tem-
peratures is stored:
k˜v,int =
Z T
0
Av ⇥ exp
✓
  EvR⇥ Ti
◆
dT (4.35)
This allows for a quick way of determining k˜v by selecting the values of kv,int
for Ta and Tb from the pre-determined look-up table.
k˜v = to(kv,int(Tb)  kv,int(Ta)) (4.36)
The e↵ects of applying a filtered devolatilisation source term have been
presented at [38].
4.4.3 Char Combustion
Similarly to devolatilisation, when modelling char combustion in a Eulerian-
Eulerian framework some modifications to the models described in section
3.4.1 are necessary. Firstly, the temperature between the gas and solid phase
is assumed to be equal (Tg = Tp) as a single enthalpy equation is solved for
both phases. Secondly, eq. (3.27) calculates the amount of char burned for
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one coal particle. Since the solid phase is transported using mass fractions
rather than individual particles, dmp needs to be converted to mass fraction
dY˜char, which requires a knowledge of the number of particles in a cell. The
total number of particles in a cell can be estimated from the ratio between
the total mass of ash in a cell and the initial ash content in a coal particle:
Np =
Mash
mash,p
(4.37)
Equation (4.37) can be determined by assuming that ash is an inert com-
ponent, the volume of a coal particle is never changing and spherical and
the particle density is constant.
The initial mass of ash in a coal particle mash,p is obtained by:
mash,p = Vp⇢pYash,p (4.38)
where Vp = ⇡d3p/6 is the volume of a spherical particle and Yash,p is the initial
mass fraction of ash in a coal particle obtained from proximate analysis. The
mass of ash Mash in a cell is then calculated from:
Mash = Y˜ash ⇥Mt = Y˜ash ⇥ ⇢¯⇥ 3 (4.39)
The total change in mass fraction of char in a cell due to char combustion
is then obtained by:
dY˜char =
dmp ⇥Np
Mt
(4.40)
The unfiltered mass release due to char combustion dmp in eq. (4.40), is
obtained from eq. (3.27). This approach, contrarily to the method used
for devolatilisation, ignores the e↵ects of the sub-grid scale distribution of
di↵erent scalars (in particular temperature) on the char combustion rate.
The main reason for not applying a TH-FDF to char combustion is that the
Eulerian-Eulerian approach for modelling the discrete phase was abandoned
at the early stage of the PhD, to focus on the more promising Euler-Lagrange
approach. The Eulerian-Eulerian simulations have however proven to be
very useful to advance the development of the present coal simulation tools
through a very capable Eulerian-Eulerian prototype.
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5 LES of a Pulverised Coal Jet
Flame
The laboratory scale pulverised coal jet flame studied at the Japanese Cen-
tral Research Institute of Electric Power Industry (CRIEPI) [50, 56, 57, 58]
was used as a first validation case. The CRIEPI jet flame acts as an ideal
test case for developing purposes, thanks to its relative simplicity and the
relatively large amount of experimental data available. This chapter will
first describe the experimental set up and the experimental measurements
available. The second section will compare the results of the Eulerian-
Eulerian simulations and Eulerian-Lagrangian simulations of the jet flame
with the experimental measurements. Finally some of the di↵erent models
described in Chapters 3 and 4 are tested with di↵erent model constants and
flow parameters, and the e↵ects of these changes will be discussed.
5.1 Experimental Set Up
The CRIEPI pulverised coal burner is shown in Fig. 5.1. The burner
consists of a main circular port Dnozz with a thickness of 6 mm through
which the pulverised coal and air as carrier gas are emitted at a feed rate
of 1.49 ⇥ 10-4 kg/s and 1.80 ⇥ 10-4 m3/s respectively. To stabilise the
flame methane is supplied at 2.33 ⇥ 10-5 m3/s to an annular pilot burner
0.5 mm wide, separated from the central jet by a 0.5 mm thick wall. The
outer wall of the annular pilot is 1 mm thick. The experimental conditions
of the burner are summarised in Table 5.1. The flame is surrounded by
an acrylic duct to isolate the flame from external disturbances and prevent
scattering of the pulverised coal. The acrylic duct has no e↵ect on the flame
except to protect it from disturbances from the environment, and the flame
can be considered a free jet. The coal used is of the Newland bituminous
type, its properties are given in Table 5.2. Both non-reactive and reactive
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Figure 5.1: Sketch of the CRIEPI pulverised coal burner with an image of
the instantaneous temperature field obtained from the simula-
tions. The lighter region represents higher temperatures
particle mean and root mean square (RMS) of velocities were measured
using a Laser Doppler Velocimeter (LDV). The flame temperature along the
Table 5.1: Experimental Conditions [56].
Pulverised-coal feed rate 1.49⇥ 10 4 kg/s
Air flow rate 1.80⇥ 10 4 m3/s
Methane Flow rate 2.33⇥ 10 5 m3/s
Reynolds Number 2544
Bulk equivalence ratio 6.09
centerline was measured by two-colour radiation pyrometer, which provides
a good estimate of an overall temperature for coal particles, soot and gaseous
species over a relatively large volume along a line of sight, but is not able
to give the temperature at a point within the flame. Species concentration
measurements for O2, N2, CO2, CO and NO were obtained with a sampling
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probe along the central axis of the flame. The experimentalists provided no
information on the accuracy of the experimental measurements.
Table 5.2: Properties of the Newland bituminous coal properties [56].
Proximate Analysis [wt %]
Moisture↵ 2.60
Ash  15.20
Volatile Matter  26.90
Fixed Carbon  57.90
Ultimate analysis [wt %]
Carbon  71.90
Hydrogen  4.40
Nitrogen  1.50
Oxygen  6.53
Total Sulfur  0.44
High Heating Value (HHV)  29.1 MJ/kg
Low Heating Value (LHV)  28.1 MJ/kg
↵ As received,   Dry basis
Finally, the CRIEPI laboratory also obtained simultaneous measurements
of OH planar laser-induced fluorescence (OH-PLIF) and Mie scattering
images at four axial locations. The OH-PLIF images show the regions of
high OH intensities in the flame and the Mie scattering images show the
particle locations. The combined OH-PLIF and Mie scattering images allow
for a qualitative understanding of the combustion reaction zones occurring
within the flame and the structures of the coal particle cloud for both the
non-reactive and reactive case.
5.2 Numerical Modelling
The CRIEPI jet flame has been previously simulated using RANS by Bermudez
et al. [10] who compared results of three di↵erent variants of their com-
prehensive coal combustion model, showing substantial di↵erences between
their models. Hashimoto et al. [48] also performed a RANS simulation
which compared the single step devolatilisation model to the TDP model
(see section 3.2). The results were only compared to experimental veloc-
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ity data so it was di cult to assess which devolatilisation model performed
best. A qualitative comparison between the simulations showed that the
TDP model augmented the volatile release rate.
The Eulerian-Eulerian representation of PCC described in section 4.4.1 was
initially implemented to model the CRIEPI jet flame [37, 38]. The re-
sults were compared with the Eulerian-Lagrangian simulations performed at
Freiberg University and Stuttgart University [130]. A Eulerian-Lagrangian
representation was also implemented to model the CRIEPI jet flame [39, 40].
The Eulerian-Eulerian simulations and the Eulerian-Lagrangian simulations
of the CRIEPI jet flame will be referred to from this point on as PCC-EUL
and PCC-LAG respectively.
5.2.1 Coal Combustion Models for the CRIEPI Jet Flame
Chapter 3 described some of the di↵erent models typically used to represent
the di↵erent PCC processes. The same models and model parameters have
been used for both the PCC-EUL and PCC-LAG simulations.
Moisture
Section 3.1.3 described the e↵ects of moisture on the PCC process. The
e↵ect of moisture was neglected for the CRIEPI burner firstly due to the very
low moisture content found in the coal (2.6 %). Secondly, the heating rates
are very high for the CRIEPI burner (105 K/s) and the little moisture in the
coal particle would be evaporated almost instantaneously baring negligible
impact on the overall combustion process.
Devolatilistaion
The devolatilisation of the coal particles was modelled using the single-step
model described in section 3.2.2. As previously discussed, the single rate
parameters Av, Ev and the volatile composition require careful calibration
based on specific coal characteristics and the pulverised coal set up. In
this work, the CPD pyrolysis model was used a priori to calibrate the rate
constants of the Newland coal. The CPD model requires Carbon-13 NMR
chemical structural analysis data which was obtained through the correla-
tion of Genetti et al. [42] who developed a non-linear correlation based on
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existing Carbon-13 NMR data for 30 coals to determine the CPD model in-
put based on the available proximate and ultimate analysis. The CPDmodel
also requires an estimate of the coal particle temperature time history dur-
ing devolatilisation. Michele Vascellari, from Freiberg University, estimated
the coal particle heating rate via a preliminary 2D-RANS simulation. The
temperature time history was then used as an input parameter to the CPD
model, which then delivered the volatile mass as a function of time. The
volatile yield eventually reaches a constant value, and was then used to rep-
resent VM in eq. (3.4). As previously discussed in section 3.2.1 the amount
of volatile yield at higher temperatures and high heating rates can be higher
than the volatile matter obtained from proximate analysis. In this case, the
volatile yield VMCPD = 40.91 % (dry) obtained from the CPD model was
substantially higher than the VMPA = 26.90 % (dry) from proximate anal-
ysis obtained under significantly di↵erent heating conditions, which results
in a Q factor of Q = VMCPD/VMPA = 1.52. The single rate parameters
pre-exponential factor Av and activation energy Ev obtained using the CPD
model were: Av = 4.474⇥ 103 (1/s) and Ev = 1.9188⇥ 107 J/(kmol K). To
allow for the PCC-EUL framework, the single step devolatilisation model
was adjusted to account for the SGS distribution of temperature as discussed
in section 4.4.2.
Homogeneous chemistry
The gas phase species considered include: CH4, O2, CO, CO2, H2O, N2
and the volatile gases which were modelled as a single postulate substance
CaHbOcNd. The composition of the postulate substance (a = 2.981, b = 5.365,
c = 0.502, d = 0.132) was obtained using eqs. (3.7) and (3.8) where the
molecular weight of the volatile gases was assumed to beWvg = 50 kg/kmol
and the enthalpy of formation of the volatile gases hf,vol = -97.17 MJ/kmol
was calculated using eqs. (3.9) and (3.15).
The homogeoneous chemistry was modelled by the following three-step
chemical mechanism:
C2.081H5.365O0.502N0.132+1.341O2 ! 2.081CO+2.683H2O+0.066N2 (5.1)
CH4 +
3
2
O2 ! CO + 2H2O (5.2)
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CO +
1
2
O2 ! CO2 (5.3)
where the reaction rates of eqs. (5.1-5.3) were obtained using the EBU
model (3.18).
Char combustion
The char combustion was described using the intrinsic reaction rate model,
discussed in section 3.4.1. The physical properties of the char were obtained
using standard values of chars found in literature with similar properties to
the Newland coal. The physical properties of both the coal and char have
been summarised in Table 5.3. All the properties in Table 5.3 were assumed
to stay constant during the coal combustion process.
Table 5.3: Coal and char assumed properties [6, 150]
⇢p Cp,p Sa ✓p dpo
1100 1100 250000 0.7 1.0 x 10 7
5.2.2 Computational Domain and Boundary Conditions
The burner geometry was described by a Cartesian mesh, 40 x 40 x 200 mm
in size. Di↵erent domain sizes have been tested and it was shown that this
narrow domain did not show any significant di↵erences in the outcome of
the simulation. Coarse and fine grid simulations were performed with a cell
size of   = 0.5 mm and   = 0.25 mm respectively. A parabolic mean veloc-
ity profile was set at the nozzle inlet which corresponds to the experimental
volumetric flow rate and matches the measured centreline axial velocity. To
generate the turbulence at the inlet, the aforementioned turbulence genera-
tor method by Kempf et al. [64] (see section 2.5.5) was used which requires
the specification of a fluctuation level and a turbulence length scale. In the
absence of experimental values for these quantities the non-reacting mea-
sured velocity results were used, to yield a match between the simulation
and the most upstream measured data point. The match was obtained with
a value of the length scale Lturb = Dnozz/2 and the inlet fluctuating velocity
u0 = 0.16 m/s (u0/u¯ ⇡ 0.0133), for the central jet . After the predictions of
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the non-reacting case were established, the inflow boundary conditions were
fixed and used for the reacting simulations without modification. A smaller
value of Lturb = Dnozz/4 was tested and the results did not show major
di↵erences. At the pilot, inlet laminar conditions were assumed (Re ⇡ 125)
with top hat profiles corresponding to the nominal volume flux.
While the experiments were carried out under ambient conditions in a duct
without a co-flow, the simulations consider a co-flow with a very low veloc-
ity Uco = 0.05⇥Ubulk to represent possible entrainment through the bottom
duct inlet. Open boundary conditions (von-Neumann conditions) were set
at the side of the domain and at the domain outlet (see section 2.5.5), more-
over at the outlet of the domain negative velocities were suppressed.
The nature of the EBU model does not allow chemical reactions to occur in
the absence of either fuel, oxidiser or products in an LES cell. Hence, the
numerical flame was ignited by setting the cells between the nozzle and the
pilot as hot products.
Approximately 9.5 million coal particles were fed into the domain every sec-
ond, such that each particle in the simulation could represent a real particle.
Finally, a variable particle size distribution was used based on the distri-
bution given by Bermudez et al. [10], which is composed of 11 size classes.
Figure 5.2 shows the PDF of the particle size distribution.
5.2.3 Computation Times
The coarse grid simulations were all performed in parallel on 16 processors,
with a 2⇥2⇥4 domain decomposition, which corresponds to 2,560,000 cells
in total. The simulations took nearly 5 days (110 hours) and 1760 processor
hours to perform 80,000 steps (⇡ 30 flow through times). Without radiation
the equivalent simulation took approximately 2 days (50 hours). In the
coarse grid simulations the CFL number was set to CFL = 0.4, and the
time step width was approximately  t ⇡ 0.15⇥ 10 4 s.
The fine grid simulations were performed on 96 processors, with a 4 ⇥ 4 ⇥
6 domain decomposition, which is equivalent to 23,040,000 cells in total.
The fine grid simulations were only performed without radiation and took
approximately 8 days (200 hours) and 19200 processor hours to perform
80,000 steps (⇡ 15 flow through times). In the coarse grid simulations
the CFL number was set to CFL = 0.4, and the time step width was
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Figure 5.2: Probability Density Function (PDF) of the particle size distri-
bution [10].
approximately  t ⇡ 0.7⇥ 10 5 s.
5.3 Results
The results obtained from the non-reactive and reactive simulations will be
presented below.
5.3.1 LES of the Non-Reactive Flow
Ideally, the simulated isothermal flow field is matched with non-reactive
data before simulating a reactive case. For this reason experimental mea-
surements of gas flames, typically provide non-reactive data as well. For
pulverised coal combustion it is very rare to have any velocity measure-
ments, and even more rare to have any non-reactive velocity measurements.
The CRIEPI group [50, 56, 57, 58] carried out LDV measurements of the
particle mean and RMS of non-reactive velocities and obtained Mie scatter-
ing images of the non-reactive particle instantaneous positions.
Figure 5.3, shows a qualitative comparison between the volume rendered
instantaneous particle position for the non-reactive case and the Mie scat-
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Figure 5.3: Coarse grid simulations and experimental Mie scattering images
of non-reacting instantaneous pulverised coal particle positions
throughout the domain: (a) LES and (b) experiment.
tering images of pulverised coal obtained at four axial locations. Although
the comparison is only qualitative, it shows that the LES correctly captures
the overall spreading of the particle laden flow. In particular the LES cor-
rectly predicts the more prominent spreading of the coal particles in the
non-reactive case compared to the reactive case, which is shown in Figure
5.6. The red lines have been included to show the locations where experi-
mental radial mean LDV particle measurements are available.
The black lines in Figure 5.4 represent the particle axial mean and RMS
of velocities (dotted line) and gas axial mean and RMS of velocity (smooth
line) along the centerline of the flame for the PCC-LAG non-reactive simu-
lations. The blue line shows the gas and particle mixture mean and RMS of
velocities along the centreline of the flame for the PCC-EUL non-reactive
simulations. It can be seen that the LES follows the experimental profile cor-
rectly. The PCC-LAG particle and PCC-EUL non-reactive velocities are in
close agreement. A slight di↵erence is observed between the particle and gas
velocities. Away from the nozzle the particles decelerate less quickly than
the fluid phase, resulting in a negative axial slip velocity Uslip = Uf   Up,
which shows how the particles carry more momentum than the gas phase
and end up decelerating later.
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Figure 5.4: Coarse grid simulations and experimental measurements of par-
ticle axial mean (top) and RMS (bottom) of velocities along the
centreline for the non-reactive case.
Figure 5.5 compares the particles mean and RMS of velocity at three radial
positions. Similarly to Figure 5.4 the LES correctly follows the experimen-
tal measurements at all three axial positions for both the PCC-LAG and
PCC-EUL simulations. The slight di↵erence between the Eulerian and La-
grangian simulations observed at z = 60 mm at the sides of the domain can
be related to the presence of coal particles in the Lagrangian simulations,
which could lead to turbulence attenuation due to momentum transfer be-
tween the phases.
Overall, the LES predictions of the non-reacting flow field were accurate
and the LES inflow boundary conditions from the non-reacting runs were
subsequently used for the reactive case.
5.3.2 LES of Pulverised Coal Combustion
Flow field
Figure 5.6, shows a qualitative comparison between the volume rendered
instantaneous particle position for the reactive case and the Mie scattering
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Figure 5.5: Coarse grid simulations and experimental measurements of par-
ticle axial mean (left) and RMS (right) of velocity at three radial
positions for the non-reactive case.
images of pulverised coal obtained at four axial locations. The LES again
correctly predicts the overall shape of the coal particle cloud for the reactive
case. The spreading in the reactive case is suppressed compared to the non-
reactive case as the higher viscosity and lower density in the hot flow leads
to a lower Reynolds number and therefore a decrease in turbulence.
Figure 5.7 compares the axial mean and RMS of velocity of the PCC-LAG
particles and the PCC-EUL reactive simulations along the central axis of
the flame. The PCC-EUL mean and RMS of velocity show a distinctive
peak at z ⇡ 40 mm and a subsequent over-prediction of the mean veloc-
ity profile. The observed peak can be related to the localised heat release
and subsequent thermal over-expansion of the gases, as will be discussed in
more detail in the context of the temperature profile, Figure 5.11. The LAG
mean particle profile still exhibits a peak, although milder than the EUL
simulation. Downstream the results slightly under-predict the experiments.
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Figure 5.6: Coarse grid simulations and experimental Mie scattering im-
ages of reacting instantaneous pulverised coal particle positions
throughout the domain: (a) LES and (b) Experiment.
Overall, the particle axial RMS of velocity profile shows good agreement
with experimental data throughout the domain, albeit an excessive lami-
narisation downstream, which again will be explained in more detail in the
context of the temperature results.
Cross-comparison of the mean and RMS axial velocity distributions with the
corresponding non-reacting profiles in Figure 5.4 reveals a strongly deferred
mean jet break-up and a decrease in the upstream peak RMS of velocity.
The velocity di↵erence between the reactive and non-reactive case is in line
with the di↵erences observed for the instantaneous particle and Mie scat-
tering images Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.6, showing flow laminarisation due
to increased viscosity in the reacting case. Figure 5.8 compares the radial
profiles of the mean (left) and RMS (right) PCC-LAG particle and PCC-
EUL velocities. The results are consistent with the trends already observed
in Figure 5.7. The PCC-EUL mean velocities over-predict the experimen-
tal measurements close to the center of the flame at both z = 60 mm and
z = 120 mm. The PCC-LAG particle mean velocities closely follow the
experimental trends, although the mean profiles slightly over-predict the
measurements at z = 60 mm and slightly under-predict the measurements
at z = 180 mm, as previously observed in Figure 5.7. The radial profiles
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Figure 5.7: Coarse grid simulations and experimental measurements of par-
ticle axial mean (top) and RMS (bottom) velocities along the
centreline for the reactive case
of the RMS particle velocities show comparable levels of turbulence to the
experimental measurements at all axial positions although the simulated
turbulence levels start to decay away from the central axis of the flame.
The di↵erence between the RMS particle velocities and measurements show
that the simulations do not capture disturbances at the side of the domain,
possibly caused by flow entrainment by the acrylic duct surrounding the
flame. The PCC-EUL velocity RMS overall fail to capture the experimen-
tal measurements as well as the particles velocity RMS, again due to the very
high temperatures observed in Figure 5.11. Cross comparison of the mean
particle velocity predictions with the recent RANS work of Hashimoto et
al. [48] and the particles mean and RMS of velocity predictions by Stuttgart
University and Freiberg University [130] shows the present results to be in
a similar range as the referenced works.
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Figure 5.8: Coarse grid simulations and experimental measurements of par-
ticle axial mean (left) and RMS (right) velocities along three
axial locations for the reactive case.
Flame characteristics
Figure 5.9(a) shows an image of the OH mass fraction of the flame, mea-
sured via planar laser-induced fluorescence (PLIF). The OH mass fraction
gives a good estimate of the flame front location and thus where combustion
is mainly taking place. In the simulations, no attempt was made to predict
the OH concentrations. However, a qualitative attempt was made to see
whether the simulations capture the main combustion regions by observing
the volatile gases and methane mass fraction, the volatile yields and the
combustion rates of the volatile gases eq. (5.1), methane eq. (5.2) and CO
eq. (5.3).The following comparison was only possible for the PCC-LAG sim-
ulations, and similar results were presented in [40]. Figures 5.9(b d) show
the LES images for the methane mass fraction along the central axis of the
flame and the volume rendering for the methane (!˙CH4) and CO (!˙CO)
combustion rates. In the upstream region the experimentalists recorded
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Figure 5.9: Instantaneous images of (a) experiment OH-LIF and the LES
fields of (b) methane mass fraction, (c) methane combustion
rate eq. (5.2) and (d) CO combustion rate eq. (5.3).
high levels of OH at the flame outer surface, which is clearly observable in
Figure 5.9(a). Figure 5.9(b) shows the methane mass fraction being con-
sumed rapidly in the simulation at the jet outer surface, whilst no methane
is observed within the main jet. Similarly, Figure 5.9(c) shows high !˙CH4 in-
tensities upstream z < 45 mm, supporting the fact that the reaction eq. (5.2)
occurs in that region, and the resulting high !˙CO intensities at the upstream
side of the flame are related to the CO produced from the combustion of
methane. Figures 5.10(b d) show the LES images for the volatile gases
mass fraction along the central axis of the flame and the volume rendering
images of the volatile yield and the volatile gases (!˙vg) combustion rates.
The highest levels ofOH recorded by the experimentalists [56] along the cen-
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Figure 5.10: Instantaneous images of (a) experiment OH-LIF and the LES
fields of (b) volatile gases mass fraction, (c) volatile yields and
(d) volatile gases combustion rate eq. (5.1).
tral axis were located in the downstream region of the flame at z > 60 mm,
this is also evident from Figure 5.10(a) where the OH mass fraction starts
increasing at roughly the same point within the jet. In the simulation the
highest levels of volatile yield along the central axis of the flame are ob-
served in the region z = 20 75 mm (Figure 5.10(c)). Figure 5.10(d) shows
intense volatile combustion occurring along the central axis of the flame be-
tween z = 30 mm and z = 75 mm, indicating that the predominant amount
of volatile combustion is occurring in that region. The results thus sug-
gest that the simulations predict the combustion of the volatile gases to
occur earlier than the experiments. In the downstream region of the flame
z > 75 mm, Figure 5.10(d) shows the combustion of the volatile gases oc-
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curring at the flame surface, which is in line with the high OH intensities
observed by the experimentalists in the same region.
The experimental results show that the bulk combustion of pulverised coal
particles will occur downstream at z > 60 mm, whilst most of the combus-
tion occurring upstream will be mainly due to the burning of the methane
pilot. The simulations observe overall similar results, although the combus-
tion of the volatile gases within the main jet occurs earlier and more rapidly
than the experiments. A more detailed analysis of the observed di↵erences
will be made in section 5.4.4.
Flame temperature
In the experimental procedure, a two-colour pyrometer was used to measure
the temperature along the flame. This method records the radiative emis-
sions of the particle temperature along the line of sight of the pyrometer.
The pyrometer measurements, as the experimentalists pointed out, gives
the overall temperature for coal particles, soot and gaseous species over a
relatively large volume, rather than a point temperature within the flame.
For this reason a realistic comparison between the axial simulated temper-
ature and the pyrometer measurements is di cult and will be discussed in
more detail in the context of Figure 5.12.
Figure 5.11 presents 2D contour plots of the instantaneous gas temperature
for both the PCC-EUL and PCC-LAG simulations. Both simulations show
very high temperatures in the outer region of the flame. These high tem-
peratures match the high OH intensity measured by the experimentalists
in the same region, Figure 5.9(a), and as previously discussed are caused
by the combustion of the methane pilot upstream and the volatile gases
downstream. The gas temperature within the flame is considerably higher
for the PCC-EUL simulation compared to the PCC-LAG simulation. The
main reason for the discrepancy in gas temperature between the two simu-
lations relates to the thermal equilibrium assumption which was previously
discussed in section 4.4.2. For the PCC-EUL simulation, thermal inertia is
considered to be zero, so any form of energy transfer between the two phases
is neglected. The consequence of this assumption is that the mixture tem-
perature rises very rapidly (which can be observed from the considerably
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Figure 5.11: Left : Contour plot of the instantaneous gas temperature from
the LES, light regions indicate higher temperatures. Right :
Axial profile of the mean PCC-LAG particle temperature and
mean PCC-EUL mixture temperature. The pyrometry mea-
surements represent an average temperature of the coal, soot
and gas phase species over a relatively large region [56].
shorter cold central jet compared to the PCC-LAG flame), without loosing
any heat to the particle phase. The rapid heat rise of the mixture leads the
volatiles to be emitted very quickly and at very high temperatures which
are then burnt almost immediately given the nature of the EBU model. The
rapid heat release and very high temperature changes experienced by the
PCC-EUL simulation lead to very quick density changes in the flow. For
continuity to be conserved, the gases are forced to expand rapidly as they
burn, which may explain the aforementioned mean and RMS of velocity
peaks observed in Figure 5.7 at z ⇡ 40 mm. Not surprisingly, the velocity
peaks match the location of the mean PCC-EUL temperature peak in Fig-
ure 5.11.
The temperature rise within the main jet for the PCC-LAG simulations is
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milder and does not reach the pyrometer measurements or the PCC-EUL
temperature profile until further downstream when most of the volatile gases
are expected to be burnt. The particles require some time to heat up and in
doing so they absorb heat from the gas phase thus reducing the gas tempera-
ture within the main jet. Figure 5.11 shows the mean particle temperature
profile along the central axis of the flame which reaches a maximum at
z ⇡ 60 mm.
These results are in line with the previous observations discussed in the
context of Figures 5.9 and 5.10 which showed that the bulk of PCC occurs
further downstream, whilst any high temperatures observed in the upstream
region is primarily due to the burning of the methane pilot at the sides of
the flame. It should be noted that given the lack of experimental data
along the central axis of the flame, it is impossible to know how well the
LES captures the temperature profile. However, following the previous dis-
cussion regarding the combustion of the volatile gases, it is likely that the
LES temperature rises faster than the experiments, and this will be further
discussed in section 5.4.4. The other groups who simulated the same flame,
and who also employed the EBU model to describe the combustion of the
volatiles [130, 156], observed particle temperatures in a similar range to the
ones presented in this work.
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Figure 5.12: Comparison between pyrometer measurements of axial temper-
ature and the LES PCC-LAG results processed to consider the
pyrometer measurements.
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To allow for a realistic comparison between the pyrometer measurements
and the LES, the following considerations were made. Since emission in-
tensity scales with the fourth power of temperature, a temperature value
modelling the pyrometer experiment can be computed in LES. This can be
done by calculating a signal value averaged along the radial coordinate at
each axial location and weighting the considered particles temperature Tp,j
by the fourth power of temperature, such that:
Tp,w =
 
⌃Nj=1Tp,j(Tp,j)
4
⌃Nj=1(Tp,j)
4
!
(5.4)
where N is the number of particles recorded along the line of sight of the
flame throughout the simulation, and the subscript j represents the individ-
ual particles. The following analysis was only performed for the PCC-LAG
simulations. Figure 5.12 shows a comparison between the temperature mea-
surements taken by the pyrometer, and the LES temperature results using
eq. (5.4) (dotted lines) across a line of sight extending throughout the width
of the domain, for both the fine and coarse grid simulations. The temper-
atures computed using eq. (5.4) agree much better with the experimental
data than the centreline temperatures. The small discrepancies can be ex-
plained by the chemiluminescence of the burning methane pilot, which at
short wave lengths is likely to result in an overestimation of temperature
measurements by the pyrometer. These errors in temperature measure-
ments will be particularly strong in the upstream region where the pilot is
present. Moreover, the experimental temperature signal might be biased
by hot particles near the pyrometer, which was taken into account by only
considering particles within a maximum distance of 4 mm around the flame
contour and not including colder particles in the jet core. The continuous
lines in Figure 5.12 show the temperature results, obtained when only con-
sidering the particles at either sides of the flame contours which give an
excellent agreement with the experimental data. Zhao et al. [156] recently
also presented their results using eq. (5.4) and where in a similar range to
the ones shown in Figure 5.12.
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Figure 5.13: Comparison between experimental measurements and LES re-
sults for species concentrations along the centreline.
Species concentration
Figure 5.13 compares the experimental, PCC-EUL and PCC-LAG results
for the mean species concentrations along the centreline of the flame. The
experimentalists recorded roughly a constant level of N2 mole fraction along
the central line of the flame. This however can not occur in reality as the
volatile gases being released should result in a decreasing amount of the ni-
trogen concentration. Comparing the N2 experimental results with the LES
results for N2 + H2O, where H2O is the other major species not recorded
experimentally, gave an overall closer match.
Comparing the O2 results for the PCC-EUL and PCC-LAG simulations,
similar trends to the mean temperature results can be observed. For the
PCC-EUL simulations, the stronger mixing of the central coal/air stream
with the pilot flame combined with the assumption of negligible thermal
inertia of the coal led to rapid particle heat-up and reaction, resulting in
a faster oxygen consumption rate and a relatively shorter region of high
oxygen mass fraction in the domain centre. Lower mixing and reaction
rates in the PCC-LAG simulations result in slower O2 consumption rates
and therefore a longer region of high O2 mass fraction. However, clearly
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both simulations over-predict the centreline O2 consumption rate, which
can be attributed to the EBU model. As previously discussed in the con-
text of Figure 5.11, the EBU model might over-predict the combustion rate
(see section 5.4.4), causing an excessive expansion of the gases as they burn,
which can further explain why even for the PCC-LAG mean particle velocity
results (Figure 5.7), there is a peak in the area where the volatile consump-
tion rate is greatest. The previous RANS investigation of the same case by
Bermudez et al. [10] showed a decay to zero centreline O2 mole fraction
before z = 90 mm with a gas phase combustion model similarly relying on
the fast chemistry assumption. Similarly, the results by Freiberg University
and Stuttgart University [130] also showed the O2 being consumed consid-
erably faster than the experimental results. The initial over-consumption of
O2, predicted by the PCC-EUL and PCC-LAG simulations, consequently
led to an overproduction of CO2, which is particularly noticeable in the
upstream region z < 100 mm. Both simulations however match the experi-
mental results at z > 100 mm when most of the combustion of the volatiles
has occurred and there are little fresh unburnt gases remaining.
5.4 Parametric Study
This section conducts a parametric study of the di↵erent PCC models dis-
cussed in Chapter 3. Following a grid-refinement study, the e↵ect of includ-
ing char combustion and radiation for this particular test case are discussed.
Secondly, a study of the e↵ect of chemistry on the volatile combustion pro-
cess is made by comparing the EBU model with a 4-step mechanism. More-
over, the e↵ect of sub-grid mixing modelled by the EBU model is asessed
by testing di↵erent cEBU constants. Finally, a sensitivity analysis of the de-
volatilisation rate model constants is performed. The inflow and boundary
conditions set in section 5.2.2 were kept constant throughout the parametric
study.
5.4.1 Grid Refinement
Figure 5.14 compares the coarse grid and fine grid simulations for temper-
ature and species concentrations along the central axis of the flame. For
the fine grid simulations the O2 consumption rate and the CO2 production
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Figure 5.14: Simulations (lines) and experimental measurements (symbols)
of particle and gas temperature (top) and O2 and CO2 concen-
trations (bottom) along the centreline of the flame, for the fine
(dotted line) and coarse (continuous line) grid simulations.
rate is slightly slower, which consequently leads the gas and particle tem-
perature to rise slower. For the fine grid simulations, the better description
of mixing meant that the EBU model gave a better description of the reac-
tion rates. However, the results between the two simulations did not di↵er
considerably, which suggests that any errors in the results could be due to
the (non sub-grid) models rather than the grid size. Therefore in all further
simulations for the parametric study, the coarse grid was retained.
5.4.2 Radiation
Figure 5.15 compares the simulations with radiation (continuos line) and
without radiation (dotted line) for temperature and species concentrations
along the centreline of the flame. The temperature with radiation appears
to increases slightly slower possibly due to some heat being lost to the envi-
ronment. The e↵ect of radiation is minimal; this is not surprising as there
are no walls which would typically emit or absorb and reflect heat thereby
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Figure 5.15: Simulations (lines) and experimental measurements (symbols)
of particle and gas temperature (top) and O2 and CO2 concen-
trations (bottom) along the centreline of the flame, for the cases
with radiation (continuous line) and without radiation (dotted
line)
a↵ecting the particle and flame temperatures. Overall, the implemented
radiation model has negligible impact on the simulation results, and given
its computational costs it was decided to carry out the following parametric
study with the radiation model disabled.
5.4.3 Char Combustion
Figure 5.16 compares the simulations with char combustion and without
char combustion for temperature and species concentrations along the cen-
tral axis of the flame. For the CRIEPI flame the char combustion facilitates
the heating up process of the particles, leading to a slightly more rapid
increase in temperature. However, the e↵ect of char combustion on the be-
haviour of the CRIEPI flame is small, due to the low residence times of the
particles in the regions of interest. The char combustion process is orders of
magnitude slower than the devolatilisation and volatile combustion process,
and given the short flow through times of the CRIEPI flame, the char does
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Figure 5.16: Simulations (lines) and experimental measurements (symbols)
of particle and gas temperature (top) and O2 and CO2 con-
centrations (bottom) along the centreline of the flame, for the
cases with char combustion (continuous line) and without char
combustion (dotted line)
not have enough time to burn.
Figure 5.17 compares the gas temperatures and oxygen concentrations at
di↵erent radial positions for the simulations with and without radiation
and char combustion. The results are in line with the previous arguments,
showing overall almost identical profiles.
5.4.4 Volatile Combustion
Section 3.2.3 discussed di↵erent modeling techniques to represent the com-
bustion of the volatile gases. This section looks at firstly, the e↵ect of
chemistry by comparing the 4 step mechanism by Jones and Lindstedt [60]
hereafter (4 step-JL) with the EBU model hereafter (2 step-EBU). Secondly,
the e↵ect of mixing on the reaction rates is discussed by altering the EBU
model constant cEBU in eq. (3.18).
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Comparison of the four step chemistry modelling against EBU
modelling
This study compares the EBU model which accounts for a finite rate of sub-
grid mixing but ignores the e↵ects of chemistry with the 4 step mechanism
which accounts for a finite rate of chemistry but implies an infinite rate of
sub-grid mixing. Both models represents the extremes in turbulences com-
bustion modelling. An ideal model would consider both chemical kinetics
and subgrid e↵ects at the same time.
As previously discussed the volatile gases are made up of many light gaseous
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species and tars. One advantage of the EBU model is that the di↵erent
volatile gases can be grouped into a single postulate substance (see section
3.2.3). Using postulate substances is not possible for the 4 step mechanism,
which requires ‘real’ gases. For simplicity, it was thus decided to model the
volatile gases as pure methane, given the nature of the pilot flame, which
for obvious reasons is not representative of the real volatile gases composi-
tion, and ignores the e↵ect of tars. However, this study permits to show the
e↵ect of chemical kinetics and potentially of flame propagation and stabil-
isation that were largely excluded by using the EBU model. Two reaction
mechanisms were considered, a two step reaction mechanism for the EBU
model:
CH4 +
3
2
O2 ! CO + 2H2O (5.5)
CO +
1
2
O2 ! CO2 (5.6)
And the following four reaction mechanism for the JL model, without any
model for the sub-grid mixing:
CH4 +
1
2
O2 ! CO + 2H2 (5.7)
CH4 +H2O ! CO + 3H2 (5.8)
H2 +
1
2
O2 $ H2O (5.9)
CO +H2O $ CO2 +H2 (5.10)
The reaction rate constants are summarised in Table 3.2. For the 4 step-JL
mechanism, the turbulence-chemistry interactions were ignored and it was
assumed that at a sub-grid level, each cell is perfectly stirred. To test this
assumption both a fine and coarse grid simulation was performed, and the
results showed little di↵erence, as shown in the right image of Figure 5.18.
The left image in Figure 5.18 shows the instantaneous gas temperature of
the 4 step-JL fine and 2 Step-EBU coarse simulations. For the two simula-
tions, the flame temperature is very similar at the sides of the flame where
mainly the methane pilot is burning, whilst the results are considerably dif-
ferent within the flame. For the 2 step-EBU case, the temperature rise is
very rapid, and the coal flame ends up being attached to the burner. Un-
like a recirculating swirl burner, it is unlikely that a coal jet flame, with no
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recirculation attaches to the burner as the coal particles need some time to
heat-up, emit and burn the volatiles. Indeed, the flame that could attach
would be a non-premixed methane-air flame between the pilot and the cen-
tral air jet. For the 4 step-JL simulation, the temperature within the jet
rises considerably slower and the flame does not attach to the burner. Some
localised regions of intense combustion are observed upstream within the
flame centre, but most of the volatile combustion is delayed to z > 100 mm.
The right image in Figure 5.18 shows the mean particle temperature profiles
along the central axis of the flame for the simulations employing the 2 step-
EBU model (black lines) and the 4 step-JL model (blue lines). Firstly, it is
observed that when the volatile gases are represented as methane (contin-
uos black line) rather than the postulate substance C2.081H5.365O0.502N0.132
(dotted black line), as it was the case in the context of Figures 5.11 and
5.12, the particle temperature is higher. This di↵erence is not surprising
as methane has a higher LHV than the volatile gases which also consist
of inert gases such as CO2 and H2O, as well as less-reactive tars. Conse-
quently, methane releases more heat faster when it burns which leads to
the observed higher temperatures compared to the ones observed with the
postulate substance C2.081H5.365O0.502N0.132. The di↵erence between the 2
step-EBU simulations and the 4 step-JL simulations follows the previous
discussion. The particle temperature for the 2 step-EBU case rises very
rapidly and settles at z > 60 mm, suggesting that much of the volatile gases
have already been burnt leaving behind mainly products from the volatile
combustion, un-burnt volatile gases and char. For the 4 step-JL simulations
the particle temperature rises more slowly, suggesting that the combustion
of the volatiles occurs throughout most of the domain.
Given the lack of experimental particle temperature measurements within
the flame it is hard to establish which mode of combustion is more rep-
resentative. A qualitative attempt is made in Figure 5.19, to compare an
image of the CRIEPI flame [56] (left), with the volume rendering contour
plots of the mean particle temperature for the two simulations (right). The
experimental image shows limited combustion of the particles in the up-
stream z < 60 mm region, and more intense combustion in the downstream
z > 120 mm region, whilst between 60 mm < z < 120 mm some dark re-
gions indicating irregular combustion are still visible. It should be stressed
that the image of the CRIEPI flame in Figure 5.19 and the experimental
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Figure 5.18: Left Contour plots of the instantaneous gas temperature along
the central axis of the flame for: The 4 step-JL fine simulation
and the 2 step-EBU coarse simulation. Right : Axial profile of
the mean particle temperature for the 2-step EBU simulations
with vol. gases = CH4 and C2.081H5.365O0.502N0.132 and the
4-step JL coarse and fine simulations.
measurements in Figure 5.18 right do not agree, which supports the idea
that the experimental measurements are not representative of the axial tem-
perature results. By observing the experimental images of the burning coal
particles, Figure 5.19 and the OH intensity Figure 5.9(a), it is possible to
deduce that whilst the methane outer flame clearly attaches to the burner,
the coal flame does not attach to the burner. The 2 step-EBU image shows
an overall uniform high temperature intensity throughout the flame surface,
indicating intense combustion of the particles right from the burner inlet,
which confirms the previous findings in section 5.3 that the EBU model
overestimates the combustion rate, leading the coal flame to attach to the
burner. Comparing the volume rendered instantaneous particle temperature
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of the 4 step-JL simulation with the experimental image of the flame shows
the overall shape of the flames to be more similar. However, Figure 5.19 also
shows that combustion of the coal particles never occurs as strongly as in
the experiments. Figure 5.18 confirms that for the 4 step-JL simulation the
combustion is weaker, as the coal particles downstream still do not reach
the temperature of the experiments or the 2 step-EBU simulations.
	 

Figure 5.19: Image of the CRIEPI pulverised flame [56] and of the volume
rendering instantaneous particle temperature for the 4 step-JL
fine simulation and the 2 step-EBU coarse simulation.
The above analysis is strengthened by comparing the experimental mean
and RMS of particle velocity measurements along the central axis of the
flame with the two models. Following the previous discussion made in the
context of Figure 5.7, the results which employ the EBU model (black lines)
show a mean particle velocity peak at approximately z = 50 mm which is not
observed experimentally. The mean velocity peak occurs where the burning
of the volatile gases is greatest, which given the nature of the EBU model
leads to an excessive expansion of the gases. On the other hand for the
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4 step-JL case the mean axial velocity of the particles decays quicker than
the experimental measurements upstream whilst they follow the experimen-
tal profile at z > 100 mm, indicating that the combustion in the simulation
is delayed. Similarly the RMS of particle velocity follows the experimen-
tal measurements downstream whilst the results are considerably higher
upstream reaching values close to the non-reactive range (see Figure 5.4).
Overall in the upstream region the 2-step EBU model performs consider-
ably better which puts into question whether the assumption ˙˜!(Y↵) ⌘ !˙(Y˜↵)
holds upstream where there are likely to be a lot of turbulence-chemistry
sub-grid interactions.
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Figure 5.20: Simulations and experimental measurements of particle axial
mean (top) and RMS (bottom) of velocities along the centreline
of the flame. Black line indicate 2 step-EBU model and blue
line indicate the 4 step-JL model.
The left image in Figure 5.21, shows the contour plots of the instantaneous
oxygen concentration for the 4 step-JL fine and 2 Step-EBU coarse sim-
ulations. The di↵erence between the two simulations follow the previous
arguments done in the context of Figures 5.18, 5.19 and 5.20. For both
simulations the oxygen surrounding the coal flame is burnt immediately by
the methane pilot. For the 2 step-EBU simulation the oxygen at the centre
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Figure 5.21: Left Contour plots of the instantaneous oxygen concentration
along the central axis of the flame for: The 4 step-JL fine sim-
ulation and the 2 step-EBU coarse simulation. Right : Axial
profile of the oxygen concentration for the 2-step EBU simu-
lations with volatile gases = CH4 and C2.081H5.365O0.502N0.132
and the 4-step JL coarse and fine simulations.
of the flame is completely burnt by z = 60 mm, indicating that the bulk of
combustion of the volatile gases is terminated. For the 4 step-JL simulation
the oxygen is burnt more slowly and gets completely burnt by z = 150 mm.
The above analysis which compares the 4 step mechanism that assumes in-
finitely fast sgs mixing and the EBUmodel that assumes infinitely fast chem-
istry shows that to capture the flame lift o↵ for the inner methane/air(coal)
flame the 4 step mechanism is necessary. Instead correct mixing can only
result from appropriate sub-grid modelling, so the EBU model performs
better in this case. The next discussion analysis the e↵ect of mixing.
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E↵ect of mixing
As previously discussed in section 3.3.1, the EBU model was developed for
RANS, with the assumption that turbulent motions control the reaction
rate. Consequently, the mean reaction rate is controlled by the turbulent
mixing time ⌧t. In RANS only the steady mean flow is resolved, which
implies that the value of ⌧t represents the rate of all mixing. The value of
cEBU = 4.0 was developed empirically for RANS and may not be represen-
tative for LES, where ⌧t,sgs describes the rate of sub-grid mixing.
In non-premixed combustion LES Jones and Navarro-Martinez [61, 62] and
Ramana et al. [106] solve the turbulent sub-grid mixing time scale ⌧t,sgs by:
1
⌧t,sgs
= ctmix
µ+ µt
⇢ 2
(5.11)
where ctmix = 2.0 [61, 62, 106]. In the present EBU implementation follow-
ing Zhou et al. [158], the turbulent mixing timescale is obtained via:
1
⌧t
= cEBU S˜ = cEBU
µt
⇢( Cs)2
(5.12)
where the Smagorinsky constant Cs = 0.173. Comparing eq. (5.11) with
eq. (5.12) and neglecting the e↵ect of the laminar viscosity µ, it can be
shown that:✓
1
⌧t
◆
5.12
⇡
✓
1
⌧t,sgs
◆
5.11
cEBU
ctmix
1
C2s
= 66.8
✓
1
⌧t,sgs
◆
5.11
(5.13)
Which would suggest that in LES the value cEBU = 4.0 may be too large.
Results with cEBU = 0.4 and cEBU = 0.04 (see Figure 5.22) showed that
the slower reaction rates lead to a slower rise in temperature, although
all simulations reach the same temperature downstream when most of the
combustion of the volatile gases is expected to have terminated. Both the
cEBU = 0.4 and cEBU = 0.04 simulations over-estimate the combustion of
the oxygen, however the simulations with cEBU = 0.04 shows a too slow
production of CO2, which may imply that in this case the combustion rates
are under-estimated. The simulation results which model the combustion
with the 4 step-JL method and with cEBU = 0.04 seem to show that the
combustion of the volatile gases is under-predicted, however both simulation
results still under-predict the oxygen concentrations. Both results suggest
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that the O2 concentration measurements may be therefore questioned.
Overall, the results in Figure 5.22 show that the lower values of the cEBU
give a better agreement with experimental data and it can be concluded
that for LES, cEBU should be reduced by at least an order of magnitude.
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5.4.5 Devolatilisation
To finalise the parametric analysis, this section will look at the e↵ect of
the devolatilisation rate on the outcome of the simulations. The single-step
devolatilisation source term kv was defined in section 3.2.2 and reads:
kv = AvT
 
p exp
✓
  EvRTp
◆
To test the sensitivity of the results to kv, two simulations were performed
with kv,slow = kv/10 and kv,fast = 10kv. Figure 5.23 shows the di↵erences
in gas temperature (a), particle temperature (b), oxygen concentrations (c),
carbon dioxide concentrations (d) and volatile gases concentrations (e) for
the di↵erent devolatilisation rates along the central axis of the flame. An
order of magnitude change in the devolatilisation rate has a substantial ef-
fect on the results. For the kv,slow case, the particles release the volatiles
later, resulting in a slower temperature rise of the gas phase. The slower
temperature rise and release rate of the volatile gases allows for a slower
consumption of the oxygen upstream. Consequently, downstream more of
the volatile gases which would otherwise remain unburnt get to burn result-
ing in higher gas and particle temperatures downstream compared to the
standard kv case.
For the kv,fast case the opposite e↵ect can be observed. The particles re-
lease the volatile gases very quickly, which are burnt almost instantaneously
via the EBU model, leading the gas temperatures to rise very quickly too.
The rapid rise in gas temperature also allows the particles to heat up very
quickly. The very fast particle heating rates absorb much of the gas tem-
perature and results in the observed upstream peak. The faster release of
the volatiles leads to a faster combustion of the oxygen and consequently a
faster production of the CO2.
This analysis emphasises the high sensitivity of the simulation results on
the selection of appropriate devolatilisation parameters, highlighting the
necessity of using accurate models to predict such parameters
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Figure 5.23: Axial profiles of the gas temperature (a), particle temperature
(b), oxygen concentrations (c), CO2 concentrations (d) and
volatile gases concnetration (e) for the slow (kv,slow) and fast
(kv,fast) devolatilisation rates. The combustion of the volatiles
was modelled using the EBU model with cEBU = 4.0.
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5.5 Conclusion
This section presented the LES results of the CRIEPI pulverised coal jet
flame. Firstly, a study of the di↵erence between an EUL-LAG implementa-
tion vs EUL-EUL implementation was performed, using the results which
were presented in a joint paper with Freiberg University and Stuttgart Uni-
versity [130]. It was concluded that the EUL-LAG simulations were more
representative of the PCC process. A more detailed analysis of the flame
characteristics and particle flow field was thus made for the EUL-LAG sim-
ulation, showing similar results to the ones presented in [39, 40]. Finally, a
parametric study of the main PCC processes was performed. The lack of
any point temperature measurements in the flame made a comparison with
the experimental measurements di cult. The parametric study thus served
more as a relative analysis of the impact of the di↵erent models on the flame
characteristics rather than an analysis of which models perform best, partic-
ularly for the volatile combustion process. The analysis, for this particular
test case, showed that the radiation and char combustion processes have
almost negligible e↵ect and the driving PCC processes are volatile gas com-
bustion and devolatilisation. Ultimately, the CRIEPI pulverised jet flame
is not representative of what typically happens in PCC. In typical boilers,
with highly swirling flows, and contained by walls, the coal particles are usu-
ally recirculated back into the burner and have considerably longer times
to burn. For such boilers, the processes of char combustion and radiation
are expected to have a more prominent e↵ect on the combustion process.
The devolatilisation and volatile combustion processes will still play a major
role, but for a shorter amount of time. The following chapter will consider a
burner with very di↵erent characteristics compared to the CRIEPI burner,
and the above considerations will be analysed in further detail.
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6 LES of a 100 kWth Oxy-Coal
Swirl Burner
The combustion of pulverised coal in a O2/CO2 atmosphere changes from
the combustion in air, due to the di↵erent thermo-physical properties of the
gas mixture. The density and heat capacity of the gaseous mixture is higher
for oxy-PCC due to the higher molecular weight and heat capacity of the
CO2 compared to N2. Moreover, in oxy-PCC radiative heat transfer will be
stronger as CO2 has higher radiative emission power than N2. Finally, the
high concentrations of CO2 in the gas mixture will a↵ect the char reaction
mechanisms. Not accounting for these changes in the design of new boilers,
and taking into consideration similar O2 concentrations as air ⇡ 21% by vol.
leads to lower flame temperatures, flame instability and poor burnout [52].
Therefore, the O2 concentration is typically increased to compensate for the
increase in heat capacity of the CO2 and allow a stable flame burn-out [143].
Lower O2 concentrations are however more desirable as they allow for a more
e cient use of the ASU and thus reduce its e ciency cost. Heil et al. [52]
investigated ways of burning pulverised coal at lower O2 concentrations, by
testing di↵erent burner designs and operating conditions, and found that
flame stability and full-burnout could be achieved via [52]:
• Strong recirculation of the hot combustion products that can provide
the heat necessary to compensate for the higher heat capacity of the
mixture. Recirculation also, is the key stabilising method in low NOx
burners.
• Limiting the amount of incoming gas mixture (coal particles +O2) and
thus increase the proportion of recirculating flue gases in the burner,
which stabilises the burner conditions.
The investigation by Heil et al. [52] led to the development of the 100 kWth
OXYCOAL-AC test facility at the, ‘Institute of Heat and Mass Transfer’ of
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Aachen University [134], achieving stable combustion and full coal burn-out
at low-O2 concentrations. The models developed and tested for the CRIEPI
pulverised flame (see Chapter 5) were adapted and applied to simulate the
OXYCOAL-AC burner. This chapter will first present the experimental
set-up of the OXYCOAL-AC burner and the experimental measurements
available. The second section will present the necessary coal combustion
models used for the burner, and the di↵erent inflow and boundary conditions
used. Finally the results of the simulations will be presented, together with
a parametric study similar to the one performed for the CRIEPI flame.
6.1 Experimental Set Up
A schematic of the furnace, with a more detailed representation of the in-
ner quarl, is shown in Figure 6.1. The furnace is cylindrical with an inner
diameter of 0.2 m and a vertical length of 2.1 m.
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Figure 6.1: Schematic of the upper section of the Aachen pulverised coal
furnace. Diagram is not to scale, dimesnions in mm.
The burner consists of four inlets, where the O2/CO2 mixture enters. The
coal is injected together with the primary gas stream through a 3 mm wide
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annular orifice. The highly swirled secondary gas stream is injected through
a 2.1 mm thick annulus surrounding the primary stream, with a swirl num-
ber of 1.2. For scavenging purposes a tertiary gas stream is injected at very
low flow rates. Finally a heated staging gas stream is injected through a
10 mm wide annulus at the outer diameter of the furnace. The purpose of
the staging stream is to provide the necessary heat to compensate the higher
heat capacity of the gas mixture and to reduce the local stoichiometry of
the burner quarl. The flow rates, temperatures and gas compositions of the
streams are summarised in Table 6.1.
Table 6.1: Experimental Conditions [134]
m˙ [kg/h] O2 [%vol] CO2 [%vol] T [ C]
Pulverised-coal feed rate 6.5 - - -
Primary Stream 17.6 0.19 0.81 40
Secondary Stream 26.6 0.21 0.79 60
Tertiary Stream 1.5 0.21 0.79 60
Staging Stream 54.9 0.21 0.79 900
Table 6.2: Rhenish lignite proximate and ultimate analysis [134]
Proximate Analysis (as received) [wt %]
Moisture 8.40
Ash 4.10
Volatile Matter 46.60
Fixed Carbon 40.90
Ultimate analysis (daf) [wt %]
Carbon 77.03
Hydrogen 4.85
Nitrogen 16.60
Oxygen 0.98
Total Sulfur 0.34
High Heating Value (as received) 22.17 MJ/kg
The furnace is fired with a pre-dried Rhenish lignite, its proximate and ul-
timate analysis are shown in Table 6.2. The experimentalists provided data
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for the particle size distribution, which are composed of 28 classes. Figure
6.2 shows the PDF of the particle size distribution.
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Figure 6.2: PDF of the particle size distribution [134].
The burner is axial traversable allowing for measurements to be taken at dif-
ferent locations. Optical and probe measurements are obtained at four ports
across the furnace. All measurements are obtained between z = 0.025 m
and z = 0.5 m from the burner outlet. Mean reactive particle velocity
measurements were obtained using a Laser Doppler Anemometer (LDA),
non-reactive and RMS velocity measurements were not conducted. Species
concentrations measurements for O2, CO2, CO andNO were measured with
a water-cooled suction probe. The gas temperature was obtained using a
traversable suction pyrometer. Finally, the particle temperature was deter-
mined using a two-colour pyrometer with the same drawbacks discussed for
the CRIEPI case (see Chapter 5).
6.2 Numerical Modelling
The OXYCOAL-AC burner has been previously modelled in RANS by
Toporov et al. [134] who compared their results to the experimental ra-
dial profiles at two of the five axial locations z = 0.05 m and z = 0.2 m
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for axial and tangential mean velocity, gas and particle temperature and O2
and NO concentrations, showing reasonable agreement.
Vascellari et al. [134] performed a RANS simulation and tested four di↵er-
ent combustion models: EBU with a two step mechanism, Eddy Dissipation
Concept (EDC) with a two step mechanism, EDC with the four step mech-
anism by Jones-Lindstedt (see section 3.3.2) and an advanced EDC with
a 22 step mechanism. The results were compared at three of the five ax-
ial measurement locations at z = 0.05 m, z = 0.10 m and z = 0.2 m for
gas temperature and species concentrations. Overall the EDC with the 22
step mechanism showed the best results, although the temperature profile
was overestimated, particularly in the upstream central region of the flame.
Finally, Chen et al. [18] performed both a RANS simulation and LES sim-
ulation, comparing their results to all the experimental data at all available
axial positions. However, for their LES simulation, they simulated only a
section of the burner and then transposed the results to the other sections,
something which is typically done in RANS but will fail in LES, due to
the 3D nature of turbulence. Not surprisingly, the LES simulated axial and
tangential velocities failed to predict the experimental profiles as well as the
RANS simulations, particularly in the central area of the flame and in the
downstream regions.
6.2.1 Oxy-Coal Combustion Models
In Chapter 5 some of the models described in Chapter 3 to represent PCC
were implemented both in a Eulerian-Lagrangian and Eulerian-Eulerian
framework. Moreover, a parametric study was made on the influence that
di↵erent models and their variations can have on the results. This section
looks at the changes in the coal models implemented in Chapter 5 required
to represent PCC in an oxy-coal environment. The OXYCOAL-AC burner
was simulated only in a Eulerian-Lagrangian framework. The e↵ect of mois-
ture in the PCC process were ignored as the coal particles were pre-dried
prior to entering the furnace.
Devolatilisation
Previous studies [25, 116] found that the exchange of CO2 for N2 does not
have much influence on devolatilisation at fixed temperatures although it
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slightly delays its onset and increases its duration. The change in devolatil-
isation in oxy-coal combustion can be linked to the higher heat capacity of
the CO2 compared to the N2, which lowers the gas temperature and thus
slows the particle heating rate and delays the release of the volatiles. For
these reasons, in this work it has been assumed that the variation in volatile
release rate in a O2/CO2 environment, compared to a O2/N2 environment,
is entirely linked to the gas temperatures and does not require a modifi-
cation of the model previously used for the CRIEPI case. The devolatili-
sation of the coal particles was thus modelled using the single-step model
described in section 3.4. The CPD pyrolisis model was used to calibrate
the rate constants, courtesy of Michele Vascellari. In this case, the volatile
yield VMCPD = 58.480% (dry) obtained from the CPD model was only
slightly higher than the VMPA = 50.87% (dry) from proximate analysis
obtained under significantly di↵erent heating conditions, which resulted in
a Q-factor = 1.15. The di↵erence in Q-factor of the Rhenish coal compared
to the CRIEPI Newland coal because the Rhenish coal is of lignite type and
has considerably more volatile content at standard conditions than typi-
cal bituminous coals. The single rate parameters obtained using the CPD
model results in the final values of: Av = 4.727⇥109(1/s), Ev = 10.256⇥103
J/(kmolK) and   =  0.9503.
Homogeneous chemistry
The higher heat capacity and molecular weight of CO2 compared toN2 leads
to lower overall gas temperatures at the same O2 concentrations. Conse-
quently, the lower flame temperatures will slow the reaction times. Vascel-
lari et al. [141] argued that, given the slower reaction times, the infinitely
fast chemistry hypothesis is not suitable for oxy-combustion. Indeed, Vas-
cellari et al. [141] found that more realistic chemistry description performed
better than the infinitely fast chemistry approach. Using the finite rate 4
step mechanism by Jones and Lindstedt in the OXYCOAL-AC burner leads
to a four-fold increase in computational cost, which currently would be un-
feasible for the already very expensive simulation times required. Moreover,
the results presented in section 5.4, showed the possible need for a better
turbulence-chemistry interaction model, which would be particularly rele-
vant for the relatively high turbulence levels observed in the OXYCOAL-AC
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burner. Therefore, it was deemed su cient to use the EBU model for the
present test case. Moreover, although in section 5.4 it was concluded that
the value of cEBU = 4.0 might be too high, for consistency the cEBU value
was un-altered. The e↵ect of the value of cEBU is however discussed in
section 6.4.
The gas phase species considered include: O2, CO, CO2 and H2O and
the volatile gases, which were modelled as a single postulate substance
CaHbOcNd. The composition of the postulate substance (a = 2.580, b = 3.980,
c = 0.870, d = 0.000) was obtained using eqs. (3.7) and (3.8) where the
molecular weight of the volatile gases was assumed to beWvg = 50 kg/kmol,
for consistency with the CRIEPI case. The enthalpy of formation of the
volatile gases hf,vol = -587.86 MJ/kmol was calculated using eqs. (3.9) and
(3.15). The homogeneous chemistry was modelled using a two-step chem-
istry mechanism:
C2.58H3.98O0.87 + 1.85O2 ! 2.58CO + 1.99H2O (6.1)
CO +
1
2
O2 ! CO2 (6.2)
where the reaction rates of eqs. (6.1) and (6.2) were obtained using the EBU
model, eq. (3.18).
Oxy-char combustion
Char combustion in a CO2 enriched environment can di↵er considerably
compared to combustion in air. Shaddix et al. [116] studied the e↵ect
of CO2 on the char combustion process by entraining coal particles in a
mixture with N2 or CO2 at di↵erent oxygen concentrations. It was found
that at the same oxygen concentrations, the char burning temperatures
and residence times are lower in a O2/CO2 environment compared to a
O2/N2 environment. This di↵erence can be attributed to the char-CO2
and char-H2O gasification reactions. As previously discussed in section 3.4,
char combustion in a O2/N2 environment can be represented by a single
heterogeneous reaction:
Cchar +
1
2
O2 ! CO
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as the CO2 and H2O concentrations are too low to have any meaningful
e↵ect on the char combustion rates. However, as previously discussed in
section 3.4 in an O2/CO2 environment, the char-CO2 and char-H2O gasifi-
cation reactions must be considered.
The three heterogeneous reactions eqs. (4.17, 4.18, 4.19), will be retained
here for clarity:
Cchar +
1
2
O2 ! CO
Cchar + CO2 ! 2CO
Cchar +H2O ! CO +H2
Moreover, CO2 has di↵erent physical properties compared to N2, such as
di↵usivity and heat capacity which will also a↵ect its reaction with the char.
In Chapter 5, the chemical reaction rate for the char reaction of the CRIEPI
flame was modelled using the intrinsic reaction rate model discussed in sec-
tion 3.4.1. Applying the intrinsic reaction rate model to a CO2/O2 envi-
ronment is not trivial, as the model was developed under an assumption of
an O2/N2 environment a↵ecting terms such as the intrinsic reactivity of the
char ki, which was based on a line of best fit of many chars, burning in air.
It was thus preferred to model the chemical reaction rates of eqs. (4.17, 4.18,
4.19), using the Baum and Street model [9], which was previously explained
in section 3.4.1. The Baum and Street model, treats the chemical reaction
rates using an Arrhenius expression, where the Arrhenius coe cients are
obtained experimentally and vary for di↵erent chars. For the OXYCOAL-
AC burner the rate coe cients are provided by the experimentalists [134],
and are summarised in Table 6.3.
Table 6.3: Rate parameters and di↵usion coe cients for the oxy-char surface
reactions [134].
Reaction n Ac Ec Temp ( C) Cdi↵ Ref
4.17 1 0.005 174,000 >677 4.41 ⇥10 12 [134, 28]
4.18 1 0.135 ⇥10 3 135,500 850-950 2.47 ⇥10 12 [134, 125]
1 6.35 ⇥10 3 162,000 >950
4.19 1 0.319 208,000 860-960 2.47 ⇥10 12 [134, 125]
1 1.92 ⇥10 3 147,000 >960
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Di↵usion of the reacting gas into the coal particle often limits the char
burning rate, which is modelled using eq. (3.28). The mass di↵usion limited
constant Cdi↵ varies for di↵erent gases, and the values reported in Table 6.3
were obtained from Chen et al. [18].
6.2.2 Computational Domain and Boundary Conditions
The furnace geometry was described by a Cartesian mesh 400 x 400 x 800
mm in size, which represents a reduced domain length compared to the
whole furnace (2100 mm). Coarse and fine grid simulations were performed
with a cell size   = 2.0 mm and   = 1.0 mm respectively. A top hat
velocity profile was set in all streams at the inlet, which corresponds to
the nominal volume flux. Similarly to the CRIEPI case, to generate the
turbulence in the primary and secondary stream, the turbulence generator
method by Kempf et al. [64] was used. In the absence of any non-reactive
velocity data, or any experimental information about the inflow turbulence
or length scale, the length scale was set to the size of the primary stream,
Lturb = Dprimary and the inlet fluctuation u0 = 0.5 m/s (u0/u¯ ⇡ 0.025).
Laminar conditions were assumed for the staging stream. Whilst for the
CRIEPI case the inflow conditions played an important role in predicting
the flow conditions, for the OXYCOAL-AC burner the inflow conditions
have a smaller impact as the turbulence is generated by the quarl shape
and the highly swirling secondary stream. This observation was tested by
varying the inflow conditions for a non-reactive run and minimal di↵erences
were observed. Immersed boundaries were set at the burner walls (see sec-
tion 2.5.5), and no wall modelling was used for simplicity. Open boundary
conditions were set at the burner outlet. For radiation, the boundary condi-
tions were taken from Toporov et al. [134], who provided temperature and
emissivity values for the furnace and burner of 1000 C (✏ = 0.7) and 300 C
(✏ = 0.2), respectively.
To allow for ignition to occur, hot products were initialised everywhere in
the domain outside of the quarl. Approximately 11 million computational
particles per second were fed into the domain so that each computational
particle represents an ensemble of ten real particles. The same particle
size distribution as the one given by Toporov et al. [134] was used in the
simulations (see Figure 6.2).
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6.2.3 Computation Times
The coarse grid simulations (  = 2 mm) were all performed on 96 pro-
cessors, with a 4 ⇥ 4 ⇥ 6 domain decomposition, which is equivalent to
16,800,000 cells in total. The simulations took approximately 15 days (350
hours) and 33600 processor hours to perform 100,000 steps. Without radia-
tion the equivalent simulation took approximately 6 days (150 hours). The
fine grid (  = 2 mm) simulation was performed on 384 processors, with a
6⇥ 8⇥ 8 domain decomposition which is equivalent to 124,800,000 cells in
total. The fine grid simulation was only performed without radiation and
took approximately 16 days (370 hours).
6.3 Results
In this section the CFD predictions are compared to the experimental mea-
surements of the flow field, gas temperature and O2 concentrations. When
possible, a comparison is also made between the current LES and the sim-
ulations by Chen et al. [18] and Toporov et al. [134], which will be referred
from here on as Chen-LES and Toporov-RANS.
6.3.1 Flow Field
Axial velocity
Figure 6.3 shows the contour plots of the instantaneous and mean axial gas
velocities. The coal carrying primary stream and the swirling secondary
stream merge together almost immediately, forming a single stream that
expands radially outwards and starts to decay at approximately z = 0.1 m
downstream from the burner outlet. The swirling secondary stream and the
quarl geometry are responsible for the very strong internal recirculation zone
(IRZ) which is clearly visible inside the quarl. The IRZ extends downstream
until approximately z = 0.2 m from the burner outlet before decaying. A
region of stagnant and backward flow can be observed at the sides of the
furnace extending axially between 0.1 m < z < 0.5 m from the burner out-
let. At the sides of the domain, the staging stream can be observed flowing
inwards towards the centre of the furnace. The staging stream flow direction
is influenced by the external recirculating flow pushing the flow inwards and
the IRZ attracting the flow to itself. The combined e↵ect of the primary
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Figure 6.3: Contour plots of the instantaneous top, and mean axial bottom,
gas velocity [m/s]. The blue regions indicate approximately the
recirculation regions. The red lines indicate the measurements
locations. Dimensions are in mm.
and secondary streams expanding radially outwards and the staging stream
expanding radially inwards leads to a third smaller outer recirculation zone
between the two jets at 0.025 m < z < 0.1 m from the furnace inlet wall.
The behaviour of the staging stream is of crucial importance for this burner
given that it transports more than 50% of the oxygen flowing into the do-
main. The e↵ect of the staging stream on the overall combustion process
will be explained in more detail in Section 6.4.
Figure 6.4 compares the mean axial velocities of the burning coal particles
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Figure 6.4: Comparison between LES gas (line) and particle (dotted) axial
velocity profiles with experimental measurements at 0.025, 0.05,
0.2 and 0.3 m away from burner outlet.
and gas velocities at four axial locations. The experimentalists used the
coal particles in the flow as reference for their LDA measurements, and as-
sumed negligible slip between the particles and the gas velocities [134]. The
results observed in Figure 6.4 confirms the experimentalists assumptions, as
the di↵erence between the simulated gas and particle velocities is minimal,
which suggests that the particles Stokes number is very small. At the plane
nearest to the burner a single maximum velocity peak is observed in-line
with the experimental measurements which shows that the primary and
secondary stream merge together as observed in Figure 6.3. The simulated
velocity maximum decreases and broadens at the subsequent downstream
planes, at a similar rate to the experimental measurements. The simulations
slightly underestimate the velocity peak at the z = 0.025 m plane, slightly
over-predict the velocity peaks at the z = 0.05 m and z = 0.02 m planes
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and largely over-predict the velocity measurements at z = 0.3 m. Another
velocity peak is observed close to the furnace walls, caused by the staging
stream. Unfortunately there are no velocity measurements radially between
r = 0.15 m and r = 0.2 m for all the velocity planes so it is not possible
to directly compare the second velocity maximum with experimental mea-
surements. The staging stream has completely di↵used by z = 0.2 m as
it gets pushed inwards by the outer recirculation zone. The experimental
measurements show an IRZ at the two upstream planes, z = 0.025 m and
z = 0.05 m with a strong backward velocity ⇡ -3 m/s. The simulation cor-
rectly captures the magnitude and shape of the IRZ for the z = 0.025 m
plane and slightly under-predicts the magnitude for the z = 0.05 m plane. At
z = 0.2 m, the experimentalists measure a slower ⇡ -1 m/s but much larger
in volume outer recirculation zone (ORZ), which extends from r =0.1 m to
the furnace wall. The measured ORZ has almost completely died out in the
plane at z = 0.3 m. Figure 6.3 and Figure 6.4 show a similar in size and
magnitude ORZ; however the simulated ORZ is delayed compared to the
experimental measurements. At z = 0.2 m, the ORZ only starts to form
in the LES and is still observable further downstream at z ⇡ 0.3 m. The
delay in the ORZ predicted by the LES might be related to a small di↵er-
ence in swirl of the secondary stream at the burner inlet compared to the
experiments. Lyra [82] performed an LES of a swirling spray jet and found
that a small di↵erence in the swirl level can lead to strong deviations down-
stream. If the swirl level is under-estimated the jet spreads less, causing
an underestimation of the ORZ and vice-versa. Unfortunately, the experi-
mentalists provided only a value of the secondary swirl level at an upstream
location, and did not provide any measurements at the burner inlet. The
delay in the ORZ predicted by the LES might also be related to the stag-
ing stream. The separation point of the staging stream from the wall may
have a considerable e↵ect on the flow field. The separation point is however
very sensitive to factors such as inlet fluctuations and wall roughness and
almost impossible to predict accurately (or to reproduce in di↵erent experi-
ments). Moreover, it is also possible that the outer annulus induces a small
swirl on the staging fluid. A change in the staging stream inflow conditions
will a↵ect its flow direction and therefore its impact on the ORZ. As no
experimental measurements are provided, reproducing the behaviour of the
staging stream is made very complex. A more detailed analysis of the e↵ects
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that the secondary swirl level and staging stream have on the results will
be made in section 6.4. Finally, the experimental measurements observe
only a very weak recirculation zone in the z = 0.025 m and z = 0.05 m
planes, between r = 0.05 m and r = 0.1 m, caused by the combined e↵ect of
the primary/secondary stream expanding radially outwards and the staging
stream expanding radially inwards. The present LES slightly overestimates
the third weak recirculation zone, which again, suggests that the inflow con-
ditions of the staging stream might be slightly mis-represented. Overall, the
present LES axial velocity measurements matches the experiment upstream
throughout the domain and downstream in the central region of the burner.
The main di↵erences appear downstream, and their discussion will be given
in more detail in the context of the species and temperature results, sections
6.3.2 and 6.3.3 and in the context of the parametric study section 6.4.
Cross comparison with other simulations of the same burner (Figure 6.5),
show the present LES axial mean velocity results (continuous line) to be in
better agreement with the experimental data. The Chen-LES results fail
to capture correctly the IRZ at all planes, and in particular observe a very
strong backward velocity ⇡ -2 m/s at both z = 0.2 m and z = 0.3 m, pos-
sibly due to the fact that they only simulate a section of the burner. The
results over-predict the magnitude and under-predict the width of the inner
recirculation zone too, which leads the axial velocity peak at z = 0.2 m and
z = 0.3 m to be considerably higher than the experimental measurements.
Similarly to the present LES, the Chen-LES results also capture the ORZ
at a delayed position.
Toporov et al. [134] only presented results at z = 0.05 m and z = 0.2 m,
which were overall in closer agreement to the experimental measurements
and the present LES compared to the Chen-LES results. At z = 0.05 m,
Toporov-RANS underestimates the inner recirculation zone and slightly un-
derestimates the velocity peak. At the z = 0.2 plane, Toporov-RANS fails
to observe any outer recirculation and the velocity peak is slightly higher
in magnitude and shifted radially compared to the present LES and the
experimental measurements.
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Figure 6.5: Comparison between present LES and the RANS simulation by
Toporov et al. [134] and the LES simulation by Chen et al. [18]
for mean axial (left) and mean tangential (right) velocity profiles
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Figure 6.6: Comparison between LES gas (line) and particle (dotted) tan-
gential velocity profiles with experimental measurements at
0.025, 0.05, 0.2 and 0.3 m away from burner outlet
Tangential velocity
Figure 6.6 compares the mean tangential velocities of the burning coal parti-
cles (dotted line) and gas velocities (continuous line) at four axial locations.
As for the axial velocity profiles, the gas and particle tangential velocities
are very similar at all measured locations, which confirms the experimental
hypothesis of no-slip condition. The high swirl is clearly visible from both
the experimental data and the simulations. The simulations observe two
tangential velocity negative peaks at the z = 0.025 m plane. The first peak
is close to the central axis and matches the maximum negative mean ax-
ial velocity. The experimentalists could not obtain any data at this point,
due to the high particle density, so comparison with the LES in the vicin-
ity of the axis at z = 0.025 m was not possible. The second peak is at
r ⇡ 0.05 m, close to the location of the maximum positive axial velocity in
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Figure 6.4 and matches the experimental data. The experimentalists mea-
sure a slight negative tangential velocity close to the walls at z = 0.025 m
which is not observed by the simulations. The negative tangential velocity
close to the walls could be caused by the aforementioned low swirl in the
staging fluid which was not accounted for in the simulations. The slight
swirl inside the staging stream could cause the gases and particles in its
vicinity to accelerate slightly more towards the furnace walls, which can ex-
plain the under-estimation of the simulated positive tangential velocity at
z = 0.025 m and z = 0.05 m compared to the experimental measurements.
The Chen-LES tangential velocity results (Figure 6.5), also fail to capture
the positive tangential velocity at z = 0.025 m and z = 0.05 m possibly
for similar reasons to the present LES. Similarly, Toporov-RANS also does
not capture any positive tangential velocity at z = 0.05 m. At z = 0.05 m,
the present LES captures the magnitude of the swirl measured, although in
the simulations two peaks are still perceptible, whilst the experimentalists
observe a single tangential velocity peak.
The mean tangential velocity profiles at z = 0.2 m and z = 0.3 m follow
similar trends to the ones already observed for the mean axial velocity in
Figure 6.4. At z = 0.2 m the simulations slightly over-predict the magni-
tude and slightly under-predict the width of the swirl. In the LES the gases
expand less than in the experiments, keeping them closer to the central axis
of the flame and are consequently more prone to be accelerated towards the
center. At z = 0.3 m the LES over-estimates the tangential velocities at
the centre of the burner, whilst it matches the experimental measurements
between r = 0.1 m and r = 0.2 m. The di↵erence at the centre of the burner
follows the same argument made for the z = 0.2 m plane. Moreover, the
high temperatures observed downstream (see section 6.3.3) can cause the
gases to thermally expand more compared to the experiments, resulting in
the overestimation in velocities observed in Figure 6.4 and Figure 6.6 at the
z = 0.3 m plane.
Cross comparison with other simulations of the same burner (Figure 6.5),
show the present tangential velocity results to be in better agreement with
the experimental data. The Chen-LES and Toporov-RANS results have
similar di↵erences compared to the experimental data. Both simulations,
under-predict the magnitude of the swirl at z = 0.05 m and strongly over-
predict the maximum negative velocity at z = 0.2 m and z =0.3 m. More-
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over, the tangential velocity maximum is shifted radially at all measurement
planes in both simulations.
6.3.2 Species concentrations
This section aims to understand the behaviour of the devolatilisation pro-
cess, volatile combustion process and char combustion process occurring in
the OXYCOAL-AC burner.
Devolatilisation and volatile combustion
Figure 6.7 shows the contour plots of the instantaneous and mean oxygen
concentrations in the furnace. The oxygen enters the quarl through the
primary and secondary stream and gets transported radially outwards. To-
gether with the oxygen the particles also get transported radially outwards.
Most of the oxygen from the primary and secondary stream, together with
the coal particles gets captured from the high swirling vortex, and the par-
ticles start heating up. To understand the devolatilisation process one must
observe Figures 6.8(c,d), which show the volatile yield along the central
plane of the furnace and the volume rendering of the volatile yield across
the whole width of the furnace. Figure 6.8(c) displays most of the volatiles
being emitted in the region of the swirling stream and almost no release oc-
curring along the central region of the furnace. Figure 6.8(d) instead shows
that the release of the volatiles is occurring everywhere within the quarl.
Consequently, Figures 6.8(c,d) together show that the volatiles are not re-
leased when the particles recirculate back into the quarl, but instead that
most of the devolatilisation is occurring within the vortex that surrounds
the IRZ.
Once the volatile gases are released in the vortex surrounding the IRZ they
burn very quickly due to the nature of the EBU model. In fact the volatile
combustion process only occurs in the vortex surrounding the IRZ but
hardly within the IRZ itself. This can be deduced from the high levels
of !˙vg observable throughout the IRZ up to z ⇡ 0.20 m for the volume
rendering contour plot (Figure 6.8(b)), whilst no combustion is observable
within the quarl for the axial plane contour plot (Figure 6.8(a)).
Along with the oxygen entering the furnace from the primary and secondary
stream, any oxygen present in the vicinity of the IRZ will be sucked into
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Figure 6.7: Contour plots of the instantaneous (top) and mean (bottom)
oxygen mole fractions. The red lines indicate the measurements
locations. Dimensions in mm.
the vortex and immediately burn with the volatile gases. In the vortex sur-
rounding the IRZ most of the combustion occurring will relate to the burn-
ing of the volatile gases to form CO via the reaction described in eq. (6.1).
The CO however does not have su cient time or oxygen to convert to CO2
and is then, together with the un-burnt volatile gases, transported by the
IRZ back into the quarl. The result of this process is clearly observable in
Figures 6.7 and 6.9, which show high concentrations of volatile gases and
CO within the IRZ at almost zero oxygen concentration.
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Figure 6.8: Top: Contour plot of the average !˙vg (a) and volatile yield (c)
along the central axis of the flame and the volume rendered
instantaneous !˙vg (b) and volatile yield (d) across the furnace
[kg/m3]. Bottom: Contour plot of the average total char gasi-
fication along the central axis of the flame (e) and the volume
rendered instantaneous total char gasification across the furnace
[kg/m3] (f). The red lines indicate the measurement locations.
Dimensions in mm.
Char combustion
More than half of the oxygen entering the furnace comes from the staging
stream, and drives most of the char combustion. As previously discussed
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Figure 6.9: Contour plots of the instantaneous and average CO mole frac-
tion (top) and instantaneous and average volatile gases mole
fraction (bottom) along the central plane of the furnace. The
red lines indicate the measurements locations. Dimensions in
mm.
the staging stream flows inwards towards the centre of the furnace. The
oxygen will thus flow both inwards filling the upstream outer region of the
furnace and downstream. After all the volatile gases have been emitted,
the coal particles which escape the IRZ surrounding vortex are transported
axially and radially outwards. To understand the char combustion mecha-
nisms inside the furnace one must observe Figures 6.8(e,f), which show both
the average values of the char gasification reactions eqs. (4.17, 4.18, 4.19)
along the central plane of the furnace and their volume rendering across the
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whole width of the furnace. Between z = 0.0 m and z = 0.20 m, along the
central axis of the flame, Figure 6.8(e) shows very high char reaction rate
averages occurring in the regions surrounding the IRZ, whilst no char reac-
tions occurring within the upstream region of the IRZ. Figure 6.8(f) instead
shows that the combustion of the char across the domain width is occurring
almost everywhere upstream (except in the region where the staging stream
is carrying considerable momentum and pushing the gases inwards). It can
thus be deduced that the bulk of the char combustion will occur in the re-
gion surrounding the IRZ and will be driven by the oxygen from the staging
stream. This is also evident from Figure 6.9(a), which shows many small
regions of high instantaneous CO concentrations surrounding the IRZ and
extending radially outwards, produced by the local regions of intense char
combustion.
To reduce the computation times, for development purposes the simulations
were also run with half of the domain width. Simulations neglecting the
staging stream showed a completely di↵erent pattern. What emerged was
that although the upstream species concentrations and temperature profiles
at the center of the flame were relatively similar, the downstream profiles
were very di↵erent. For the reduced domain simulations, the temperatures
downstream were lower and the oxygen was fully burnt everywhere. The
staging stream is necessary to provide the necessary oxygen to burn the char
everywhere downstream, even close to the central axis of the flame. The sim-
ulations showed that in the downstream region of the furnace (z > 200 mm)
the combustion process will be driven entirely by the combustion of the
char with the oxygen from the staging stream. Figures 6.8(e,f) show that
between z = 200 mm and 500 mm the combustion is relatively uniform ev-
erywhere within the main central region of the furnace and starts to die out
at z > 500 mm when most of the char is consumed. Again, Figure 6.9(a)
shows intermittent regions of high CO concentrations almost everywhere
throughout the downstream region of the furnace, which indicates regions
of intense char combustion.
The above discussion implies that for this test case, the char-O2 gasifica-
tion reaction eq. (4.17) is more prominent than the char-CO2 gasification
reaction eq. (4.18). Figure 6.10 compares the average values of the char-O2
reaction left and the char-CO2 reaction right along the central plane of the
furnace. The first thing to note is that the char-O2 contributes about an
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Figure 6.10: left : Contour plot of the average char - O2 reaction rate along
the central axis of the flame [kg/m3]. right : Contour plot of
the average char - CO2 reaction rate along the central axis of
the flame [kg/m3]. Dimensions in mm.
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order of magnitude more than the char-CO2 gasification to the total char
combustion rate. The exact contributions of the char-O2 and char-CO2 re-
actions to char consumption are 92.905% and 7.005% respectively, which is
very close to the values observed by Chen et al. [18], who predicted 91.90%
and 7.46% and only 0.68% for the char-H2O reaction. For the present test
case the char oxidation reaction is particularly dominant due to the overall
relatively low temperatures throughout the domain (see Figure 6.12), and
does not necessarily imply that such is the case for every oxy-coal com-
bustion process. Moreover, the char-CO2 gasification process may become
important in regions of high temperatures and low O2 concentrations. For
instance, as shown in Figure 6.10, within the IRZ region some char-CO2
gasification is observed even in the absence of oxygen and may contribute
considerably to the overall combustion process, as shown by the overall
higher temperatures observed in that region.
Coal burnout
Most of the volatile gases leave the coal particles in the vortex surrounding
the IRZ, and it can be concluded that the devolatilisation process terminates
close to the burner inlet. Figure 6.5 shows that the LES over-estimates the
axial velocities downstream throughout the domain width at z = 300 mm.
Consequently, in the LES the coal particles get transported more rapidly
downstream, possibly resulting in the char combustion being delayed com-
pared to the experiments. Nonetheless, Figure 6.8(e,f) and Figure 6.10 show
that most of the char combustion occurs in the region of 200 < z < 500 mm
and that limited char is being burnt downstream of z > 600 mm. It can be
therefore concluded that most of the coal particles in the combustor will be
burned in the region z < 500 mm. Restricting the domain length to 800 mm
in the simulations was thus deemed su cient.
Oxygen concentrations
Figure 6.11 compares the oxygen mole fraction profiles predicted by the LES
with experimental measurements at five axial locations from the burner out-
let. At z = 0.05 m and z = 0.1 m the experimentalists measured very low
oxygen concentrations between 0 < r < 0.05 m. Toporov et al. [134] suspect
that given the low oxygen concentrations, a significant amount of combus-
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Figure 6.11: Comparison between present LES and the simulation in RANS
by Toporov et al. [134] and simulations in LES by Chen et al.
[18] for mean O2 mole fraction at 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 and 0.5 m
away from burner outlet.
tion has already taken place within the quarl. The present LES (continuos
line) captures the very low oxygen concentrations measured by the experi-
mentalists, however the author believes that most of the combustion of the
volatile gases does occur before z = 0.1 m, but only within the swirling
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vortex. The low oxygen concentration inside the quarl is instead a result of
the oxygen from the primary and secondary stream being consumed before
it can be recirculated back into the quarl, leaving behind only unburnt gases
and products. Between 0.05 < r < 0.15 m, for the z = 0.05 m plane, the
experiments and LES show similar oxygen concentration levels. However, in
the experiments the oxygen concentration seems to increase more slowly and
at a more steady rate radially, whilst the LES has an almost constant oxygen
concentration level, matching the experimental measurements at r = 0.15 m
before increasing rapidly close to the wall. This di↵erence is carried through
in the following z = 0.1 m, z = 0.2 m and z = 0.3 m planes where the LES fol-
lows the experimental measurements between 0 < r < 0.05 m and r > 0.15,
but overestimates them between 0.05 < r < 0.15 m. There are three po-
tential reasons for the di↵erences between the LES and the experimental
measurements. Firstly, the primary and secondary stream might expand
more in the experiment compared to the simulations, and consequently lead
the particles to burn more radially. As previously discussed in the context
of the velocity profile, a small under-estimation of the swirl level can lead
the jet to spread more with increased swirl levels and less with lower swirl
levels. The second reasoning might be related to the spreading of the stag-
ing stream. As perviously mentioned, it is not trivial to accurately predict
the behaviour of the staging stream due to the di culty in capturing the lo-
cation of its separation point from the wall. Moreover, given the lack of any
experimental velocity measurements in the location of the staging stream,
it is di cult to know if the LES is capturing its velocity accurately and if
there is any form of swirl induced by the outer annulus. The oxygen from
the staging stream might for instance swirl more or less in the experiments
and thus provide more or less oxygen in the region between 0.05 < r < 0.15
m upstream. The third possible reason might be related to the devolatil-
isation and EBU model. If the volatiles are released more slowly or their
combustion rate is slower in the swirling vortex, some of the volatiles could
escape the swirl and flow radially and thus combust with the oxygen from
the staging stream. Overall, aside from the aforementioned di↵erences, the
LES follow the experimental profiles reasonably well in the z = 0.05 m,
z = 0.1 m, z = 0.2 m and z = 0.3 m planes. For the downstream z = 0.5 m
plane, the predicted oxygen concentrations are slightly overestimated. The
di↵erences observed downstream will be explained in more detail in Figures
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6.12 and 6.13.
Comparing the present LES results with the Toporov-RANS, Chen-LES
and experimental measurements, show the present work to perform as well
as previous simulatons. The Chen-LES under-predicted the magnitude
of the IRZ, leading the particles and oxygen from the primary and sec-
ondary stream to expand less. Consequently, their jet spreads less, re-
sulting in considerable over-prediction of the oxygen concentration between
0.03 < r < 0.15 for both the z = 0.05 m and z = 0.1 m planes. Downstream,
the Chen-LES results align with the present LES and the di↵erences with
the experimental measurements are smaller. The Toporov-RANS results, as
previously mentioned, only show results for the z = 0.05 m and z = 0.2 m
planes. For the upstream plane the oxygen concentration levels rise radi-
ally at a similar rate to the present LES, which is not surprising given the
similar velocity predictions. However, Toporov et al. [134] observes a peak
in oxygen concentration where the primary/secondary stream jet is located,
which is not captured by any of the other simulations or the experimental
measurements. This peak is possibly caused by the volatiles being burned
later compared to the other simulations, which may be a result of either
slower devolatilisation rates or slower volatile combustion rates. For the
z = 0.2 m plane the oxygen concentration of Toporov-RANS are very low
in the central region of the flame, possibly due to the delayed combustion
of the volatile gases. In addition, as Toporov-RANS did not observe any
ORZ, the staging stream is likely to expand more downstream compared to
the other simulations, which results in the strong overestimation in oxygen
concentrations at the sides of the domain.
6.3.3 Gas Temperature
Figure 6.12 shows the contour plots of the instantaneous and mean gas tem-
perature in the furnace. The gas temperature analysis in the furnace follows
the previous analysis of the species concentrations and oxygen consumption
rates. In the upstream central region of the flame, it was concluded that the
bulk of the combustion of the volatile gases begins at the burner inlet and
continues in the IRZ surrounding vortex, which extends along the central
axis of the flame until z ⇡ 0.2 m. The combustion of the volatiles results
in the rapid temperature increase in the location of the primary/secondary
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Figure 6.12: Contour plots of the instantaneous (top) and average (bottom)
gas temperature [K]. The red lines indicate the measurements
locations. Dimensions in mm.
stream jet in Figure 6.12. The temperature is visibly highest at this point
within the quarl, reaching temperatures of approximately ⇡ 1400 K. At
the centre of the quarl the temperature is lower ⇡ 1000 K, which confirms
that limited combustion is actually occurring there and the temperature
rise is mainly due to the recirculating hot products. The combustion of the
volatiles extends to z ⇡ 0.2 m, contributing to the rapid temperature rise
occurring in the centre of the furnace between z = 0.05 m and z = 0.2 m.
In this region the gas velocities are relatively low (see Figure 6.3), and the
char has more time to burn (see Figures 6.8(e,f)), releasing greater amounts
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of CO which burns and further contributes to the temperature rise. In the
outer region of the IRZ, between z = 0 m and z = 0.10 m, local regions
of high temperatures reaching T ⇡ 1500 K are visible, and are caused by
the char reacting with the staging stream. These high temperature regions
are localised in areas of low velocities where the char and CO have time
to burn. However, most of the char combustion which occurs around the
IRZ (see Figure 6.8(e,f)), occurs in regions of high axial velocities. Conse-
quently, the CO produced by the char reactions (see Figure 6.9), is quickly
transported downstream by both the primary/secondary stream jet and the
staging stream, rather than radially. Between z = 0.10 m and z = 0.30 m, at
the sides of the domain, Figure 6.12 shows temperatures in excess of 1400 K,
where the oxygen concentration is relatively high and no char combustion
is observed. These regions of high temperature must be caused by the hot
products recirculating back downstream via the ORZ. In the downstream
region of the furnace, between z = 0.3 m and z = 0.5 m, overall high temper-
atures are observed everywhere. In this region, Figures 6.8(e,f) show that
most of the downstream char combustion is occurring uniformly across the
burner. The CO produced by the char is transported further downstream
which contributes to the further rise in temperature observed towards the
end of the domain.
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Figure 6.13: Comparison between present LES and the simulation in RANS
by Toporov et al. [134] and simulations in LES by Chen et
al. [18] for mean gas temperature [K] at 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 and
0.5 m away from burner outlet
Figure 6.13 compares the gas temperature profiles predicted by the LES
with experimental measurements at five axial locations from the burner
outlet. At z = 0.05 m the LES predictions match the experimental mea-
surements. The LES observes a low peak in temperature at r = 0.05 m,
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caused by the combined e↵ect of the colder secondary stream and the ter-
tiary stream, which is not observed experimentally. The low temperature
peak is captured by both the Chen-LES and Toporov-RANS, which sug-
gests that the experimentalists may have missed it in their measurements.
The Toporov-RANS simulations low temperature peak is more pronounced
due to the slower combustion of the volatile gases which leads them to burn
more downstream compared to the other simulations. For the upstream
z = 0.1 m and z = 0.2 m planes, between 0.0 <r < 0.05 m and r > 0.015 m
the experiments and simulations are in close agreement, whilst the LES un-
derestimates the temperatures between 0.05 < r < 0.15 m. The di↵erences
can be explained following the previous arguments discussed in the context
of the oxygen concentration results (Figure 6.11). As the LES underesti-
mates the spreading of the jet, the particles and volatile gases spread less
and consequently burn closer to the burner not allowing for enough combus-
tion to occur between 0.05 < r < 0.15 m. Alternatively, if the colder staging
stream was to expand more axially, it would not recirculate as much towards
the central axis of the furnace resulting in higher temperatures between
0.05 < r < 0.15 m, particularly for the z = 0.1 m plane. Consequently, the
oxygen rich staging stream would aid more of the combustion downstream
at the z = 0.2 m plane, where more of the coal particles are present and
help push the temperatures up between 0.05 < r < 0.15 m. Finally, the
devolatilisation and EBU model may impact the radial temperature results
upstream. If the volatile yield or its combustion rate is slower in the swirling
vortex, some of the volatiles could escape the swirl and burn more radially
upstream. These observations are discussed in greater detail in section 6.4.
For the z = 0.3 m and z = 0.5 m downstream stations, the LES over-
estimates the experimental measurements almost everywhere by up to 200 K.
The driving reasons for the discrepancy are not known, some possible ex-
planations will be outlined here:
• Radiation boundary conditions - Given the computational costs of the
radiation model, it has not been possible to do a a full analysis of the
e↵ects of radiation on the results. Toporov et al. [134] provided the
radiation boundary conditions, without giving an explanation for their
choice. A more thorough analysis of the radiative proeprties at the
burner walls could show that more appropriate boundary conditions
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are required for the burner. Cavallo Marincola [15] tested di↵erent
boundary conditions on the International Flame Research Foundation
No. 1 burner by Michel and Payne [89] and found some variations in
temperature.
• Radiative properties - Treating the radiative properties of the partic-
ipating medium as grey (see section 2.3) is somewhat simplistic. A
more advanced treatment of the radiative properties would be to use
the Weighted Sum of Grey Gas (WSGG) method, where the radia-
tive properties of the medium are represented by a number (usually
four or five) grey gases, and where the RTE is solved for each grey
gas, having its own absorption coe cient and weight, rather than a
single value to represent the whole mixture. Cavallo Marincola [15]
tested both the grey gas and WSGG methods and found that the first
overestimated the temperatures downstream, whilst the latter gave
overall better results. The WSGG method however, leads to a further
four-fold increase in computational times which would be currently
prohibitive for this test case.
• Char combustion - Given that most of the temperature downstream
is driven by the char combustion, more advanced char combustion
models, such as the intrinsic reaction rate model employed for the
CRIEPI case or other models that account for multiple competing
char oxidation reactions should be implemented (see Shaddix et al.
[51, 91, 116]). The e↵ect of altering the char combustion rate will be
discussed in Section 6.4.
Comparing the present LES results with the Chen-LES and Toporov-RANS
results shows the present work to perform better upstream and worse down-
stream. The di↵erences observed upstream follow the arguments made in
the context of the velocity and oxygen concentration profiles, Figures 6.5
and 6.11. Downstream, especially at z = 0.5 m, the Chen-LES captures the
experimental temperature better than the present LES.
6.3.4 Radiation
Before performing a parametric study of the OXYCOAL-AC burner, the im-
pact of the current radiation model on the simulation results was asessed.
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Figure 6.14 compares the results of the simulations which account for radi-
ation (black line) and which ignore radiation (red line). The temperature
at the walls of the furnace were set to 1000  C as suggested by Toporov et
al. [134], which is slightly colder than the upstream temperature measure-
ments close to the walls. The upstream gases close to the furnace walls thus
loose heat, which results in the slight drop in temperature observed at the
z = 0.05 m plane and close to the walls at the z = 0.1 m plane.
Throughout the central region of the flame, radiation has a negligible im-
pact. In this region the walls are too far (and not cold or hot enough) to
have a considerable impact. Moreover, the transporting medium tempera-
ture is not very hot, which limits the amount of radiative heat dispersed to
either the surroundings or transferred to the dispersed phase.
The results observed in Figure 6.14 show that the downstream tempera-
ture deviations cannot be explained by the impact of the current radiation
model.
Overall, the implemented radiation model has little impact on the simula-
tion results, and given its computational costs it was decided to carry the
following parametric study with the radiation model disabled.
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Figure 6.14: Comparison between the temperature and oxygen concentra-
tions for the simulations with radiation (black line) and with-
out radiation (red line)
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6.4 Parametric Study of the OXYCOAL-AC
Burner
The following parametric study has been performed to see how reliable the
previous predictions are, to understand what really a↵ects the results and
to understand which models must be improved to enhance the predictions.
The parametric study was conducted for a rectangular cross-section, which
had no e↵ect on the flame itself.
6.4.1 Grid refinement
The e↵ect of grid refinement on the simulations results was assessed by
performing a fine grid simulation with   = 1 mm. Figures 6.15 and 6.16
compare the fine and coarse grid simulations for the velocity, temperature
and oxygen concentration results. The fine grid simulations predicts slightly
better the magnitude of the IRZ velocities in the upstream (up to z < 0.2 m)
central region of the flame. The improved representation of the IRZ flow
field by the fine grid simulation also leads to a slightly improved tempera-
ture prediction in the same region. At the z = 0.025 m plane the fine grid
simulation captures the velocity magnitude, however it slightly over-predicts
the velocity magnitude at the following downstream plane compared to the
coarse grid simulations.
The oxygen concentration predicted by the fine grid simulation follows more
closely the experimental data. For the fine grid simulations, the better de-
scription of mixing meant that the EBU model gave a better description
of the reaction rates. However, for the downstream planes the temperature
results of the coarse and fine grid simulations are almost identical. This
suggests that the downstream temperature discrepancies are not related to
the gas combustion rates but to processes independent of mixing such as
char combustion and radiation.
The results between the two simulations did not di↵er considerably, there-
fore in all further simulations for the parametric study, the coarse grid was
retained.
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Figure 6.15: Comparison between the mean axial and tangential velocities
for the coarse grid   = 2.0 mm (black line) and fine grid
  = 1.0 mm (red line) simulations.
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Figure 6.16: Comparison between temperature and O2 for the coarse grid
  = 2.0 mm (black line) and fine grid   = 1.0 mm (red line)
simulations.
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6.4.2 Inflow Conditions
The experimentalists provided a value of the secondary stream swirl level at
an upstream location, and did not provide any measurements at the burner
inlet. By the time the secondary stream enters the burner its swirl level
may have changed. To test the e↵ect of the secondary stream swirl level on
the simulation results, the LES was performed with both an increased swirl
level to 1.6 and decreased secondary swirl level to 0.8.
In addition, no detailed experimental measurements were provided by the
experimentalists at the staging stream inlet, but only the overall mass flow
rates. In section 6.3.1 it was hypothesised that the outer annulus might
induce a swirl on the staging stream. To test this assumption the LES were
performed with both a positive + 0.2 swirl level and negative - 0.2 swirl
level on the staging stream. This test also serves the purpose to see how
small alterations in the staging stream inflow conditions can a↵ect the LES
results.
Figure 6.17 and Figure 6.18 compare the velocity, temperature and oxygen
concentration results (black line) with the LES with a + 0.2 (red line) and
- 0.2 (blue line) staging stream swirl level and with the LES with an in-
creased secondary swirl level to 1.6 (green line) and decreased secondary
swirl level to 0.8 (purple line).
It is interesting to see that increasing the secondary swirl level has little
e↵ect on the overall size and magnitude of the IRZ. It is possible, that given
the proximity of the secondary stream to the walls, the resolution of the LES
might be inadequate to describe the increased boundary layer generated by
a higher swirl. Consequently, the e↵ect of the higher swirl is suppressed
and the gases follow the quarl walls with a similar speed and trajectory to
an equivalent lower swirl level. The small impact of altering the staging
stream swirl level or increasing the secondary stream swirl level on the IRZ
flow velocities, result in a corresponding negligible change in temperatures
and oxygen concentrations in the same region. On the other hand dropping
the secondary stream swirl level diminishes considerably the magnitude of
the IRZ throughout the central axis of the furnace. Consequently, fewer
products are recirculated back, dropping the temperature upstream.
Outside the IRZ the di↵erences are more pronounced. Applying a small
+ 0.2 swirl to the staging stream results in an increased under-prediction
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of the tangential velocity at the z = 0.025 m and z = 0.05 m planes. The
staging stream now swirls in the same direction of the secondary stream
which pushes down the tangential velocity. Similarly, applying a small - 0.2
swirl to the staging stream results in a better prediction of the tangential
velocity upstream. The staging stream is now helped to flow in the opposite
direction of the secondary swirl, pushing up the tangential velocities.
Altering the staging stream swirl level has negligible impact on the temper-
ature and oxygen concentration results at z = 0.05 m. At the z = 0.1 m
and z = 0.2 m planes the di↵erence in temperature between the + 0.2 and
- 0.2 swirling staging streams are up to 200 K, which is considerable given
the small magnitude of the staging swirl. The +0.2 swirl allows the stag-
ing stream to flow more downstream and can supply more oxygen to the
coal particles which have escaped the IRZ aiding their combustion. Conse-
quently, the LES with the + 0.2 swirl results in a higher temperature and
lower oxygen concentration between the z = 0.1 m and z = 0.3 m planes.
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Figure 6.17: Comparison between the mean axial and tangential velocities
for: + 0.2 (red line) and - 0.2 (blue line) staging stream swirl
level, secondary swirl level = 1.6 (green line) and secondary
swirl level = 0.8 (purple line).
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Figure 6.18: Comparison between temperature and O2 for: +0.2 (red line)
and -0.2 (blue line) staging stream swirl, secondary swirl level
= 1.6 (green line) and 0.8 (purple line).
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6.4.3 Char Combustion
Figure 6.19 compares the temperature and oxygen concentration results
for the LES where the char combustion rate is diminished by a factor of
ten (blue line) and where the char combustion is ignored (green line). In
the upstream (z < 0.2 m) central region of the flame the results with the
di↵erent char combustion rates show negligible di↵erences. This follows
the previous findings discussed in section 6.3, which concluded that in the
IRZ and in its surrounding vortex the driving combustion processes are
devolatilisation and the burning of the volatile gases, as will be further
discussed in section 6.4.4 and section 6.4.5.
The analysis in section 6.3 concluded that the driving combustion process in
the downstream region of the furnace (z > 0.2 m) is char combustion. The
results observed in Figure 6.19 confirms this, showing a considerable drop in
temperature throughout the domain width at the downstream planes. The
downstream temperature for the slower char combustion process matches
the experimental data at the z = 0.3 m and z = 0.5 m planes which suggests
that the current char combustion model over predicts the char combustion
rate. However, the simulations with the slower char combustion process also
show that the oxygen concentrations are over-predicted at the z = 0.3 m
and z = 0.5 m planes. One explanation could be that in the simulations
the char combustion rate is correct whilst its modelled heat release might
be over-estimated. In section 4.2.2 it was shown that the heat released
from char combustion eq. (4.20), is inversely proportional to the particle
specific heat cp,p. The value of cp,p was taken from standard values provided
in literature, which however might not be representative of the Rhenish
lignite coal. Moreover, throughout this work it has been assumed that
the char partially oxidises to form CO via the reaction Cchar + 1/2O2 !
CO. However, at higher temperatures char could oxidise via the reaction
Cchar+O2 ! CO2 [150]. If the char fully oxidises, the particle temperature
increases further, however less CO is formed which cannot burn in the gas
phase, dropping the gas temperature.
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Figure 6.19: Comparison between the temperature and oxygen concentra-
tions for the slow char combustion (blue line) no char combus-
tion (green line) and slow devolatilisation (red line).
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6.4.4 Devolatilisation
This section looks at the impact of the rate at which the volatiles are re-
leased on the simulation results. Figure 6.19 shows the LES results with
the devolatilisation rate diminished by a factor of ten (red line). In the
upstream (z < 0.2 m) central region of the flame the results with the slower
devolatilisation rates shows a huge drop in temperature. In section 6.3, it
was concluded that most of the volatile gases are released and burn within
the vortex surrounding the IRZ, leading to the high temperatures observed
in the upstream central region of the flame. When the devolatilisation rate
is diminished, the particles release most of the volatiles after escaping the
vortex surrounding the IRZ and burn upstream at the sides of the domain
between 0.05 m< r < 0.15 m, resulting in the high temperatures observed
in the same region. The oxygen from the primary and secondary stream
remains mostly un-consumed and is in part recirculated back cold in the
IRZ and in part flows unburnt downstream. As the upstream temperatures
outside the IRZ between 0.05 m< r < 0.15 m are now higher, the char com-
bustion will commence earlier, leaving less of the char to burn downstream.
Consequently, as less char is available downstream of z > 0.2 m, the LES
temperature profiles are lower.
For any recirculating coal furnace it is desirable that most of the combustion
occurs in the region surrounding the IRZ, and slower devolatilisation rate are
not desirable and are not representative of this test case. However, especially
in the plane z = 0.1 m the temperatures between 0.05 m< r < 0.15 m are in
closer agreement to the experimental data. An explanation for this might
relate to the fact that the current devolatilisation model does not distin-
guish between the release of lighter and heavier volatiles (see section 3.2.2).
It could be that the lighter volatiles are released within the vortex surround-
ing the IRZ, whilst the heavier tars are released outside. This would have
the e↵ect of slightly dropping the high temperatures in the central upstream
region of the flame and slightly increasing the temperatures at the sides of
the flame.
6.4.5 E↵ect of Mixing
This section looks at the impact of altering the EBU model constant cEBU
on the simulation results. Figure 6.20 compares the temperature and oxy-
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gen concentration results for the simulations with cEBU=4.0 (black line),
cEBU=0.4 (red line) and cEBU=0.04 (blue line). The first interesting ob-
servation is that diminishing the EBU model constant from cEBU=4.0 to
cEBU=0.4 has little e↵ect on the results. The combustion of the volatiles
with cEBU=0.4 still occurs primarily in the vortex surrounding the IRZ
driving the temperature upstream in the central region of the flame. Con-
sequently, the volatiles still manage to burn before escaping the vortex sur-
rounding the IRZ leading to a similar combustion process in the upstream
region of the furnace to the simulation with cEBU=4.0.
The results with cEBU=0.04 instead show a very di↵erent behaviour. The
combustion of the volatiles is too slow to occur in the vortex surrounding
the IRZ, and the volatiles manage to escape unburned. Similarly to the
results with the slower devolatilisation rate (Figure 6.19) the oxygen from
the primary and secondary stream remains mostly un-consumed leading to
the low temperatures observed in the upstream central region of the flame.
The simulation results with cEBU=0.04 (as for the results with a slower
devolatilisation rate) perform worst compared to the other simulations up-
stream. Instead the results with cEBU=0.4 performed as well as the other
simulations upstream. This author believes that when employing a single
step model to represent the devolatilisation process or the EBU model to
represent the combustion of the volatiles, for a swirling furnace such as the
OXYCOAL-AC burner the simulation results are not as sensitive to the
value of cEBU or the devolatilisation rate (as it was for the CRIEPI flame,
see section 5.4.4) as long as the combustion initiates within the swirling
vortex and the flame attaches to the burner inlet. If instead the devolatili-
sation rate or the rate of volatile combustion is diminished to the point that
the coal particles or the volatile gases escape the swirling vortex unburned,
the overall e↵ect on the combustion behaviour of the furnace are dramatic.
Downstream (z > 0.2 m) where char combustion predominates, one would
expect that the slower reaction CO + 1/2O2 ! CO2 for the simulation
with cEBU=0.4 should yield a lower temperature profile compared to the
simulations with cEBU=4.0, instead the results are almost identical. In sec-
tion 5.4 it was suggested that for LES cEBU should be diminished by ⇡ 66.8
times. This could indicate that for a more representative PCC furnace such
as the OXYCOAL-AC furnace compared to the CRIEPI burner, where the
recirculating flows allow for considerably longer burning times, one order of
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magnitude drop in the value of cEBU is not su cient.
For the simulation with cEBU=0.04 the reaction CO+1/2O2 ! CO2 is now
so slow that the temperatures downstream drop by up to 200 K compared to
the other simulations, leading to a closer agreement with the experimental
data. However, the oxygen concentrations are now over-predicted compared
to the other simulations, which suggests that the discrepancy in tempera-
ture measurements might not be only related to the CO combustion rates
but also to other reasons as discussed in section 6.4.3.
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Figure 6.20: Comparison between the temperature and oxygen concentra-
tions for the simulations with cEBU=4.0 (black line), cEBU=0.4
(red line) and cEBU=0.04 (blue line).
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6.5 Conclusion
This section presented the LES results of the OXYCOAL-AC burner. Firstly,
a benchmark simulation was performed. The results showed that the LES
performed well in the central upstream region of the furnace where the IRZ
is located. Downstream the simulation results show discrepancies with ex-
perimental data, in particular the temperature results diverged from the
experimental measurements by up to 200 K. To understand the reasons for
the discrepancies between the LES and the experimental measurements a
parametric study was performed. The implemented radiation model was
found to have negligible impact on the LES results in the central region of
the flame and led to only a slight drop in temperature close to the walls. It
was however concluded that a more detailed analysis of the radiation bound-
ary conditions should be made. Moreover a more advanced representation
of the radiative properties of the participating medium might be necessary
to get the desired drop in the downstream simulated temperatures. The
inflow conditions were tested by altering the secondary swirl and staging
stream swirl level. Small variations in the staging stream swirl level had a
non negligible impact on the predicted combustion behaviour of the furnace,
which shows the importance of having accurate experimental measurements
at the inlet.
Char combustion was found to be the dominant combustion process through-
out the downstream region of the furnace. Instead devolatilisation and
volatile combustion were found to be the dominant PCC process in the
central upstream region of the flame where the swirling vortex is located.
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7 Conclusions and
Recommendations for Future
Work
The present work analysed the applicability of Large Eddy Simulations for
modelling pulverised coal burning in air and in a O2/CO2 environment. A
pulverised coal combustion code was implemented as an extension to the
proven PsiPhi code, and evaluated for two test cases.
A pulverised coal jet flame studied at CRIEPI [50, 56, 57, 58] acted as an
ideal first test case, due to its overall simplicity. Both an Eulerian and La-
grangian representation of the dispersed phase were tested. It was shown
that the Lagrangian representation was more representative of the PCC pro-
cess. The Eulerian-Lagrangian mean and RMS particle velocities showed
good agreement with experimental measurements for both the non-reactive
and reactive case. The temperature along the flame axis has been measured
by a two-colour pyrometer, which is not able to give point temperatures
within the flame. Processing the LES particle temperature with a newly
developed method to replicate the pyrometer measurements showed good
agreement. A qualitative comparison between the experimentalOH-LIF im-
ages and the predicted species mass fractions and combustion rates showed
that the LES captures the overall combustion behaviour of the flame.
A parametric study was also performed to understand the impact on the
results of di↵erent PCC processes and their models. The study showed that
for the CRIEPI flame the driving PCC processes are devolatilisation and
volatile combustion, whilst char combustion and radiation had negligible
impact.
The impact of chemistry and of sub-grid mixing on the volatile combus-
tion rate was tested by firstly, comparing the EBU model with a finite rate
four step chemistry model. The results di↵ered considerably, and given the
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lack of reliable experimental point temperature and species concentration
measurements in the flame it was di cult to assess which volatile com-
bustion model performs best. It was nonetheless concluded that the EBU
model over-estimates the reaction rates due to an over-representation of the
sub-grid mixing and the infinitely fast chemistry assumption. The EBU
model also led the inner coal/air flame to attach to the burner which is
not observed experimentally. The four step mechanism captured the flame
lift-o↵, however the lack of turbulence-chemistry interaction modelling led
to a mis-representation of the combustion behaviour. The e↵ect of sub-grid
mixing was assessed by varying the EBU model constant cEBU . The value
cEBU = 4.0 developed for RANS was deemed too high for LES and after
testing and comparing with other mixing time-scale values found in the lit-
erature it was concluded that in LES the EBU model constant should be
reduced by at least an order of magnitude.
The CRIEPI flame served the purpose for developing a PCC LES code,
however ultimately a jet flame is not representative of what typically hap-
pens in a realistic PCC furnace, where longer residence times are normally
encountered for complete combustion to occur.
The swirling 100 kWth OXYCOAL-AC burner acted as the second vali-
dation test case. The PCC models developed and tested for the CRIEPI
flame were modified and implemented to allow for coal combustion to oc-
cur in a O2/CO2 environment. The LES results were compared with mean
axial and tangential velocity measurements, oxygen concentration and gas
temperatures. Overall good agreement was observed upstream, particularly
in the central region of the flame, whilst downstream the results di↵ered
from the experimental measurements.
The implemented radiation model was found to have limited e↵ect on the
PCC process. The reasons for this were linked to firstly the overall rel-
atively low temperatures encountered throughout the OXYCOAL-AC fur-
nace. Moreover, treating the radiative properties of the participating medium
as grey may be too simplistic. The WSGG method should be tested to see
whether radiative heat transfer is indeed small for the OXYCOAL-AC fur-
nace or whether more advanced methods to describe the radiative properties
are necessary.
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To understand the reasons for the di↵erences between the experimental
measurements and the simulations, a parametric study was performed on an
equivalent bruner with a square cross-section. The lack of any non-reactive
data made it di cult to assess whether the inflow conditions were correct.
The inflow conditions of the secondary stream and staging stream were
tested by varying their swirl level. Whilst altering the secondary stream did
not a↵ect the results considerably, small alterations in the staging stream
led to temperature changes of up to 200 K. This showed the crucial role
played by the staging stream on the combustion behaviour of the furnace.
Char combustion was found to be the dominant PCC process throughout
much of the furnace. Diminishing the char combustion rate resulted in the
temperature profiles matching the experimental measurements downstream,
whilst the oxygen concentrations diverged further from the experimental
measurements. It was concluded that rather than the char burning rate
what could cause the divergence in temperature might be related to the
heat release of the heterogeneous reaction C + 1/2O2 ! CO, whether the
char fully oxidises at higher temperatures C +O2 ! CO2 and the burning
rate of the homogeneous reaction CO + 1/2O2 ! CO2.
Finally, an order of magnitude decrease in the volatile release rate had an
enormous e↵ect on the upstream PCC process. The main reason for this
was due to the volatiles being released outside the vortex surrounding the
IRZ preventing any combustion to occur within the burner, and most of the
volatile combustion occurred instead upstream at the sides of the furnace. It
was concluded that more advanced devolatilisation models that separate the
release rate of the light hydrocarbons from the heavier ones are necessary
for a better prediction of the flame stabilising methods and the upstream
PCC process.
Devolatilisation and volatile combustion
Devolatilisation drives the initial behaviour of the PCC process. Both the
analysis made in the context of the CRIEPI flame and the OXYCOAL-
AC furnace emphasised the very high sensitivity of the simulation results
on the selection of appropriate devolatilisation parameters. Alternatively,
more advanced devolatilisation models that account for di↵erent species re-
lease rates such as the ones discussed in section 3.2.2 could be implemented
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and tested. Ideally, the volatile gases would be represented as light hy-
drocarbons, tar, carbon dioxide and water vapour, thus removing the need
to model them as a single postulate substance. This representation of the
volatile gases would facilitate the testing of multiple reactions chemistry
mechanisms, which can provide more realistic values of small pollutants.
Moreover, the use of real volatile gases as opposed to modelled ones could
facilitate the use of more sophisticated turbulence-chemistry models such as
pre-determined chemistry tables and PDF methods. Finally, the treatment
of the tar combustion process in line with the methods outlined in section
3.2.3 should be considered.
Such a computationally intensive study should be performed on test cases
which are representative of the PCC process, which are often geometrically
complex and large in size making the overall computational e↵ort more se-
vere. Performing such a study on a test case such as the CRIEPI flame
might be counter-productive as the real e↵ects of the di↵erent models and
processes might be misleading.
Char combustion and radiation
The OXYCOAL-AC burner results showed that char combustion plays a
crucial role on the PCC process. In this work two char combustion models
have been tested separately for the two test cases considered. The more ad-
vanced intrinsic reaction rate model was applied to the CRIEPI case, which
however given the little impact of char combustion on the flame, could not
be fully validated. Cavallo Marincola [15] used the implemented intrinsic
reaction rate model for the IFRF No. 1 burner [89] showing reasonable
agreement with the char burning rate. For the OXYCOAL-AC furnace the
simpler Baum and Street model was used, as the experimentalists [134] pro-
vided information for the model constants and the intrinsic reaction rate
model has not been previously validated for oxy-coal combustion.
A sensitivity study of the e↵ect of the Baum and Street model constants
on the char combustion process of the OXYCOAL-AC case would be a first
future step. Moreover, an attempt should be made to adapt the intrinsic re-
action rate model to oxy-coal combustion. Ultimately, for both air-coal and
oxy-coal combustion, more advanced char combustion models that account
for multiple competing char oxidation reactions should be implemented (see
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Shaddix et. al [51, 91, 116] and Williams et al. [147, 148]).
The radiation model was not implemented by the author (But was pro-
vided by Cavallo Marincola [15]) so it is di cult to appreciate the driving
modelling parameters that must be considered. Certainly, one test would
be to change the radiation boundary conditions such as the wall tempera-
tures and emissivities and see the e↵ects on the overall combustion process.
Moreover, the radiative properties of the participating medium could be
modelled with more advanced models than the grey gas method such as the
WSGG method.
Coal properties
Throughout this work the specific heat capacity and density of coal and the
molecular weight of the volatile gases have been kept constant. One inter-
esting study would be to see the sensitivity of the LES results to altering
the di↵erent coal properties. When using the intrinsic reaction rate model
for char combustion, such a study could be extended to the specific surface
area of the char particle, the pore radius and its tortuosity.
Also, models should be implemented to account for the changes in the coal
properties. For instance, the particle swells as it heats up, thus increasing in
size whilst retaining a constant density. Appropriate swelling models should
be therefore considered. Similarly, during the char combustion process the
particle drops in density whilst retaining its size in Zone 1 whilst it drops
in size at a constant density in Zone 3 (see section 3.4.1), which can be
represented using models similar to eq. (3.37).
To conclude the author believes that the most important requirement for
the development of an accurate PCC LES model is more detailed experi-
mental data. Firstly, non-reactive particle and gas velocity measurements
should be provided to ensure that the flow field is correctly represented.
The OXYCOAL-AC burner lacks non-reactive data and any reactive data
close to the burner walls, which made it di cult to understand whether the
correct inflow conditions were being set in the simulations. Small changes at
the inflow can a↵ect the combustion process downstream, as it was shown
for the OXYCOAL-AC burner. Consequently, even if a specific model is
correctly representing a specific PCC process, one might be led to believe
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the opposite due to the mis-representation of the flow field.
Accurate temperature and species concentration measurements must also
be supplied. The CRIEPI case showed how the lack of reliable temperature
and species concentration measurements made it di cult to assess which
combustion model represented best a given PCC process.
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